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Acknowledgements:
This toolkit has been drawnup on behalf of theNational Organising Teamby numerous GMBRegional
Officials,Education Officers,Senior GMBStewards andNational Office staff.

This handbook aims to assist you in your role of representing andorganisingGMBmembers.
Please use the toolkit as a reference and always keep it handy,atwork if possible.

The contents of this toolkitwill be supplementedby handouts andmaterials youwill be givenon
GMB@WORKandotherGMBTrainingCourses.

We intend to provide youwith updates as necessary via your Regional Office.

Please insert any extra information in the appropriate place in the toolkit so you can find it
easily anduse itwhen youneed to.

WHATYOUNEEDTODOTHEJOB
This toolkit is designed to allow you to keep all the information youwill need in one place.
This can includewhatever information you think it is useful to keep,minutes ofmeetingswith
management or,GMBBranch information for example.

As a starting point youwill need:

• GMBWorkplace Organiser’s Toolkit.

• List of unionmemberswhere youwork.

• Membership application forms.

• Contact information for financial and other benefits ofmembership.

• GMBOfficers’names and contact details,phone and fax numbers and e-mail addresses.

• A list of GMB training courses and dates.

• GMBbadge.

• GMBRule Book.

• GMBUnion Representatives credentials.

• Employer policies on grievance and disciplinary hearings.

• Your employer’s staff handbook.

• GMB@WorkNoticeboard Pack.

• Your ownworkplacemap.

• Current GMB Law atWork book.

• Contact details for themanagers you deal with.

• Details of the current recognition agreementwith your employer.

• Records of grievances and disciplinary hearings you are dealingwith.

• Model grievance,disciplinary and failure to agree letters.

• Currentworkplace newsletters.

• Model workplace newsletters.

• Current GMBpolicies and campaigns,source GMBwebsitewww.gmb.org.uk

• Legal advice on time off work for GMBWorkplace Organisers,(see section 1.3).

Most of this informationwill be given to you in this pack or as part of your initial support training.
However it will all need to be updated as time goes by and it is your responsibility to keep on top of
developments.Your GMBOfficerwill help youwith this.
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THANKYOUFORBECOMINGAGMBWORKPLACEORGANISER
Manymembers of our union get active at work.Somehold official GMBpositions such as Safety
Representatives,Shop Stewards and GMB Learning Representatives.Others just help the union in any
way they can–taking the newsletter round their workplace or looking after a noticeboard for example.
But however ourmembers volunteer to support GMBwhere theywork,whether in an official capacity or
not,we see you as ourGMBWorkplace Organisers and this toolkit exists to give you a reference point
and to support and advise you in all you do.

I would like to take this opportunity to sincerely thank you for agreeing to represent and help organise
GMBmembers in your workplace.Frommy time as an Official I knowhow importantWorkplace
Organisers are to growing and representing GMB in theworkplace and that we should never take them
for granted.

Our goal is an active and strong union,where ourmembers havemore say over their jobs andwhere
GMB is growing in every workplace.Skilled and trained GMB representatives are the union leaders in
their workplace andmake sure ourmembers set the agendawhere theywork.Our aim is tomake sure
every workplacewherewe havemembers has aWorkplace Organising Plan drawnup by themembers.
Section two of this toolkit will help you drawup your own plans with your fellow activists andmembers
where youwork.

The role of theWorkplace Organiser is also to represent,advise and support GMBmembers at work in
every way possible.Section four of the toolkit will help you do this.Sections seven and eight provide you
with information onHealth and Safety and Pensions,two of our biggest campaigning areas today.

Good luckwith your campaigns and thank you once again on behalf of GMBmembers for all that you do.
Keep talking to and listening to themembers you represent and youwont go far wrong.Enjoy yourself.

Paul Kenny

General Secretary
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TRAININGFORGMBWORKPLACEORGANISERS
GMBprovides a wide range of training courses to help new and existingWorkplace Organisers gain the
skills and confidence they need to do the job for GMBwhere theywork.

By agreeing to become a GMBWorkplace Organiser,we know you are committed to growing your union
in your workplace,and that over time,with the support of your Officer and themembers you represent,
andwith dedicated training,youwill further develop your knowledge,skills and confidence in the job.

Experience tells us that the best way to learn the job of GMBWorkplace Organiser is not in the
classroombut by doing it in theworkplace and that’s why our training is deliberately designed to be ‘on
the job’.

INITIAL SUPPORT TRAINING
Shortly after you first become a GMBWorkplace Organiser youwill be contacted by the GMBOfficer
responsible for supporting you and themembers where youwork,whowill give you your Initial Support
Training.This will provide youwith:

1. Details of GMBmembership where youwork.

2. A GMBRepresentatives badge and official credentials.

3. Copies of the recognition agreement between GMB and your employer.

4. A copy of this toolkit.

5. A copy of GMB@WorkNoticeboard toolkit.

6. A briefing on the current industrial issues where youwork.

7. Contact details for other GMBWorkplace Organisers where youwork.

8. Contact details for your local GMB office and specialist GMB support staff in the Legal,Health and
Safety and Training Departments.

9. Your first job as a newGMBWorkplace Organiser: To introduce yourself to all thosewhowork in your
section, find out who is not in the union andmake a list.

10. Preparation for your first training course–GMB@Work:Workplace Organisation course.

GMB@WORK–WORKPLACEORGANISATION
Whether you are starting as a Union Learning Representative(ULR),Health and Safety Representative
or GMB Shop Steward,within a fewweeks of completing your Initial Support Training(IST)and once you
have had an opportunity to complete your initial work as a newGMBWorkplace Organiser youwill be
invited to attend a two day course duringwork time at a nearby location.

This course starts with the information you have gathered since your IST about thoseworking around
you. It helps you turn this information into your own‘Map’of your workplace,whichwill,over time,
become yourmost valuable tool for building the union and representingmembers where youwork.

The course also covers issues such as:

• workplace newsletters;

• how to approach potentialmembers;

• how to keep yourmembers informed and involvedwith the union and;

• understanding the union’s relations with your employer.

YOURROLE
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The course ends with GMBWorkplace Organisers being assisted to draw up their own first organising
plan for where theywork,whichwill be copied to their GMBOrganiser for further support advice and
assistance.

GMBBASIC TRAINING
Shortly after completing the GMB@Work course and after you have had an opportunity to put your
first plan into practice with your GMBOfficer,youwill be invited to attend the first of the basic training
courses again in work time and again at a location as near to where youwork as possible.

Having put in place a good organising planwhere youwork,based on a detailed workplacemap that you
will continually update,the next key role of a GMBWorkplace Organiser in theworkplace is to ensure all
members get the best andmost immediate advice, information and representation you can give.

As someonewhoworks with yourmembers, facing the same problems alongside them,formost issues
that comeup youwill be the best person to help and advise them.Your GMBOfficer will offer any back up
and support you need–but you and your fellow GMBWorkplace Organisers will be the first point of
contact for GMBmembers where youwork.

This trainingwill provide youwith all the knowledge,skills and confidence you need to start to take on
the job of representing yourmembers individually withmanagers on personal grievances and
disciplinary hearings and collectively on pay talks and other discussionswith your employer.

GMBADVANCED TRAINING
GMBRegional Offices also offer advanced training for GMBWorkplace Organisers as they develop their
skills further in the role.The first of these is training to become a fully accredited Safety
Representative.We encourage all ourWorkplace Organisers to take this course.

Further to this other courses run by your Regionmay include:

• Workplace industrial relations.

• Advanced organisation skills.

• Bargaining and communication skills.

• Equal rights.

• Pensions.

Contact your GMBOrganiser formore details of how you can find out what courses are on offer locally
and how you can get onto these courses.

Note:

All of our courses are of course free to GMB representatives and carried out in normal working time.
Your employer will give you time off to attend andwill normally pay your wages during the course.You
will need,of course,to notify your employer of any courses you have been invited to attend during
work-time.

Where GMB is recognised there should be no difficulty in getting paid time off to attend the regional
training,but youmay need to negotiatemutually acceptable times. If youmeet with any difficulties,
contact your GMBOfficer,Senior GMBRepresentative where youwork or Branch Secretary for
assistance.Your Regional Education Officer will also be able to advise you of your options.
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SECTION 1.2

WHATDOESAGMBWORKPLACEORGANISERDO?

BUILDSGMB’S STRENGTH
The strength of the union in negotiations depends on its strength in theworkplace.GMB’s goal is for
100 per centworkplacemembership. It is difficult to claim to represent theworkforce if both you and
the employer know thatmanyworkers are not in the union.A GMBWorkplace Organiser is always looking
out for opportunities to increase themembership andmake the union stronger.

COMMUNICATES AND INFORMS
You are the key point of contact between the union and itsmembers so it’s important that you attend
branchmeetings to keep the union informed aboutmembers’concerns and to keep yourmembers up
to date about union initiatives and campaigns.Your key tasks are to talk to yourmembers,distribute
your workplace newsletter andmaintain workplace noticeboards.

ADVISESMEMBERS
Members look to their reps for knowledge,experience and guidance.Theywill turn to youwhen they
have a problem,or feel they are being unfairly treated. In general the issues onwhich unionworkplace
organisers spendmost time are health and safetymatters and theway employees are treated by
management.

REPRESENTSMEMBERS
You are the voice of themembers in your workplacewhen dealingwith the employer on issues that
affect themand their working conditions.Sometimes youmay be helping an individualmember,such as
one facing disciplinary action.At other times youmay bemeetingmanagement on behalf of your
members collectively.

SOLVES PROBLEMS IN THEWORKPLACE
The role of a workplace organiser these days consists of promoting fairness at work,bargaining for
better conditions,as well as helping to resolve problems,deal with difficulties that arise in the
workplace and tackling health and safety issues.



WHAT YOUNEED TODO THE JOB
This toolkit is designed to allow you to keep all the information youwill need in one place.

This can includewhatever information you think it is useful to keep,minutes ofmeetingswith
management or,GMBBranch information for example.

As a starting point youwill need:

• GMBWorkplace Organiser’s Toolkit.

• List of unionmembers where youwork.

• Membership application forms.

• Contact information for financial and other benefits ofmembership.

• GMBOfficers’names and contact details,phone and fax numbers and e-mail addresses.

• A list of GMB training courses and dates.

• GMBbadge.

• GMBRule Book.

• GMBUnion Representatives credentials.

• Employer policies on grievance and disciplinary hearings.

• Your employer’s staff handbook.

• GMB@WorkNoticeboard Pack.

• Your ownworkplacemap.

• Current GMB Law atWork book.

• Contact details for themanagers you deal with.

• Details of the current recognition agreementwith your employer.

• Records of grievances and disciplinary hearings you are dealingwith.

• Model grievance,disciplinary and failure to agree letters.

• Current workplace newsletters.

• Model workplace newsletters.

• Current GMBpolicies and campaigns,source GMBwebsite www.gmb.org.uk

• Legal advice on time off work for GMBWorkplace Organisers,(see section 1.3).

Most of this informationwill be given to you in this pack or as part of your initial support training.
However it will all need to be updated as time goes by and it is your responsibility to keep on top of
developments.Your GMBOfficer will help youwith this.
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YOURRIGHTSASAGMBWORKPLACEORGANISER

ADVISORY,CONCILIATION&ARBITRATIONSERVICE(ACAS)CODESOF PRACTICE
The ACAS codes provide aminimumof legal rights for GMBworkplace organisers.Your recognition and
facilities agreementwith your employer should give you at least these rights but GMB aims formuch
more.

TIMEOFF AND THE FACILITIES TO CARRYOUT YOURDUTIES
To do your unionwork,youwill need time and resources.The usual term for this is ‘facilities’.Some
workplaces have ‘facilities agreements’as part of their GMBRecognition Agreementwhich provide for
paid time off for union duties and use of equipment and facilities for unionwork.Ask your Branch
Secretary or GMBOfficer for details of your facilities agreement and decidewhether you need to
demandmore facilities from your employer.

FACILITIES
Where GMBmembership is strong enough,the union should have its own private office,equippedwith
telephone,desk,chair, filing cabinet,or personal computer and reasonable amounts of stationery. If
this is not possible there should be an agreement covering the use of these things for union purposes.
This should include the use of the postal arrangements, internal distribution system,e-mail system,
personal computers and printers, faxmachine and access to a photocopier.

You should first ask for a noticeboard to display notices ofmeetings and other union publicity and time
off and facilities to produce and distribute your workplace newsletter.

TIMEOFF FORGMBDUTIES
Time off arrangementsmake it possible for you to play your part in buildingworkplace organisation. If
your employer recognises GMB for collective bargaining you have legal rights to reasonable time off
duringworking hours for trade union duties, including training,under section 168 and 169 of the Trade
Union and Labour Relations Consolidation(TULRC)Act 1992.

Paid time off should cover:

• All meetings with the employer.

• Meetings with new employees for recruitment purposes.

• Meetings with other trade union representatives.

• GMB training courses.

• Attending industrial conferences and committeemeetings away from yourworkplace.

• Accompanying aworker to a grievance or disciplinary hearing.

TIMEOFF FOR TRAINING
Section 178(2)of the TULRC act 1992 gives union representatives the right to reasonable time off work
for training.Remember that you should ensure that your employer is given ‘reasonable notice’when you
want time off for training, if possible aminimumof six weeks.Some employers prefer to agree time off
for training on a yearly basis.They can plan for release over twelvemonths farmore easily.

Good agreements on release are underminedwhen course places are cancelled without good reason or
adequate notice. It’s important that you don’t cancel your place at the lastmoment,as this creates
problems for the course organisers.Challenge your employer if they try to get you to cancel a course
because of ‘work pressures’.

GMBLearning Representatives also have rights to time off work to undertake their role and undergo
relevant training.Ask your GMBOfficer for details.

Safety Representatives also have rights to paid time off for carrying out their responsibilities and
attending approved union training under the Safety Representatives and Safety Committees Act 1977.
They have the right to paid time off to conduct safety inspections in theworkplace.

SECTION 1.3



Non-recognised companies: Section 10 of the Employment Relations Act 1999 allows ‘Companions’to
accompanyworkers to grievance and disciplinary hearings providing they bothwork for the same
company.Where a companion is accompanying aworker employed by another company,the law requires
unpaid release to be granted by the Companion’s employer.

If youwish to raise the subject of time off with your employer speak to your GMBBranch Secretary
or GMBOfficer first.They can advise on best practice. If you are having difficulties with getting time
off, there are steps officers can take to support you,by raising your legal rights with your employer.

RESOURCES FOR COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
Representatives of recognised trade unions are entitled to receive information for collective
bargaining purposes as defined in section 181 of the 1992 TradeUnion Labour Relations Consolidation
Act.More details can be found in the ACAS Code of Practice 2 booklet on ‘Disclosure of information to
trade unions for collective bargaining purposes’which is available free from the ACASwebsite.

When formulating a payclaim,youmay find it useful to look at the LRD PayLine database.All GMB
members have free access to this and thewebsite contains examples of trade union agreements
across all sectors.Youwill be able to compare your company against others in the industry on topics
such as pay rates,hours,holidays etc.Contact your GMBOfficer for your user id and password
(www.lrd.org.uk/payline).

The Advisory,Conciliation and Arbitration Service(ACAS)is an independent and impartial service
to prevent and resolve disputes and build harmonious relations at work.

ACAS Codes of Practice are not legally enforceable,but they can be cited as evidence at an
employment tribunal and the tribunal is required to take into account any provision of the Code
that appears to be relevant.

ACAS Codes of Practice are available from your GMBOfficer.Youwill also get information on them
onGMB training courses.

Any changes in the ACAS Codes,or statutory rights to time off will be included in updates to this
Toolkit.You can also ask your GMBOfficer for up to date information andmore details on any of
these rights.
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GMB@WORKORGANISINGPOLICY
An organisedworkplace ismore than just a loose collection of individualmembers who happen to share
the same employer.GMB’s concernmust bemore than simply recruitment.Our union’s strength comes
frombuilding strongworkplace organisationwith good communication and enough Representatives.
Workplace Organising is about being good at recruitment,retention and representation.

Our goal is the strongest possible GMB organisation in every workplace;where GMBWorkplace
Organisers are experts at recruiting newmembers,representingmembers and keepingmembers in
GMB.

In theseworkplaces GMBmembers are in control of the union and set the agenda collectively,speaking
with one voice notmany.TheWorkplace Organisers knowmore than their employer does aboutwho is
coming and going and how theworkplace is organised.

The GMB@WorkNational Organising Strategy and the trainingwe give ourWorkplace Organisers is
built on five policies:

1.Theworkplace is the building block of GMB

Theworkplace is wherewe are best able to protect ourmembers and improve their working conditions.
Campaigning,media work, legal work and political work in the union offices and inWhitehall and
Westminster are important but they can’t deliver for ourmembers if the union is weak and ineffective
in theworkplace.

2.Eachworkplace should be organised as if a ballot for actionwas due

On the rare occasions when employers don’t listen to GMB and ourmembers want to ballot for
industrial action,the union needs to be very highly organised tomeetwith all the legal requirements.
Thismeanswe have confirmed ourmembers’correct addresses,they are fully paid up,regularmembers
meetings are held and regular newsletters are distributed and non-members are being approached to
join to support the union.GMBpolicy is to aim to organise every workplace like this,every day.

3.The employer has different interests than ourmembers

As a unionwewill sometimesmake common causewith an employer to getmore funding from
government in public services for example.But GMB recognises that on a day to day basis it is the
bosses who employ ourmembers who causemost of their problems and that people join us to resolve
those problems.

4.It is the process of industrial relations that builds the union not the result

Few people join GMB out of gratitude for a good pay deal in the past or for protecting a colleague from
unfair dismissal.Most people join GMB and get active out of fear of what is happening to them today
and in hope of what can be achieved through the union tomorrow.

5.People are strongestwhen they organise themselves

Ourmembers are GMB so theymust organise themselves around the problems that they and potential
members facewherever theywork,be it a factory,care home,school or office.GMBwants itsmembers
to control GMBwhere theywork asmuch as possible andwill support this process through thework of
full time GMBOrganisers,GMBBranches and GMB@Work training.

ORGANISINGYOURWORKPLACE
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AGMBWORKPLACEORGANISERSCHECKLISTFOREFFECTIVE
ORGANISATION
Your plans to build the strongest possible unionwhere youwork should be based on the following five
Workplace Organising goals:

1.GMBCampaigns

Members and potentialmembers need to knowwhat GMB stands for where theywork. Instead of
waiting formanagement to propose changes and then responding,GMBmembers at work should have
their own agenda,always keeping the employer on the back foot responding to ourmembers’claims.
GMBRepsmust involve all members in decisions that affect them,givingmembers a vote on every issue
we can and asking them to get involved in their union in anyway they can.

2.GMBCommunications

Potentialmembers should be aware GMB exists and is active where theywork.GMBmembersmust
make sure everyone in theworkplace knowswhat we are campaigning for and how to get involved.
Wherever possible workplaces should adopt their own regular newsletter to keepmembers informed
and involved,to use as a tool for bringing newmembers in and to deliver better,more local information
more quickly.

3.GMBContact

Potentialmembers should not only knowhow to join but should be approached regularly by a GMB
member at work,told about GMB and asked to join.GMBRepresentatives in eachworkplace should know
who is starting andwho is leaving the job,who is amember andwho is not and use this information to
talk to potentialmembers in their area regularly about the unions’work.This WorkplaceMapping is a
central part of theWorkplace Organisers role.

4.GMBCredibility

It should bemade clear to potentialmembers howGMB can be a solution to the problems they face at
work.Our credibility at work depends on the strength of our organisation and the skills of our
Workplace Organisers to findways to includemembers in gaining improvements on local issues and
building the union in theworkplace.

Credibility also depends on being honest with ourmembers and trusting them tomake the right
decisions together.Membersmust be involved in setting GMB’s agenda in each and every workplace and
theymust knowwhere to go andwho to contact if they need help,advice or representation in their
workplace.

5.GMBCommitment

Everyone at work should see GMB as being a part of theworkplace and in it for the long term.We should
avoid here today gone tomorrow‘recruitment drives’andmake a long term commitment to building
the union in every workplace around the real issues people at eachworkplace face.

You have already demonstrated your Commitment to build GMBwhere youwork by coming forward to
be a GMBWorkplace Organiser and you shouldmake sure everyone at work knows the union is
confident,optimistic and a permanent part of the furniture in your workplace.

Some techniques for achieving the five organising goals are set out inmore detail in the next section.
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KEEPINGMEMBERSUPTODATE:WORKPLACENEWSLETTERS
People at workwill judge the union bywhat you say to themand how you say it.

If you have no communications planwhere youwork people will get their news about GMB from their
managers and supervisors.

There are a number of ways you can get yourmessage out and somewill depend onwhat it is you have to
say.You should consider the following:

• Face to face discussions.

• Massmeetings.

• Writing to themat home.

• Distributing a newsletter in theworkplace.

• A dedicatedwebsite.

• SMS textmessaging.

• Employer e-mail or intranet system.

• Noticeboards.

Note:

Your GMBOffice will be able to supply youwith a GMBNoticeboard Toolkit which includes posters for
display where youwork.A sample workplace newsletter is included at the end of this section.

Each of the abovemethods have advantages and disadvantages. In practice the twomethodsmost
often used byworkplace organisers are face to face discussions andworkplace newsletters.

Youwill getmore details and support on deciding your plan to let people know about GMB at your
future training courses.

WORKPLACENEWSLETTERS

Writing yourworkplace newsletter

GMBpolicy is to ensure every GMBworkplace has a regular newsletter produced and distributed by
GMBmembers and GMBWorkplace Organisers.

Tips
• Checkwho else is involved in producing a GMBnewsletter where youwork.

• Make your newsletter informative and relevant to the current issues people are facingwhere you
work.

• Use your newsletter to encourage non-GMBmembers to join by letting themknowwhat is going.

• Include your contact details and details of workplace and branchmeetings.

• Make themain headline of your newsletter themain issues where youwork.

• The newsletter does not need to be glossy or be printed professionally.

• It is better to have a two page newsletter which comes out every fewweeks than a 20 page
newsletter that comes out once a year.

• Make sure your newsletter is delivered by hand to yourmembers in theworkplace.

Note:

A sample newsletter is included at the end of this section.A digital copy of this newsletter template is
available from your GMBOfficer or from the GMBwebsite www.gmb.org.uk
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SOCIAL EVENTS
You can use your newsletter
to tellmembers about
branch social events.

BALLOT DETAILS
Use your newsletter to give
members details of
forthcoming ballots,how
they can vote andwhat to
do if they don’t get a ballot
paper.

RECRUITMENT
Use your newsletter to tell
yourmembers about the
importance of allmembers
asking their colleagues to
join the union.

RETENTION
Use your newsletter to ask
members to let you know if
they are leaving the job,or
know someonewho is,or
moving Department.

GMB@

Joinonlineatwww.gmb.org.uk/join

INDUSTRIAL ISSUES
Talk about what the union is doing on the current issues in your
workplace, for example pay claims,bullying,health and safety.
This is important as it lets everyonewhere youwork know that
GMB knowswhat the issues are.

MEETINGSWITHMANAGEMENT
Tell your colleagues about everymeeting you have hadwith
managers andwhat happened.

BRANCHMEETINGS
Let yourmembers know they are invited to branchmeetings
and give details of the dates,times and venue.

CONTACTNUMBERS
Always include names and contact phone numbers of your
Workplace Organisers.

WORKPLACEMEETINGS
Use your newsletter to invitemembers to attendworkplace
meetings. Invite nonmembers to come along and join on the
door.

Put thedatehere

Make sure your newsletter contains
news about your workplace.
Interesting news stories tell people
theWho,What,Where andWhen.

PUTYOUREMPLOYER’S
NAMEHERE

WORKPLACENEWS
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GETTOKNOWYOURWORKPLACE:WORKPLACEMAPPING

One of themost important tasks of GMBWorkplace Organisers is to know their workplace and, if
possible,know it better than theirmanagement.

This will be simpler in someworkplaces than others,but to help GMB Stewards this toolkit contains a
sample form to help them identify:

• Who are GMBmembers,potential GMBmembers or other unionmembers.

• Which GMBmembers are active in theworkplace andwill support GMB’s Workplace Organiser.

• The type of workers, full-time,part-time,temporary and casual in theworkplace.

• Themake-up of theworkforce such as gender,age andmultiple languages etc.

• The shift and rota patterns in theworkplace.

• All agreements,contracts and policies that apply in their workplace.

• The location ofmanagers and supervisors.

• Who has just started at theworkplace.

• Who is working their notice and just about to leave.

GATHERINGALL THIS IS CALLED‘MAPPING THEWORKPLACE’

Youwill need to get some of this information from your employer, for example who is starting and
leaving.

The best way GMBWorkplace Organisers canmap theworkplace and understand the issues faced by
members, is to introduce themselves to GMBmembers,non-members,new starters andmanagement
in theworkplace after they are elected and regularly from then on.A goodway to do this is to take your
workplace newsletter aroundwith you and talk to people as you give it out.

If GMBWorkplace Organisers are able to talk withmembers and potentialmembers on a one-to-one
basis that is always the best option but in larger worksitesmeetings or circularsmight be easier and
more effective.

Also by talking directly tomembers’and theworkforce it can provide a chance to identify and respond
to any concerns that workersmay have about trade unions, including any negative experiences they
may have hadwith unions before.

Note:

Two forms you can use to beginmapping your ownworkplace are included at the end of this section.
Pick the version that suits your workplace best and photocopy as needed.

Workers always have issues and problems in the
workplace.Theywill join GMB if they believe thatwe
can help them resolve their issues.

GMBWorkplace Organiser
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USING YOURWORKPLACEMAP
Yourworkplacemap is not a snap shot to be sent to your Branch or Officer but aworking tool to put
you in a position to build GMB.

Because every workplace changes whether it is workers changing jobs,retiring,changes to work
patterns,new laws and polices or new activemembers in theworkplace, it is vital that GMBWorkplace
Organisers regularly update their WorkplaceMap,because GMB’s credibility relies onWorkplace
Organisersmaintaining their knowledge about theworkplace.

GMBOfficers also rely onWorkplace Organisers to let themknowGMB’s strength in eachworkplace.

The point of aworkplacemap is to use it tomakeGMB stronger.Having identified people that have
just started or are about to start and people about to leave for example youwill need to act.
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CONTACTINGNEWSTARTERS:ATTENDINGINDUCTIONMEETINGS

INDUCTIONS
Many employers will hold inductionmeetings or training courses for new starters duringwork time and
in theworkplace.These can be few and far between however and somepeople only attend themmany
months after startingwork.This is a really good place for you to introduce yourself and GMB and sign
people up.Most recognition agreements GMBhaswith employers give GMB access to these induction
meetings. If your agreement does not include this just askmanagement if it would be possible. If they
refuse contact your GMBOrganiser.

Tips at inductions:

• Make sure you ask everyone to join GMB.

• If possible ask anymanagers to leave the room.

• Give yourself 20minutes.

• Welcome your new colleagues on behalf of GMB.

• Make sure you get the name, job title andwork location of everyone that is at themeeting/on the
course.

• Avoid giving out information on themany GMB services and products.

• Make sure you give everyone amembership formand a pen.

• Tell people about the current work of the union in theworkplace.

• Where possible avoid doing joint presentations with other trade unions.
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CONTACTINGLEAVERS:RETENTION
Workplace Organisers need to look at keepingmembers in GMB aswell recruiting newmembers and
representing themwell.

Inmost workplaces where people are leaving to start a new job,they tell their employer about amonth
in advance.Thismeans that your employer can tell you at any given timewho is about to leave your
workplace.

If this is not a part of your current recognition agreementwith the employer just ask yourmanager for
the relevant information and raise it at your nextmeeting to be given to you on a regular basis.Youmay
seek the help of your GMBOfficer to do this.

ONCE YOUHAVE FOUNDOUTWHO IS ABOUT TO LEAVE YOURWORKPLACE
Ask each personworking their notice where theywill be working next. If it is a workplacewhere GMB is
recognised,give details on theMembership Transfer Note you send to your GMBOfficer.

If they are going to aworkplace where GMB is not recognised,ask them to fill in a newGMB formwith
their bank details to set up a direct debit payment and send this to your GMBOfficer with the
Membership Transfer Note.

Note:

A blankMembership Transfer Note is included overleaf,photocopy as necessary
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MEMBERSHIPTRANSFERNOTE

Please ask any GMBmemberwho is leaving your workplace to fill in this form and give it back to
you.Then send it on to your GMBofficer.

SECTION 2.6

NAME:

MEMBERSHIPNO:

WORKPLACE:

EMPLOYER:

NEWWORKPLACE:

NEWEMPLOYER:

DATE OF TRANSFER:

SIGNED

WORKPLACE ORGANISER
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CAMPAIGNING
We are best able to build GMB at workwhenwe campaign on the issues people feel strongly about where
theywork.

Research into our ownmembership tells us that only three per cent join GMB for the financial and
individual services we offer,though they are valuable reasons for people to stay in GMB evenwhen they
don’t have current problems at work.Three quarters of newmembers say they join GMB for help in
sorting out their problems at work,because as we know very fewworkplaces are perfect.

So the first step for a GMBWorkplace Organiser looking to build the unionwhere theyworkmust be
to find out aboutwhatmembers and non-members are talking aboutwhere theywork.

The key point to remember is that yourmembers and non-memberswill judge GMBonhowwe tackle
the issue you choose to campaign around.So choose your campaign issue carefully.

This can be done in a number of ways,butmost GMBWorkplace Organisers pick up information from
regularly talking to colleagues,by updating their workplacemap or when distributing their workplace
newsletter.

It can sometimes be useful to conduct formal surveys of GMBmembers and/or nonmembers to find
out which issues are ofmost concern.Surveys should include contact details for those involved and ask
only a few questions on a small number of issues.

The kind of workplace campaigns you could run could include:

• Health and safety issues such as working temperatures,safety equipment,working hours,stress
at work andwork-life balance.

• Pay campaigns in support of your local or national pay claim.

• Campaigns against bullying and harassment.

You can use any number of campaign tactics fromgathering and submitting petitions and
organising sticker days,to conducting consultative ballots and taking direct action.

KEY POINTS TOREMEMBER
• Your campaignmust have clear andwinnable goals.

• Your campaignmust bewidely supported and understood.

• Your campaignmust be visible in theworkplace.

• Your campaignmust involve people doing something to support it.

• Your campaignmust be based on an issue identified by theworkforce.

• Your campaignmust include everyone affected including nonmembers.

• Your campaignmust be aimed at recruiting non-members.

• Your campaignmust be focussed on the person/persons able to give youwhat youwant.

Your GMBOfficer will be available to offer you advice and support with the campaign that you launch
where youwork.Consult your Officer at the first opportunity if yourmembers feel that some formof
direct action or industrial action is required as part of your campaign.

Everyworkplace has issues,but the best issues to
campaign on are those issues that are raised by the
members themselves,that affect a large part of the
workforce and that can bewon by theworkers.

GMBWorkplace Organiser
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If you feel that your campaign needs you to go outside theworkplace and include the press and radio,
lobbies of politicians or demonstrations and stunts,the Campaigns andMedia Department of GMB
HeadOffice is there to help.Contact them through your GMBOfficer before you speak to anyone
outside your workplace.Be aware that some employersmay threaten to take action against any of their
staff who go to the press.GMB can organise a campaign for you and protect the identity ofmembers if
necessary.
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SIGNINGPEOPLEUP
Signing people up to GMB is a central part ofmaking GMB as strong and effective as it can bewhere you
work.Too often GMB’s power to changewhat employers do is undermined by having too fewmembers to
be effective.You should use the campaigns and negotiations you are involved in to build GMB–but this,
in the end,means getting used to asking people to join.Although GMBdoes not expect you to become a
salesperson for the union,bear inmind the following tips:

RECRUITMENT TIPS
• Get the person talking about how they feel about thework and any problems they face.

• Explain how the union can help with these problems.

• Explain what GMB is andwhat it stands for at your workplace.

• Tell themwhy you joined GMB.

• Give examples of people who are already GMBmembers.

• Give examples of howGMBhas helped itsmembers in your workplace.

• Make sure you have application forms and a penwith you so they can join up on the spot.

• Sometimes people need help in filling out forms,so always offer to assist.

• If they have any questions about GMB,always try to find out the answer andmake sure you come
back to them.

• Wherever possible askmembers to join by Direct Debit straight from their bank account. If they do
not have their bank details with themon their bank card for example,ask them to sign section
four of themembership formand check that theywould be happy to give you their details over the
phone later.

• Avoid discussing GMB’s financial and personal services.

• If they don’t want to join but say they’ll think about it,make sure you go back to them in aweek or
so and try again.

• Remember: fewer than 10 per cent of peoplewho tell us theywill send the form in the post
actually do so in the end.

• Don’t get into a heated discussionwith a personwho is clearly hostile to the union .

• Welcome them to GMBwhen they join andmake sure they knowhow to contact you if problems
arise.

• Make it a habit to talk to yourmembers one-to-one or in small groups about the job,theworkplace
and the union .Keep up the contact. If you can’t get to talk to workers duringworking hours,you
may need to talk to themat break times or before or after work. If you can’t get hold of them
duringworking hours,then keep in touch by telephone or e-mail.

REMEMBER:People can join GMBon line by going to thewebsite
www.gmb.org.uk/join
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HANDLINGOBJECTIONS
One of the reasons recruitment can be difficult nowadays is because inmanymodernworkplaces
people have little or no knowledge or experience of trade unions.What people see on TV and read in the
papers often forms their views.Since unions tend tomake the news only when there is a dispute,many
people believe that this is what they are all about.

Some of themmay have prejudices or preconceptions about trade unions, it is best to be prepared to
handle these objections before they arise.Here are some of the questions youmight be asked and
some ideas on how to answer them:

Why should I join GMB?

Most people join GMB in case a problemarises at work.At some point in their working lifemost workers
will have a problematwork they can’t sort out on their own.Being in GMBmeansmaking sure you get
help frompeople working around youwhen you need it,plus expert legal backing if necessary.

You should alsomention thework GMB is currently doingwhere youwork on the problems people face
with the employer:health and safety,pay,bullying and other issues.

What has GMBever done for us?

Be prepared for this question andmention successes in your workplace.Health and Safety,support for
people in grievances or disciplinarymeetings(remember to keep personal details confidential) legal
action, improvements in pay,holidays etc.

It is also important to spell out what GMB stands for and is campaigning for now and to invite them to
join on the basis of supporting that campaign.

Why should I join if I’ll get the samepay anyway?

It is important to stress that,although theymight get the same pay and conditions that GMB
negotiate it is amatter for the employer and can’t be guaranteed by GMB.However non-members will
miss out on being able to have a say in howGMBnegotiate for them.Theywon’t get a chance to speak
out or vote on any deals being negotiated. If they have any problems at work they are on their own.They
can’t call on the GMBWorkplace Organiser or GMB officer to advise and support them.

Non-members alsomiss out on legal benefits and services, like help fromunion solicitors.

Every non-member in a workplace dilutes the strength of GMB’s voice when negotiatingwith
management.

If I joinwill I have to go on strike?

Not unless you and your colleagues vote for it, reassure new recruits that strikes are very rare.A good
tactic sometimes is to ask them to tell you the last time they remember a strike taking placewhere
theywork.GMBWorkplace Organisers and GMBOfficers work to settle disputes and prevent the
situation developing into onewhere people feel they have to vote for strike action. In GMBwe normally
only have strikes when a two-thirdsmajority has voted for them in a secret postal ballot.

GMB sees strike action as a last resort and it is only very rarely that ourmembers take this step.
However, in negotiationwith employers you sometimes need to have an ultimate bargaining tool to get
them to listen.

The key point is to tell theworker that it is themembers who tell GMB to go on strike and not the other
way around.
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I can’t afford to join.

Are you sure you can afford not to join,given the protection and benefits that GMBmembership
provides? Explain GMB subscriptions andwhat they provide and that GMBmembers at GMB’s annual
Congress democratically determine them.Explain that GMB subs fund our campaigning, legal and
organisingwork and that all GMB organisedworkplaces can use these resources to help their
campaigns.Point out thatmost people insure their house and their car and so should alsomake sure
they insure their job.

Weget onOKwithmanagement here,sowe don’t need a union.

Don’t disagree,but point out thatmanagement ismade up of individuals who can bemoved or leave
and get replaced by less sympathetic persons.Today companies often get taken over by larger
organisations,which have different approaches and attitudes to staff.There is no perfect workplace
where problems never arise andwhere no one ever feels unfairly treated.Often companies set up in-
house associations but they are rarely fully consulted or informed and do not have the independent
voice that a union offers.Also,TUC surveys show that employers who recognise trade unions have
better pay and conditions than thosewho don’t.

I can look aftermyself,sowhy should I join GMB?

Many non-unionmembers say they could represent themselves at work.But think about it. If you are on
your own,can you really:

• Facemanagement and risk being victimised later.

• Get the support of your colleagues.

• Understand disciplinary procedures and codes of practice.

• Pay to take your employer to court if you have an accident or are unfairly treated?

If you join GMB youwill have the backing of a strong,experienced organisation to advise,assist and
meet the legal costs.

GMBwill not guarantee to help youwith problems that arose before you joined.

I only work part-time,sowhat’s the benefit forme?

GMBhas a substantial and growing part-timemembership.We represent over 150,000 part-time
workers.They are entitled to a full range of GMBbenefits.

This is just some of the things we have done at GMB for our part-timemembers:

• Campaigned andwon on equal treatment,pay and pension rights.

• Provided advice and legal cover.

• Fought for term time only workers’rights in schools.

For people withmore than one job,GMBmembership will cover each job they do.For people with only
one job, lower union subscriptionsmay apply.

Unions are formen,what can they do forwomen?

Womenplay an important role in GMB.Almost half of GMBmembers arewomen andwomen formed two
thirds of newmembers joining in 2006.Nearly 40 per cent of themembers of GMB’s Central Executive
Council are women and over 25 per cent of GMB’s Regional Officials are women.We also have Equal
Rights Committees in each of our nine Regions.GMBhas been at the forefront of the fight for equality
in theworkplace formany years and has won a number of equal pay cases.
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I’veworked here for yearswithout belonging to the union,why should I join now?

GMB can negotiate better terms and conditions themoremembers it has.Finding solutions to on-the-
job problems often depends asmuch on the amount of unity themembership shows,youmaywish to
say something like:“If everyoneworking here joined GMBabetter deal could bewon for all.By not
joining youweaken the GMB’s negotiating strength and everyone loses out.”

I’m too young to join a union,they are for older people.

Young people need to join unionsmore than anyone else.They have less experience of work and so are
less likely to know their rights andmore likely to be exploited.They are discriminated against in their
pay and benefits.

The part time rate applies to everyone below the age of 18.

GMBhas a special YoungMembers’organisation at regional and national level which campaigns on
issues that affect or concern young people,such as the nationalminimumwage.

If I join I think I will be sacked.

The law protects anyone fromany kind of attack or harassment from their employer for joining or even
thinking about joining a union, for example going along to ameeting(section 152 of the 1992 TULRC
Act*).However people still fear their employer’s response andmany are happier joining by Direct Debit
until a large number of their colleagues are in the union and they achieve safety in numbers.

*Trade Union and Labour Relations Consolidation Act 1992.Refer to your GMB Law at work book or your
GMBOfficer for further details.
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GETTINGHELP:BUILDINGYOURWORKPLACENETWORK
Not everymemberwants to take up union office or be an activist to start with.However lots of
members will help GMB in someway if they are asked to.

Being a GMBWorkplace Organiser can involve a lot of time and hardwork,so don’t feel you have to do
everything yourself. Instead,encourage GMBmembers to get involved by helping out with small tasks
or projects.This helpsmembers identify with GMB and takes some of thework from you. It also helps
you identify potential futureWorkplace Organisers.

Once you have a volunteer it is essential you give them something to do.Here are some examples of
what volunteers could be asked to do:

• Maintain GMBNoticeboards.

• Help give out unionmaterials andworkplace newsletters.

• Organise collections for solidarity with GMBmembers who have been laid off or are taking
industrial action elsewhere.

• Help out with transport tomeetings.

Don’t overload volunteers,or theywill be discouraged. It’smore effective to start off by asking them(or
getting someone they knowwell to ask)to do one limited task. If this is successful, then ask them if
they’d like to help out again in future.

YOURGMBOFFICER
Each GMBWorkplace Organiser has a nominated GMBOfficer to call on for help and advice.

Your GMBOfficer is there to support you,give advice and put you in touchwith GMB’s specialist
Departments when you need them:Campaigns andMedia,Health and Safety,Legal,Pensions,Equalities.
Your Officer will also be responsible for supporting GMBWorkplace Organisers inmany other
workplaces.Over time,they will help you build the skills you need to tacklemost problems that comeup
yourself,with the support of yourmembers.
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LEADERSHIP
Your workmates have elected you andwill look to you for leadership. In the eyes of yourmembers,
potentialmembers andmanagers you are one of GMB’s leaders where youwork.

You also need to have credibility withmanagement and supervisors and earn their respect.

LEADERSHIP TIPS

How you appear to others:

• Be reliable.

• Be knowledgeable.

• Be supportive.

• Be calm,confident and committed.

• Be honest,knowwhen you need to getmore advice andwhere to get it.

In discussions:

• Listen towhat themember,non-member ormanager is saying.

• Show interest in the issue,problemor complaint that is being raisedwith you.

• Concentrate,don’t allow yourself to be distracted.

• Don’t interrupt.

• Ask questions if you are unclear about what a person is saying.

• If someone is agitated,wait for them to draw breath and then say something that shows you have
been listening,without necessarily agreeingwith what they say, for example:‘I understand that
you are very upset because you feel that ...”

Motivate:

• You can’t do everything yourself. Instead,break projects down into small tasks and get volunteers
to help, for instance putting up GMBnotices,handing out leaflets,getting themeeting room ready.

• Lead by example.Be reliable yourself so that when you ask for help with a task theywill respect
your request.

• Make it clear what you are asking them to do andmake sure you thank themafterwards. If a GMB
Official or Senior Activist visits, introduce volunteers and acknowledge their help.

Understand and promote equality:

GMBwill not tolerate discrimination of any form from itsWorkplace Organisers ormembers.You should
understand the cultural, racial and gender diversity of yourmembers and promote unity; you should
also be aware of GMB’s obligations to disabledmembers.Equalities trainingmaywell be offered by your
Region.
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WORKPLACEORGANISINGPLANNER
Our aim is tomake sure that every workplacewhere GMBhasmembers develops its ownWorkplace
Organising Plan.When you produce your ownWorkplace Organising Plan ask yourself the following
questions.

ORGANISINGPLANNER

1.ACCESS:MAPPING YOURWORKPLACE
• What is theworkforce profile:gender,race,age,hours,pay,employment status, location etc?

• What are the issues facing this workforce?

• What is the level ofmembership in theworkforce?

• What is the state of union organisation in theworkplace?

• Howdoes the employer view unions: recognition,representation,access, facilities?

• How reliable is our information?

• Arewe listening to the right people?

• Do you have enough people to formanOrganising Committee at work?

• What times and places will you speak toworkers?

• Who is responsible for updating your noticeboards?

• Is every section of your workplace covered by someone?

2.CHOOSING THE ISSUES
• What issues arewemost able to resolve?

• What issues are themost deeply andwidely held?

• What is our target for unionmembers?

• What is our target for newWorkplace Organisers?

• Howwill the success of the campaign bemeasured?

3.GAININGMOMENTUM
• What canwe get workers to do to support the campaign?

• Howwill we let everyone know about the campaign?

• Howwill we keep people updated on progress?

• Howwill we encourage newReps to come forward?

4.HANDLING YOUREMPLOYER
• Howdo you expect the employer to react to your campaign?

• Canwe and should we generatemedia coverage?

• Are there other community organisations thatmight put pressure on the employer?

• What leverage dowe have over the employer? How canwe put pressure on them?

• Will some formof industrial action be necessary?

• Arewe clear about how the issues at theworkplacemight be resolved?

• What dowewant the employer to do?
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REPRESENTINGMEMBERS
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COLLECTIVEBARGAINING

BARGAINING TOORGANISE
Bargaining to Organisemeansmaking surewe see recruitment,representation and retention of
members not as separate activities,but the three essential parts of goodworkplace organisation.We
shouldn’t ‘sell’GMB like a product but use GMBpay talks,grievances and negotiations with
management to build GMB.

Ourmembers look to GMB to protect the pay and terms and conditions of work they have and then to
improve them.This is done by being as strong inmembers and in organisation as GMB can be in every
workplace.

Recruiting newGMBmembers builds GMBwhich supports GMBbargaining and negotiations. In turn,
GMB’s bargaining and negotiations support GMB’s efforts to recruit,organise and build GMB further.

Bargaining to Organise involves a number of key elements which you should adopt at work:

• Every agreementwithmanagement should be put to a ballot ofmembers,with nonmembers
getting a vote if they join.

• Letting everyone affected by negotiations know the union’s position and keeping themupdated.
Making sure every part of your workplace and every group of workers is covered by a GMB
Workplace Organiser.

• Making sure high profile ‘members only’meetings are held at work butmaking sure nonmembers
are invited to come along and join ‘at the door’.

• Asking for volunteers fromGMBmembers to update noticeboards and distribute GMB information
on the negotiations where theywork.

• Making sure the results of successful disciplinary and grievance hearings are publicisedwidely.

• If necessary,slowing downnegotiations withmanagement tomake sure the greatest possible
numbers ofmembers are involved in supporting the GMB’s position.

• Looking for every and any opportunity to build the union through our bargaining and representing
ofmembers, including surveys,massmeetings and one to one discussions.

• Making sure that at all times GMBhas a claim on the table for discussionwith the employer and
making sure GMB sets the agendawhere youwork not the employer.

REPRESENTINGYOURMEMBERS
COLLECTIVELY
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COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
Yourmost basic role as a GMBWorkplace Organiser is to represent yourmembers views in theworkplace
to the employer.On collective issues like a pay claim,health and safety,or responding to contract
changes proposed by the employer,youwill be speaking on behalf of all yourmembers.

Non GMBmembers will also benefit however and the Golden Rule of collective representation is ‘The
moremembers you speak on behalf of the better deal youwill often get’.Use the collective process to
reach out to potential GMBmembers recruit and organise themand use this to strengthen your
collective process.

YOURRECOGNITIONAGREEMENT
A trade union is ‘recognised’by an employer when it negotiates agreements with employers and other
terms and conditions of employment on behalf of a group of workers,defined as the ‘bargaining unit’.
This process is known as ‘collective bargaining.”

Every recognition agreement between an employer and GMB is different to take into account local
issues.However each agreement is simply a reflection of the strength of the unionwhere youwork.
Whether you are covered by long standing national agreements as in Local Government or by single
workplace agreements,you should checkwith your GMBOfficer and localmanagement that you have at
least the following in your agreement and agree a plan to enforce it:

• Facilities to consult yourmembers on issues duringworking time, including ameeting space and
time off with pay for all concerned.

• Time off with pay for GMB representatives to advise individualmembers and represent themat
grievance and disciplinary hearings.

• Time off with pay for GMB training.

• Access to office equipment towrite and print your workplace newsletter.

• A noticeboard in eachwork site controlled by GMB.

• Regular information about new staff about to start work.

• Regular information about existing staff about to leavework.

• An agreed grievance and disciplinary procedure.
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COLLECTIVE BARGAININGGUIDELINES
1. Alwaysmake sure everymember has had a say in decidingwhat GMB’s position is.Give yourself time

to do this properly but always consult yourmembers before putting a union view tomanagement.
On a pay claim for example,hold severalmeetings formembers and include a survey form in your
workplace newsletter asking for their view.

2. Make sure you let all yourmembers know after you havemetwithmanagement exactly what is
happening.

3. Alwaysmake sure yourmembers hear about the latest negotiations fromGMB first and not from
their employer,using your workplace newsletters.

4. Always remember:A collective negotiationwith your employer should be done openly and publicly
and is a great time to attract newmembers to GMB.

5. Avoid private or ‘off the record’discussions withmanagers,as a rule of thumb anymeeting your
employer suggests that youwould be embarrassed to tell yourmembers about should be avoided.

6. GMB policy is that no deal can be signedwith an employer until all the GMBmembers affected have
been balloted.You do not have the authority to reach an agreementwithout consulting the
members you represent.

7. Avoid pressure from your employer to settle negotiations quickly, inmany discussions our
members benefit froma longer process.A longer process also gives you the time you need to use
the consultation process to recruit and organise andmake GMB stronger.

8. Always have a claim on the table, for improved pay,shorter hours,a safer working environment or
whatever yourmembers are concerned about.Youmay also wish to include general issues such as
pensions,training and equality.

As a representative of GMB you comeunder the jurisdiction of your GMBRegional Committee.You are
obliged by GMB’s rules to abide by the democratically agreed policy of the union. If you are in any doubt
as to the effect of GMBpolicy on any situation that you face in your capacity as a workplace
representative you should consult your Branch Secretary or GMBOfficer.

It is possible that even a newGMBWorkplace Organiser will become involved in the negotiations
affecting the pay and conditions of themembers you represent.So it is vital that you understand in
general terms how this is done.

There are somegeneral rules on the conduct of negotiations,which you should understand before you
enter negotiations for the first time.Youmay be doing this as part of a committeewith other GMB
representatives and quite possibly representatives fromother unions.Discuss any concerns you have
with your GMBOfficer or other GMBRepresentatives before negotiations start.

Your GMBOfficermay also be involved in negotiations withmanagement but will always be on hand to
advice you.

Note:

Section 181 of the 1992 TradeUnion Labour Relations Consolidation Act gives you the right to
information from the employer for the purposes of collective representation.
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COLLECTIVEGRIEVANCES
Part of your role is to take up problems at work that groups of yourmembers,or possibly the entire
membership have that are not connectedwith the collective bargaining process.Such problems should
be dealt with through the same grievance procedure that youwould use in individual cases.You should
tackle them in the samemethodical way that youwould when preparing an individual case and always
follow every step of the procedure.

MAKE YOURCOMPLAINT YOURMANAGEMENT’S PROBLEM
Submit a collective grievance letter in the sameway as for an individualmember and demand a
meeting.Remember a collective grievance is the best way tomake sure your complaint becomes your
employers problemand not just a GMBmembers’problem.

Note:

Make sure that you involve asmany people as possible in solving a problemand use yourworkplace
newsletter to tell everyone in theworkplace that you have taken the issue up.In this way,when you
get a problem solved everyone knows that it was pressure fromGMB that got things done.

FAILURE TOAGREE
Make it clear tomanagement if you are not satisfied with their response.Clearly register a failure to
agree and tellmanagement that you intend to invoke the next stage of the procedure.Let your GMB
officer know about this failure to agree and seek advice on how to record this formally with your
employer.

STATUSQUO
Best practice,which you should try to obtain, is known as ‘status quo’.This is important in collective
grievances .

Status quomeans that while the issue is amatter of dispute the situation remains as it was before the
problemarose. It is covered by clause three of the general principles of themodel GMBRecognition and
Procedure agreement. If you don’t have the ‘status quo’ in your agreement contact your Branch
Secretary or GMBOfficer.
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ADVISINGMEMBERS:RIGHTSATWORK
As important as arguing for collective improvements in yourmembers’terms and conditions is your
role in resolving individualmembers’ issues.

Individual problems that keep coming up are a sign of an underlying problemat theworkplace that you
can build a campaign on.

Members will come to you for advice about problems they face at work. It is important that you support
yourmembers and do your best to give them the best advice you can.

A good starting point is to know the basic rights at work people have and the standard advice GMB
gives to itsmembers in other workplaces.Attached is a one page summary for you to keep handy.You
may needmore in depth advice from your GMBOfficer on some of these issues.

Also included in this toolkit in section five is the ‘Most Asked Questions’guidewhich sets out the advice
you should givemembers for themost commonproblems that arise at work.

Other issues will comeup and you are not expected to have the answer to every query straightaway. If
you don’t know the answer to any question you are asked,tell themember you don’t know butwill find
out and get back to them.Then call your Branch Secretary or talk to other GMBRepresentatives where
youwork before going back to thememberwith your advice.

Remember:Manymembers only need to call on GMB’s advice and help very occasionally. It is
essential to take every query seriously and to be as helpful as you can.

Note:

On the following page is a summary of Employment Rights that can be photocopied as required.

REPRESENTING INDIVIDUALMEMBERS
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RIGHT TIMELIMITFORCOMPLAINT*

DAYONE

Aminimumwage Threemonths fromnon-payment*

Time off for dependants Threemonths fromnon compliance

Short(generally one–two days)emergency leave Threemonths fromnon compliance

Not to have unlawful deductionsmade from yourwages Threemonths from the date of the deduction/s

Equal pay for equal work While in work or within sixmonths of leaving or
a change of contract

No discrimination on grounds of race or sex Threemonths from the act of discrimination,
or it continuing

No discrimination on grounds of disability Threemonths from the act of discrimination,or
it continuing

18weeksmaternity leave Threemonths

Written statement of reasons for dismissal when pregnant Threemonths

Time off for antenatal care Threemonths fromdate of appointment

Time off for public duties Threemonths from refusal

Time off for trade union activities Threemonths from failure to give time off

No victimisation for joining a trade union Threemonths from the date of victimisation
or trade union activities

No victimisation for refusing to carry out unsafe work Threemonths from the date of victimisation

No victimisation for asserting any statutory right Threemonths from the date of victimisation

20 days paid holiday(with exclusions) Threemonths from failure to provide

A limit on night working to eight hours in any 24 Threemonths fromnon-compliance

A break in any shift of six hours ormore Threemonths fromnon-compliance

A break of 12 hours in any 24 Threemonths fromnon-compliance

Amaximumworkingweek of 48 hours(with exclusions) Threemonths fromnon-compliance

BY YOUR FIRST PAYDATE

A payslip showing gross pay,deductions and net pay Threemonths

AFTERONEMONTH

Oneweek’s notice of dismissal Threemonths from termination

Payment if you are suspended onmedical grounds Threemonths fromdate of commencement

Guaranteed payments if you are laid off Threemonths fromdate of commencement

Awritten statement of your terms of employment Threemonths from time employment ceased

AFTERONE YEAR

Protection against unfair dismissal Threemonths from the date of dismissal

A written statement of the reasons for dismissal Threemonths from termination

Return towork after 40weeks’maternity leave Threemonths fromnotified date of return

13 weeks unpaid parental leave Threemonths fromnon-compliance

AFTER TWOYEARS

Redundancy pay if your job is scrapped Sixmonths

*All time scales stated are less one day i.e. threemonths less a day.
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THELAWONREPRESENTINGINDIVIDUALMEMBERS
The law nowprovidesminimumrights to all workers to have proper representation under an agreed
procedurewhen facing a disciplinary hearing or lodging a grievance.

RIGHT TOBEACCOMPANIED FORALLWORKERS
This is covered in section 10 of the 1999 Employment Rights Act and gives all workers the right to be
accompanied to any disciplinary or grievance hearing by a union representative or ‘companion’.This law
does notmean GMB is required by law to represent anyworker who asks us for help,(see section 1.4).

THE LAWONDISCIPLINARY ANDGRIEVANCE PROCEDURES
It is a fundamental principle of trade unionism that everyone should have the same rights at work and
faces the same sanctions,with the employer following the same laid down procedure. It is impossible to
have a fair system if the rules are not written down somewhere and understood.GMBhas argued for
decades that it is essential that written procedures exist for individual problems,otherwise
managementwill be free to operate their own unaccountable systemof shop floor ‘justice’.

The 2002 Employment Act ensures every employer has to have awritten procedure and to tell their
workforcewhat it is.

As part of the 2002 Employment Act,ACAS has produced aminimumprocedure that all employersmust
adopt.GMB policy is tomake sure that we improve on this procedure in workplaces wherewe have
members.

Every employermust have at least the following procedures,whichmust bewritten down and
published:

STANDARDDISCIPLINARY PROCEDURE
Step one–Written Statement: Awritten statement of the employee’s alleged conduct sent to the
employee

Step two–DisciplinaryMeeting: The date if thismeetingmust be notified to the employeewith at
least five working days notice.The employee should be advised of their right to representation and the
findings of themeeting should be notified to the employeewith advice on their right to appeal.

Step three–Appeal: The employeemust notify the employer of their wish to appeal.The appeal
meetingmust be held in reasonable time and preferably with amore seniormanager present.The
employeemust be notified of the decision soon after themeeting.

Note:

In the event of instant dismissal due to alleged grossmisconduct,step two can bemissed.

STANDARDGRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
Step one–Written Statement: The GMBmembermust set out their grievance in writing and send it to
the employer.

Step two–GrievanceMeeting: After a reasonable time has passed,the employermust call ameeting to
discuss the grievance.Employees have the right to be accompanied at thismeeting.After themeeting,
the employermust advise the employee of the decision and of their right to appeal.

Step three–Appeal: The employermust invite the employee to a furthermeeting to discuss their
appeal and thismeeting should be attended by amore seniormanager.After themeeting the employer
must inform the employee of their decision.
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GMBRECOGNISEDWORKPLACES: INVESTIGATIONS
Where the employer recognises GMB and negotiates terms and conditions of employmentwith us,
improvements on this framework should be negotiated and agreed.

In particular GMBWorkplace Organisers need to ensure that their local procedure also includes an
investigation stage prior to step one on the legalminimumprocedure.

This stage is usually conducted ‘without prejudice’and can be essential in helping you to establish the
facts. It is often a good opportunity to convince the employer that there is no case and have the
disciplinary dropped.

Note:

Please keep any further legal briefings you get fromGMB in this section.
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DEALINGWITHMEMBER’SDISCIPLINARYHEARINGS
Members will approach you and tell you that they have been called to a Disciplinary or Investigation
Meeting.

Youwill first need to get a copy of the disciplinary procedurewhere youwork. If there is no procedure
advise your employer that the ACASminimumapplies,(see section 4.2).However the standard practice
is as follows:

1. Investigation stage:This will probably include interviewswith yourmember and is designed to find
out if any disciplinary action is required.You are entitled to represent yourmember at these
meetings.

2. Exchange of evidence,witness statements and other documents between yourself and
management prior to the hearing.

3. Disciplinary Hearing.

4. Appeal Hearing.

BEFORE THEHEARING
• Make sure of the facts and get the full story from themember.Youwill be in a difficult situation if

any evidence or facts are presented bymanagement at the hearing that yourmember had not
informed you of.

• Make sure that you understand the procedure.

• Make sure thatmanagement are following their ownprocedure.

• Advise themember of the possible consequences if the hearing goes against themwhich,
depending on the gravity of the alleged offence,may include dismissal.

• Talk to independent witnesses if you can,management certainly will.

• Ask to see copies of witness statements taken bymanagement and exchange all such documents.

Donot be rushed into a disciplinary hearing. Insist on time to prepare your case.

Remember that the burden of proof lies withmanagement.

ASK YOURSELF THE FOLLOWINGQUESTIONS:
• Have adequate and clear instructions been given bymanagement?

• Has appropriate training been given?

• Has a similar ‘offence’been committed before(not necessarily by the individual(s)concerned this
time)?

• Were anywarnings given at that time?

• What was the punishment?

In consultationwith themember,decide whether it is better to arguemitigating circumstances rather
than deny anywrong doing.Arguments inmitigationmight include:

• Behaviour previously tolerated.

• Previous good record.

• Lack of information or training.

• Domestic pressures.

• Medical reasons.

• Unclear or unwritten rules.

Make sure you have a full written report of thematters to be discussed following the investigation
hearings.
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ARRANGINGAHEARING
Agree a date for the investigation hearingwhich allows at least five days to prepare.

Do not accept a disciplinary hearing unless an investigation has been carried out.

Agree a date for a disciplinary hearing at least five days in advance. If amember has been informed of a
hearing and you cannot attend,seek a postponement in writing.You have the right to do this under
section 10 subsections 4 and 5 of the Employment Rights Act 1999(see sample letter at the end of this
section).

AT THEHEARING

Meetmanagement on equal terms

Treat themwith respect for their position,but insist on respect for you and themember too.

Ask questions

Themore questions you ask themoreweaknesses youmight find in their case and themore
information youwill obtain.

Try to resolve the issue at the first stage

Don’t assume that by letting it go through to the next stage it will then be resolved.

Stick to the issue

Focus on thematter in hand,don’t allowmanagement to side-track youwith other issues unrelated.

Discuss the issues,not the people

Discuss the issues central to the case,don’t discuss personalities.

Use a positive approach

Take the approach of positive resolution rather than negative aggression.

Listen for themain point of themanagement’s argument

Try to narrow down the differences between the two sides to establish themain point of the case.

Keep calm

Don’t be provoked into losing your temper.Sometimesmanagementwill try to do this tomake you lose
track of the details and undermine your credibility.

Avoid arguingwith the person you are representing in front ofmanagement

If a disagreement arises,ask for an adjournment to discuss the problemoutside themeeting room.

Don’tmake threats

This weakens confidence in your abilities and loses you credibility if you can’t carry them through.

If you are unsuccessful,act with dignity

Remember that you and themanagementwill have other issues to resolve in the future.Get the
decision in writing and discuss the right to appeal with yourmember.
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Keep careful notes

Youwill need to have a record if you have to take the case to the next step, if themanagement say
procedurewas not followed correctly.Make a note of anything you feel was incorrectly handled to raise
if thematter comes to an appeal.

Do not allowmanagement to argue that defects in theway they operate the procedure can be dealt
with on appeal.

WHAT TOWATCHOUT FOR
1. A disciplinary hearing called immediately bymanagement or before an investigation has been

carried out.

The purpose of the disciplinary process is to slow the situation down and to allow for all the facts to be
uncovered and assessed. It is inmanagements’ interests and not ourmembers to speed things up.Use
yourmembers right to five days notice of any hearing.

2. Management tabling newevidence or information at the hearing that has not been disclosed or
discussed at the investigation stage.

To try tomake aweak case stick,managers will often throwmore andmore evidence in.You are entitled
to challenge any new information presented and have it ignored.

3. Management including people on its side of the hearingwho have a clear conflict of interests in
hearing the case.

The immediate linemanager,the personwho raised the disciplinary should not be present and should
be challenged if they are present.

DISCIPLINARY PENALTIES
Youwill be the first port of call for anymembers threatenedwith discipline or dismissal.Whilst you
will be handling the initial hearing and any appeal it is important that you alert thosewhomight
have to deal with any subsequent legal action at the earliest opportunity.

Suspension

It is commonpractice formembers to be suspendedwith full pay immediately following an allegation
of grossmisconduct. If this happens you should ensure themember has awritten statement of the
reasons, is receiving their pay and has a date for an investigatory hearing and confirmation that they
can be represented by GMB.

Instant dismissal

An employer will sometimes dismiss an employee in a serious case of GrossMisconduct.Yourmember is
entitled to awritten statement of the evidence against themand the reasons why they have been
instantly dismissed.Yourmember is entitled to be paid their wages up to the point of dismissal and is
entitled to appeal. If you believe the dismissal is unfair,seek advice from your GMBOfficer on
Employment Tribunal claims.

Dismissal

Following the Disciplinary Procedure an employermay decide to dismiss yourmember.Theywill have
the right to appeal and the right to consider taking a case to Employment Tribunal following this
appeal.

Action short of dismissal

Depending on the procedure,disciplinary actionmay be taken as follows following the hearing.Your
member can appeal against any and all of these punishments.
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Verbal warning

Minor infringements can lead to a formal verbal warning.This will be held on themember’s records for
a specific period of time as set out in the employer’s procedure.

Writtenwarning

If the infringement ismore serious or if the infringement happens again,theworkermay be given a
formal writtenwarning.This will be held of themembers’records for a specific period of time as set out
in the employer’s procedure.

Final writtenwarning

Where there is a failure to improve or change behaviour during the currency of a prior warning,or
where the infringement is sufficiently serious,theworkermay be given a Final WrittenWarning.

Action short of dismissal

Instead of simply sacking yourmember,the employermight demote them,transfer themor suspend
them fromwork for a period of time.

Employment Tribunals(ET)

Youmust refer to your GMBOfficer about any potential claims to Employment Tribunal for your
member.ET claims are only submitted following assessment by GMBOfficials.Cases that are considered
by the ET to be ‘frivolous or vexatious’can result in costs being awarded against GMB.

It is essential that anymember seeking to lodge a legal claim against an employer at Employment
Tribunal has first used their own procedure or the legalminimumprocedure as set out above.

There is a strict ‘threemonth less a day’time limit from the date of the dismissal(even if there is a
subsequent internal appeal to be heard),so it is essential that youmove swiftly.

Contact your GMBOfficer immediately if one of yourmembers is dismissed.He or she has access to
specialist support fromGMBRegional Legal Officers and from solicitors nominated by GMB.

DISCIPLINARYMATTERS CONCERNING YOURSELF ORANOTHERWORKPLACE
ORGANISER
As a representative of GMB you have certain rights and entitlements. It is against the law to
discriminate against someone because of his or her trade union activity. If there is any suggestion of
disciplinary action being taken against you or another workplace representative contact your GMB
Officer as soon as possible,even if the supposed grounds are nothing to dowith your role as aWorkplace
Organiser.

Also insist that the employer writes to your Officer setting out the details.

Any GMBRepresentative orWorkplace Organiser has the right to be represented by their Branch
Secretary or GMBOfficer in such circumstances.

EQUALITY ISSUES
Any disciplinary case that involves issues of race,gender,age,religious or sexuality discrimination
should be reported to your Branch Secretary or GMBOfficer straightaway as theymay involve complex
legal action in the future.
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REQUESTINGAPOSTPONEMENTOFADISCIPLINARYORGRIEVANCE
HEARING

Date........

Dear........

I amwriting to request a postponement of the disciplinary/grievance hearing due to take place
on..............

I am entitled, if I wish,to be accompanied by another work colleague ormy trade union representative.
I wish to be accompanied at the hearing.

My chosen companion for the hearing is not available to attend at that time.

I am able to propose an alternative timewhenmy companion can attend,and this is.............

I trust thatmy request will be given your urgent attention and I look forward to hearing from you in
this regard.Please would you also confirm receipt.

Yours sincerely

Signed....................[Member]

Date........
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DEALINGWITHMEMBERS’GRIEVANCES
Your employer should have a grievance procedure for individual problems.

Amember ormembers with a grievance againstmanagementwill expect your help if they cannot sort
the issue out themselves with linemanagement.Make sure you are familiar with the grievance
procedurewhere youwork and that themember understands that this has to be followed.

Youwill submit any grievance on behalf of yourmember and seek ameeting for the grievance to be
heard.

Make sure your grievance letter is short and to the point. It should refer to the relevant sections of
the procedure.Avoid going into the detail of yourmember’s case.

Arrange ameeting in work time that is convenient for yourmember and gives you time to prepare.The
meeting should be arrangedwithin the time limits set in your employer’s written procedure. If any
move ismade by your employer to postpone a hearing ask for a full written explanation of the reasons
and, if you accept the reason,agree a newdate.

A sample grievance letter can be found at the end of this section.

BEFORE THEHEARING
You should alsomake sure that you have a copy of themember’s contract of employment/written
statement of terms and conditions to hand and all othermaterial that supports the case.

It is vital when handling either grievance or disciplinary issues that you begin by establishing the facts.
Youmust avoidmeetingmanagementwhen they are better informed than you are.Take themember(s)
involved to a private place,preferably the trade union office(individualmatters should always be dealt
with on a confidential basis and you should not discuss themwith anybodywho is not involved).

SPECIFICALLY YOUNEED TO ESTABLISH
• The exact nature of the problem.

• The names of the people involved.

• Exactly when the problemoccurred,not ‘about a week ago’but the exact date and time.

• Exactly howmany times the problemhas occurred,not ‘a lot’but the number of times.

Having established the facts youwill have to exercise your judgement.Questions youmust satisfy
yourself about include:

• Is the grievance valid?

• Are current agreements being followed?

• Is the law being broken?

• Are there health and safety implications?

If you decide that the situationwarrants further action youmust consult themember(s) involved and
ensure that they understand the consequences of taking thematter further,both if thematter is
resolved in their favour and if it is not.To do this you yourselfmust have a thorough understanding of
your grievance procedure,so study it in advance.As a general rule the pressure for action should be
coming from themember(s),not from you.

Youmust also be satisfied that the grievance is valid.You are not obliged to representmembers in
pursuing invalid grievances,youwill undermine your credibility withmanagement if you do.

You should then prepare your arguments and identify your aims in amethodical way,specifically:

• Which events clearly illustrate the nature of the problem? Try to select incidents which are simple
to explain.

• What are yourmembers aims? Try to have some idea of theminimumacceptable outcome.
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AT THEHEARING:
State your case clearly at themeeting and be confident of your facts. Listen carefully to
management’s response.Take notes.Make sure that both sides agree onwhat action is to be taken.

You should speak to your seniorworkplace representative or your GMBofficer at the earliest
opportunity if the initial hearing does not resolve the situation and advise themof the problem.They
will need to be involved in the later stages of the procedure.

Nomatter how justifiable a grievance,you can expect to lose it if youmiss the time limits under the
agreement for processing the grievance at each step.Make sure you follow each step of your
grievance procedure.

WHENTO TALK TO YOUROFFICER
• Immediately if the grievance is against another GMBmember.

• Immediately if the grievance is about any issues to dowith discrimination on the grounds of race,
gender,religion or sexuality.

• If the grievance involvesmore than onemember and you feel it will not be able to be dealt with by
the procedure alone.
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RAISINGAGRIEVANCE

Date........

Dear........

I amwriting to tell you that I wish to raise a grievancewith regard to the following circumstances:

——————————————————————————————————————
——————————————————————————————————————
——————————————————————————————————————
——————————————————————————————————————
——————————————————————————————————————
——————————————————

Iamentitled to a hearing to discuss thismatter. I amentitled, if I wish,to be accompanied by another
work colleague ormy trade union representative.

I trust thatmy grievancewill be given your urgent attention and I look forward to hearing from you in
this regard.Could you please also confirm receipt.

Yours sincerely

Signed....................[Member]

Date........
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APPEALS
You should also prepare arguments on behalf of yourmember for an appeal hearing if the punishment
is wrong or unreasonable in a disciplinary case. Issues,which could form the basis of an appeal,might
include the following:

YOURCLAIM YOURAIM
The punishment is unjust To have it lifted completely

The punishment is too harsh To have it reduced

Management have used the Rectify the situation and suggest training
procedure incorrectly formanagers

Yourmember cannot copewith the job Obtain retraining or relocation

When submitting an appeal,avoid going into detail about the grounds of your appeal and refer to the
relevant clauses in the procedure.Sample appeal letters are located at the end of this section these
can be used following a disciplinary hearing and following a grievance hearing.

Youwill also be involved from time to time in lodging appeals on behalf of yourmembers following
unsatisfactory GrievanceHearings.
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REQUESTFORAPPEALHEARING(GRIEVANCEPROCEDURES)

Date........

Dear........

On ...................I was informed that the Company had decided to ........................based onmy grievance
of........................raised on.............

I wish to appeal against this decision. I wish the following information to be taken into account:

——————————————————————————————————————
——————————————————————————————————————
——————————————————————————————————————
——————————————————————————————————————
——————————————————————————————————————
——————————————————

Iamentitled to an appeal hearing to discuss thematter. I amentitled, if I wish,to be accompanied by
another work colleague ormy trade union representative at the appeal hearing.

I trustmy appeal will be given your urgent attention and look forward to hearing from you in this
regard andwould be grateful if youwould also please confirm receipt.

Yours sincerely

Signed....................[Member]

Date........
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REQUESTFORAPPEALHEARING:DISMISSALORDISCIPLINARY
ACTIONPROCEDURES

Date........

Dear........

On .............I was informed that .........[insert name of company]was considering dismissing/taking
disciplinary action[insert proposed action]againstme.

I wish to appeal against this decision. I wish the following information to be taken into account:

——————————————————————————————————————
——————————————————————————————————————
——————————————————————————————————————
——————————————————————————————-————————
——————————————————————————————————————
—————————————————-

I amentitled to an appeal hearing to discuss thematter. I amentitled, if I wish,to be accompanied by
another work colleague ormy trade union representative at the appeal hearing.

I trust thatmy appeal will be given your urgent attention and look forward to hearing from you in this
regard andwould be grateful if youwould also confirm receipt.

Yours sincerely

Signed....................[Member]

Date........
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GROUPONE:HEALTHANDSAFETY
5.1 What are theweight lifting limits formales and females?

5.2 What are themaximumandminimumtemperatures for working?

5.3 What rest breaks am I entitled to?

5.4 What facilities and time off is a safety representative entitled to?

5.5 Am I entitled to have an eye test for VDUwork?

5.6 What is the law on toilets andwashing facilities?

5.7 Canmy employer chargeme for personal protective equipment such as safety shoes?
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The information provided refers to yourminimumstatutory rights.GMBnegotiates with employers on
behalf of ourmembers to improve on these basic rights.You should therefore check your rights under
your contract or written particulars of employment and any collective agreements to find out what
your employer offers.

Unless otherwise stated,the information provided applies to employees. If you are not an employee or
are unsure of your employment status contact your shop steward in the first instance.

This guide is up to date as at October 2007.The law changes frequently so always get up to date
advice.

This guide only provides general information.For specific guidance on your particular
circumstances you should first contact your GMBRepresentative.

HOWTOUSETHISGUIDE
1. Give themember the advice contained.

2. Ask thememberwho else is affected by the sameproblemwhere theywork.

3. If a number of people are affected,call ameeting to discuss how to tackle the issue
together.
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LISTOFSTATUTORYAMOUNTSFROMAPRIL2007
(WEEKLY AMOUNTUNLESSOTHERWISE STATED)
Lower Earnings Limit(LEL) £87.00

Statutory Adoption,Maternity or Paternity Pay(flat rate) £112.75

Statutory Sick Pay £72.55

Week’s pay e.g.unfair dismissal basic award(from Feb 2007) £310.00

List of abbreviations used

AAL Additional Adoption Leave

AML Additional Maternity Leave

DDP Disciplinary and Dismissal Procedure

EWC Expectedweek of childbirth

GP Grievance Procedure

OAL Ordinary Adoption Leave

OML OrdinaryMaternity Leave

SAP Statutory Adoption Pay

SPP Statutory Paternity Pay

SMP StatutoryMaternity Pay

SSP Statutory Sick Pay
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GROUPONE

HEALTHANDSAFETY

1. What are theweight lifting limits formales and females?

There are no legally bindingweight limits.However Regulation 4(1)of theManual Handling Operations
Regulations 1992 sets safety standards formanual handling.

Your employermust:

• avoid the need formanual handling as far as is reasonably practicable;

• where that is not possible,assess the risk of injury to employees;and

• reduce the risk of injury frommanual handling as far as is reasonably practicable.

Avoiding theNeed forManual Handling
Your employermust try to eliminate the need formanual lifting. If this is not possible your employer
should consider usingmechanical lifting, for example by using a fork lift truck.

Assessing the Risk of Injuries to Employees
Under the 1992 Regulations your employermust carry out a risk assessment.Thismust take into
account the tasks; the loads involved; theworking environment;an individual’s capacity; andwhether
movement is hindered by personal protective equipment or clothing.

Reducing the Risk of Injury
Your employermust reduce the risk from lifting as far as is reasonably practicable.Thismeans reducing
the risk until the cost of further precautions–either in time,trouble ormoney–outweighs the
benefits.Your employermust consider usingmechanical aids.Even smallmeasures such as a sack truck
can reduce the risk of injury.

Your employer should also consider training in lifting technique.This should look at:

• how to recognise potentially harmfulmanual lifts;

• training in good handling technique;

• usingmechanical aids;

• how to use any safety systems in place for preventing injury.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.
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2. What are themaximumandminimumtemperatures forworking?

TheWorkplace(Health,Safety andWelfare)Regulations 1992(Regulation 7)require employers to ensure
that the temperature in all workplaces duringworking hours is ‘reasonable’.

There is no legal definition for amaximumorminimumtemperature.However,theWorkplace
Regulations Approved Code of Practice states that theminimum temperature should normally be 16
degrees Celsius.Wherework is of a physical nature 13 degrees Celsius is allowed.There is no
recommendedmaximum temperature.

Where temperatures are likely to be high,employers should take ‘all reasonable steps’to achieve a
reasonably comfortable temperature, for example by:

• insulating hot plants or pipes;

• providing air cooling plant;

• shadingwindows;

• sittingworkstations away fromplaces subject to radiant heat;

• providing, free of charge,a plentiful supply of cool drinks;

• ensuring that staff take regular breaks;

• relaxing clothing rules to allow staff to wear cool, loose fitting clothes.This should not include
clothes provided for protective reasons.

In chilled temperatures for some food production,employers should consider:

• enclosing or insulating the product;

• pre-chilling the product;

• keeping chilled areas as small as possible;

• exposing the product to workroom temperatures as briefly as possible.

This should also be coupledwith rotating chilled andwarmerwork;personal protective clothing;and
breaks in warmareas.

Employers should provide thermometers around theworkplace to allow Safety Representatives to
monitor workplace temperature.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.
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3. What rest breaks am I entitled to?

TheWorking Time Regulations 1998 provide statutory rights to a rest break formost workers in Britain.
The Regulations entitle you to:

• a 20minute rest break for every six hours worked(drivers of vehicles over 3.5 tonnes should have a
break of 45minutes after 4.5 hours of driving);

• 11 consecutive hours of rest per 24 hour period;

• one day off eachweek(This day off should be takenwith the 11 hours referred to abovemeaning
that you are entitled to at least 35 consecutive hours off work once aweek).

Youngworkers
There are tighter legal controls on theworking hours of youngworkers aged between 16 and 17.Their
working hours are limited to:

• 40 hours a week.

• Eight hours in any one day and

• night working is prohibited between 10pm–6amor 11pm–7am.

There are some exceptions for youngworkers employed agriculture,retail trading,postal or newspaper
deliveries,a catering business,a hotel,public house,restaurant,bar or similar establishment,or a
bakery,However working between the hours ofmidnight and 4am is prohibited other than in
exceptional circumstances.

Where a youngworker(i.e. 16 to 17 years old)is required towork formore than four and a half hours at a
stretch,he or she is entitled to a rest break of 30minutes. If a youngworker is working formore than
one employer,the time s/he is working for each one should be added together to see if they are entitled
to a rest break.A youngworker’s entitlement to breaks can be reduced or excluded in exceptional
circumstances only.Where this occurs,the youngworker should receive compensatory rest within
threeweeks.

A youngworker is entitled to 12 uninterrupted hours in each 24-hour period in which they work.The
restmay be interrupted if periods of work are split up over the day or do not last long.

A youngworker’s entitlement to daily rest can be reduced or excluded in exceptional circumstances
only.Where this occurs,the youngworker should receive compensatory rest within threeweeks.

Youngworkers are entitled to two days off eachweek.This cannot be averaged over a two-week period
and should normally be two consecutive days.

If the nature of the jobmakes it unavoidable,a youngworker’s weekly time off can be reduced to 36
hours,subject to them receiving compensatory rest.
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Exemptions
Drivers of vehicles under 3.5 tonnes and those subject to tachograph rules are entitled to ‘adequate’
rest periods,rather than a prescribed time period.The rest should be adequate enough to prevent
accidents and injuries caused by fatigue or irregular working patterns.

Some occupations requiring continuitymay be exempted from the rest break provision these include:

• Some security guards/caretakers.

• SomeNHS jobs.

• Work at docks or airports.

• Gas,water and electricity production or distribution.

• Refuse collection.

• Industries wherework cannot be interrupted on technical grounds.

• Where there is a foreseeable surge of activity including tourism and agriculture.

However,workers in these occupations are still entitled to periods of equivalent compensatory rest
which should be taken as soon as possible after their breaks have been delayed. Itmay be possible to
ensure that these exemptions are only invokedwhenmanagement are caught out by unexpected
events e.g.power failures ormajor incidents.

You can complain to an employment tribunal if your employer refuses to allow you to have rest breaks.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.
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4. What facilities and time off is a Safety Representative entitled to?

The Safety Representatives and Safety Committee Regulations 1977 state that Safety Representatives
should be given ‘facilities and assistance’to carry out inspections in theworkplace and inspect the
premises following an accident.

This includes:

• Employersmust provide Safety Reps with relevant health and safety information[Reg 7(1)];

• Allowing Safety Reps private discussionwithmembers[Reg 5(3)and 6(2)].

• Allowing Safety Reps to publicise actions to be taken following inspections
(GuidanceNote:para 21).

• Allowing Safety Reps to bring in ‘technical advisors’(GuidanceNote 26).

• Time off with pay for the investigation of potential hazards andmembers’complaints(Reg 4(2);

• The right to carry out an inspection of theworkplace(Reg 5):

1. every threemonths;

2. after a notifiable accident or dangerous occurrence;

3. after substantial changes to theworkplace or work process;

4. after new information is received from theHealth and Safety Executive,a supplier or
manufacturer.

• The right to consult withmembers,HSE/Enforcing Authority Inspectors and the employer(Reg 4);

• The right to attend designated training courses(Approved Code of Practice to Reg 4(2));

• The right to attend Safety Committeemeetings(ACoP to Reg 4(2));

• The right to be consulted ‘in good time’on relevant health and safetymatters;

• Details of GMB Safety Reps’recommended facilities are given on page nine of GMB’s Safety Reps’
Handbook.

• TheHealth and Safety atWork Act 1974(section 2(7))place a duty on employers to set up a Safety
Committeewithin threemonths of being requested to do so by two trade union appointed Safety
Representatives.Section nine of the SRSC Regulations also gives this power to Safety Reps.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.
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5. Am I entitled to have an eye test for VDUwork?

TheHealth and Safety(Display Screen Equipment)Regulations 1992 require employers to provide,upon
request,an appropriate eye and eyesight test to VDUusers.

The eye and eyesight test should be conducted by an optician,or a doctor who is suitably qualified.The
test should include a vision screening test and an examination of the eyes. In practice,thismeans a full
eye test as carried out by an ophthalmic optician,althoughmany companies offer themore limited
vision screening tests.Vision screening is not a full eye and eyesight test,which employees can insist
upon.

The employer can specify which optician carries out the tests,althoughmany VDUworkers simply visit
a High Street optician.The cost of the testmust bemet by the employer.

The DSE regulations require that eye and eyesight tests be provided:

• As soon as practicable after existing display screen users havemade their request;

• when somebody is newly recruited or is transferred to carry out VDUwork and at regular intervals
thereafter,depending on the judgment of the optician or doctor(this will vary for individuals,with
yearly or two-yearly intervals being themost common);and

• when users are experiencing visual difficulties,such as eyestrain or problemswith focussing,which
may reasonably be considered to be related to the VDUwork.

Following the eye test,the opticianmay prescribe ‘special corrective appliances’(normally spectacles)
to bewornwhen carrying out VDUwork.For instance,some people who alreadywear spectacles or
contact lensesmay need a different lens for correcting their vision towork at the screen.

If the optician prescribes glasses specifically for VDUwork,the employermust pay the cost of these.
However,the 1992 Regulations limit the employer’s liability to the cost of providing a ‘basic appliance’.
The employer is not obliged to pay for designer frames,or for optional treatment to lenses(tints,
special coatings etc). If employees want a better looking or ‘nicer’pair of glasses,most employers will
pay a proportion of the costs(e.g.£50)and expect the employee to fund the excess.

If you require anymore advice or information onworkingwith VDUs please contact your GMBRegional
Health and Safety Officer.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.
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6. What is the law on toilets andwashing facilities?

TheWorkplace(Health,Safety andWelfare)Regulations 1992,require all employers to provide access to
toilet andwashing facilities and(within workplaces)a supply of drinkingwater.

Toilets andwashroomsmust be kept clean,adequately lit and ventilated;provide adequate protection
from theweather;ensure privacy for the user;and provide toilet paper,soap,clean hot and cold(or
warm)water and towels or an alternativemeans of drying.Toilets andwashroomsmust be provided at
readily accessible places.The facilities do not have to bewithin theworkplace,but they should if
possible bewithin the building.Where arrangements aremade for the use of facilities provided by
someone else, it is the employer’s responsibility to ensure that they are available when necessary(i.e.
not lockedwhenworkers need access to them).

The use of public facilities is only acceptable as a last resort,where no other arrangement is possible.

Sufficient facilities should be provided to enable workers to use themwithout undue delay.The
minimumnumbers are set out in the tables below–the 2nd tablemay be used if the facilities are only
used bymen.Moremay be required if a greatmanyworkers need to use themat the same time,or when
facilities provided for workers are also used bymembers of the public.

MINIMUMNUMBEROF TOILETS ANDWASHBASINS

NUMBEROF PEOPLE ATWORK NUMBEROFWATER CLOSETS NUMBEROFWASHSTATIONS
1 to 5 1 1

6 to 25 2 2

26 to 50 3 3

51 to 75 4 4

76 to 100 5 5

MINIMUMNUMBER IF USEDONLYBYMEN

NUMBEROFMENATWORK NUMBEROFWATER CLOSETS NUMBEROFURINALS
1 to 15 1 1

16 to 30 2 1

31 to 45 2 2

46 to 60 3 2

61 to 75 3 3

76 to 90 4 3

91 to 100 4 4

If you require anymore advice or information on this issue please contact your GMBRegional Health
and Safety Officer.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.
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7. Canmy employer chargeme for personal protective equipment such as safety
shoes?

• The Personal Protective Equipment Regulations 1992 say that where there is a risk of injury or ill
health to aworker that cannot be reduced or removed,your employermust provide personal
protective equipment(PPE)free of charge.

• PPE includesmost protective clothing and equipment e.g.hard hats,safety spectacles and face
masks.

PPE is the least effective formof protection fromhazards at work. It only protects theworker from the
risk of injury,rather than removing or controlling the hazard at source. It should always be used as a
last resort.The 1992 Regulations state that the type of PPE required should be determined by risk
assessment. It is vital to involve and consult theworkforcewhen selecting equipment.

All PPE should be CEmarked.CE equipment conforms to the standards required under the 1992
Regulations.

Under the Regulations your employermust also:

• Maintain,clean and replace PPEwhere necessary.

• Provide storage for PPEwhen it is not being used.

• Ensure that PPE is properly used.

• Ensure that training, information and instruction on using PPE is given to employees.

Ordinary work clothes,uniforms andwork clothing not worn to protect theworker,are not PPE.So it is
lawful for a contract of employment to allow the employer to charge for such clothes,or to insist on the
worker providing themat his/her own cost. It is important to negotiate suitable terms and conditions
to prevent this happening(a worker can pay extra for PPE if he or she decides to upgrade the PPE for
reasons of personal comfort).

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.
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8. I think that there is asbestos inmyworkplace.What should I do?

Asbestos is an extremely hazardous substance.Breathing in air containing asbestos fibres can lead to
asbestos related diseases including cancer.

There are threemain types of asbestos:

• Crocidolite(blue asbestos).

• Amosite(brown asbestos).

• Chrysotile(white asbestos).

For the untrained eye asbestos can be difficult to identify and doesn’t necessarily have a colour. It is
most commonly found in buildings built or refurbished before 1985.Examples ofmaterials containing
asbestos include insulating boards,boiler lagging and ceiling tiles.

Asbestos fibres are releasedwhen thematerials containing asbestos are damaged through
constructionwork e.g.drilling into insulating boards or when thematerial becomesworn or breaks.

In 1999 theUK banned the use and import of white asbestos,brown and blue have been banned for
some time.However,there is still a lot of asbestos present in workplaces and other buildingswhich
could present a risk to building andmaintenanceworkers as well as other workers.

From21stMay 2004,Regulation 4 of the Control of Asbestos atWork Regulations 2002 requires people
in control of work premises(this could be the owner,the occupier and/or amanaging agent)to:

• Determine the location and condition ofmaterials likely to contain asbestos.

• Presumematerials contain asbestos unless there is strong evidence that they do not.

• Make and keep an up to date record of the location and condition ofmaterials containing asbestos
or presumed asbestos in the building.

• Assess the risk of anyone being exposed to asbestos fibres from thesematerials.

• Prepare a plan on how these risks are to bemanaged.

• Review andmonitor the plan.

• Provide information on the location and condition of thematerials to anyone likely to disturb
theme.g.contractors or buildingmaintenanceworkers.

The Control of Asbestos atWork Regulations 2002 also require employers to prevent asbestos exposure
to employees workingwith asbestos or if this is not possible control exposure to the lowest possible
level e.g. through the use of protective equipment.Employersmust carry out an assessment of the
likely exposure(who and howmuch theymay be exposed to)before starting anyworkwith asbestos.

The Asbestos(Licensing Amendment)Regulations 1998 requires workwith certain types of asbestos
materials e.g.asbestos insulating board to be licensed.Anyone carrying out suchworkmust have a
licence from theHealth and Safety Executive andmust comply with the terms of the licence.

Employers and contractors who fail to comply with these regulations face heavy fines and even prison
sentences.

Workers who think that they are being exposed to asbestos at work should contact their GMB
Representative who has access to specialist advice.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.
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9. What is a risk assessment andwho should carry it out?

Regulation three of theManagement of health&Safety atWork Regulations(1999)specify the need for
employers to carry out a risk assessment to assess the risks to workers and others,whomay be
affected by their work or business.

Carrying out a risk assessment sounds like a complicated and bureaucratic process but it doesn’t have
to be.The function of a risk assessment is to establish a safe a systemof work possible.This is achieved
by the elimination,ormore likely, the reduction of any risks associatedwith the job being done.The first
step is to identify the hazards presented by the job.

Sometimes there is confusion in the terminology used in the risk assessment process:

• AHazard is somethingwith the potential to cause harm.This would include electricity,dust,
chemicals,working at heights,working alone and dealingwith the public(this list is not
exhaustive).

• TheRisk is the likelihood that harmwill occur during the course of work activities.This ismore
difficult to evaluate as it is attempting to predict whatmay happen.

In determining the risk there are two types of evidence to consider:

• Firstly there is empirical or real evidence such as accident records or early retirement statistics
due to injury or ill health.

• Secondly there is anecdotal evidence from reports within your industry but fromother
workplaces.

There is also the need to consider the extent of the risk. This takes account of the numbers of people
whomight be affected and the extent of any damage done.This is useful in prioritisingwhichmeasures
need to be dealt with first in order of the seriousness of the potential outcome.

Who should carry out the risk assessment?
Risk assessments are the responsibility of the employer.The employer should appoint one ormore
‘competent persons’to carry out the risk assessments.A competent person,as defined byHSE under
regulation seven of theManagement of Health&Safety atWork regulations,does not necessarily have
to have qualifications to carry out this responsibility.They should have sufficient training and
knowledge,or experience and other qualities to be able to undertake the task. In addition GMB safety
representatives should be involved in the risk assessment in order to contribute their experience and
knowledge to the process.However risk assessments are not their responsibility and evenwith their
involvement it remains the employer’s responsibility.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.
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GROUPTWO

CONTRACTS ANDPAY

10. Am I entitled to awritten contract of employment?

Except where your employment lasts amonth or less,your employer should give you ‘Written
Particulars of Employment’within twomonths of starting.These are your employer’s version of your
contract. If you disagreewith anything,object to your employer e.g. insist they take out any paragraph
giving them the right to change the contract.

The Particulars should contain:
• Their name and your own name.

• The date your employment began.Also the date your ‘continuous employment’began.Thismight
be earlier e.g. if youmoved directly froma parent company to one of its subsidiaries,or if youwere
in a business or undertaking transferred fromone employer to another.

• Pay scale or rate,ormethod of calculating pay.

• Pay interval,e.g.weekly,monthly.

• Any terms about hours of work, including normal working hours.

• Any terms about holidays(including public holidays)and holiday pay.

• Any terms about sickness, including sick pay.

• Any terms about pensions and pension schemes.

• Notice periods on both sides.

• Your job title or a brief description of your work.

• The period a non-permanent job is expected to continue; if for a fixed term,the date it will end.

• Your place of work; if youmight work atmore than one site,a statement to that effect and the
address of the employer.

• Any collective agreementswhich directly affect your terms and conditions, including(where your
employer was not a party to those agreements)the names of the parties,e.g.an employer’s
federation and a trade union.

• Information, if any,onworking outside the UK formore than amonth.

• A note of any disciplinary rules;of the disciplinary and dismissal procedures;of the grievance
procedures andwho you should raise the grievancewith;and of any appeal procedures.
Alternatively, theymust refer you to an easily accessible document containing the procedures.

The employer can provide thewritten information in a contract of employment or letter of employment
given to you either before you start work or within twomonths of you doing so.

The Particularsmight be given to you in parts,or refer you to other documents.Any change should be
notified to youwithin amonth after the change.

If your employer does not give you the Particulars,or if they do not contain the required information,
you can complain to an Employment Tribunal.

However you can only get compensation if youwin a different tribunal complaint e.g.unfair dismissal,
equal pay. In that event,the tribunal can award between two and four weeks’pay for the employer’s
failure to provide thewritten details.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.
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11. Canmy employer changemy contract?

A contract is a two-sided agreement. It cannot be changedwithout agreement between both sides.But
some employers look for ways to force changes onworkers.

• Theymight slip a term into awritten contract,theWritten Particulars or a CompanyHandbook
‘reserving’the right to change the contract. If you let this go unchallenged,youmay find yourself
in difficulties.Your GMB representative can contact your employer to say this is not a termof your
contract.

• Theymight dismiss you and offer you a new contract of employment,containing the terms they
want to impose. If you accept the new contract(even ‘under protest”),you are bound by its terms.
However,because your old contract was terminated by the employer,you can lodge an unfair
dismissal complaint(even though you are still at work).See below for advice on unfair dismissal.

• Theymight ‘unilaterally impose’different terms(without dismissing you). If the change does not
affect theway the contract currently operates(e.g. the employer revokes your enhanced
redundancy pay),you should write to your employer refusing to accept the reduction in terms.

• However the new termmight have an immediate impact,e.g.a new shift system.In that case,you
should not continue towork ‘under protest’,because that is incompatible with rejecting the new
term.Provided the change is substantial, you can treat it as a dismissal,combinedwith an offer of
a new contract,as above.So you should write to your employer saying you regard the change as
fundamentally breaching your contract and amounting to a dismissal; that you regard yourself as
dismissed;but that you accept the changes as an offer of a new contract,which youwill accept
under protest and inmitigation of your loss.You can then continue towork,while lodging an unfair
dismissal complaint.But this is a very tricky area.Ask your GMB representative for help.

Unfair dismissal complaints are always difficult to win,particularly when they concern the unilateral
imposition of worse terms and conditions.Your GMB representative will consider the following
questions:Did the employer have a genuine business reason for the change(even if you disagreewith
it)? Did that reasonmerit such serious changes to your contract? Did the employer genuinely try to
reach agreement on the changes?Were the changes accepted by amajority of your colleagues?

Special rules apply to changes imposed by a new employer after a Transfer of anUndertaking,e.g.sale
of a business,or contracting-out.A special law known as ‘TUPE’, says that such changes are not binding,
even if agreed by theworkforce,because European law guarantees the same terms and conditions
under the new employer.Your GMB representative has access to specialist advice on TUPE.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.
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12. How long can an employer keepmeon a temporary contract?

On 1 October 2002 the Fixed- TermEmployees(Prevention of Less Favourable Treatment)Regulations
came into force.They implement a 1999 EuropeanUnion Directive aimed at controlling themisuse of
fixed-term contracts.

• Fixed-termemployees nowhave the right not to be treated less favourably or suffer any other
detriment in comparisonwith a permanent employee in pay and other conditions,unless the
employer can objectively justify it.

• The Regulations only cover thosewho legally qualify as employees,not thewider legal definition of
worker.So,some temporary workersmay be excluded.Agencyworkers are also excluded.

• The Regulations say that where an employee has been employed on a contract,or a series of
contracts without gaps, for four years ormore ,any further extensionwill automaticallymake the
contract permanent,unless the employer can objectively justify the extension.The start date for
this provision is 10 July 2002,so any time on a contract or contracts before this does not count.

• Employers are required to inform fixed-termemployees of permanent vacancies.

• RedundancyWaiver Clauses,which allow an employee to sign away rights to a redundancy payment
at the end of the fixed-term contract are abolished for all contracts signed on or after 1 October
2002.However,RedundancyWaiver Clauses signed before this datewill still be valid.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.
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13. Am I entitled to a pay slip?

Before or at the time of each payment of wages or salary,every employee is entitled to awritten and
itemised pay statement.

This pay slipmust state:

• The gross pay.

• The net pay.

• The amount of any variable or fixed deduction.

• The reason for any variable or fixed deduction.

• Where parts of net pay are paid in different ways,themethod of payment of each part and its
amount.

The pay slip can give the total amount of fixed deductions(rather than the amount of each one),
provided the employer has already given you a ‘standing statement of fixed deductions’.This standing
statement is valid for amaximumof one year andmust give

• The amount of each fixed deduction.

• The reason for it.

• The interval at which the deductionwill bemade.

If your employer does not give you a pay slip,or if the pay slip does not contain the required
information,you can complain to an Employment Tribunal not later than threemonths after your
employment ends.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.
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14. Ismy employer allowed tomake deductions frommypay?

Nodeductionmay bemade from yourwages unless either:

1. It is allowed by your contract or :

2. You have agreed in writing to the deduction or:

3. It is allowed by statute, for example deductions for PAYE tax and national insurance.

If a deduction ismade fromyourwages:
1. The termof your contract allowing the deductionmust have been shown to you or ;

2. If your contract is not in writing,youmust have been notified in writing about the deduction
before it ismade.

Sumswrongfully deducted from yourwagesmust be repaid by your employer.

Your ‘wages’ includes bonuses,commission,holiday pay,statutory sick pay or statutorymaternity,
paternity or adoption pay.

But ‘wages’do not include payments under loan agreements,expenses,benefits in kind,pay in lieu of
notice or payments related to redundancy.

HOWEVER,an employer canmake deductionswithout your consent:

1. To reimburse themselves for having overpaid your wages.

2. To deduct wages where you take part in industrial action.

Overpayments
Your employer can generally recover overpaymentsmade to you bymistake of fact(such as a clerical
error)provided the overpaymentwas one you should have noticed;and provided you have not, in good
faith, incurred expenditure you otherwise would not have incurred.

However,your employer cannot recover an overpaymentmade to you bymistake of law such as a
mistake as to themeaning of your contract,the correct tax deduction orNI payment.

This area is very tricky and you should always consult your GMB representative,who has access to
specialist advice.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.
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15. Is everyone entitled to paid holidays?

TheWorking Time Regulations 1998 set down theminimumannual leave provisions for workers
although some employersmay providemore generous contractual holidays.From 1 August 2003 non
mobile workers were entitled to these provisions and in 2005,mobile workers were also covered.
Currently all workers covered by the Regulations are entitled to fourweeks paid annual leave.

From 1 October 2007,thisminimumstatutory holiday entitlementwill increase to4.8weeks(24 days if
youwork a five day week)and then further increase to 5.6weeks(28 days if youwork a five dayweek)
from 1 April 2009,pro-rata for thoseworking part-time.This includes workers who are subject to the
Road Transport Directive.Any employer already offering 28 days ormore,need notmake any changes.

The amended entitlement to statutory annual leave is capped at 28 days,staff working six days a week
will be entitled to 28 days from 1 October 2007.

Bank and public holidays can count towards the 4.8/5.6 weeks,but workers and employers can agree
longer holidays.

Entitlement to statutory annual leave begins on the first day of employment,but for the first year of
employment,an employermay restrict the rate at which staff take the leave.

• TheWorking Time Regulations 1998were amended in 2001 to take account of a European Court
decision.The amendment allows employers the option of introducing an accrual system for the
taking of leave for workers starting employment on or after 25 October 2001 but only during the
first year of employment.Under such an accrual system,eachmonth or part of amonth of
employment,workers are entitled to one-twelfth of the annual holiday.The amount of time that
can be taken at any one timewithin the first year can be rounded up by up to half a day.So
someoneworking five days a weekwho hasworked for twomonths would be entitled to take 3 1⁄3
days and can round this up to take 3 1⁄2 days holiday.

After the first year of employment,you can take your holiday entitlement at any time during the leave
year,with your employers approval(see below). If when you leave your employment you have takenmore
leave than the proportion of the leave year that has past,your employer is entitled to recover or
‘clawback’this extra amount but only if there is a specific agreement in your contact.Thismight be, for
example,by requiring you to pay back the additional holiday or by doing additional work.

Before taking holidays,youmust give your employer notice of at least twice the length of the holiday
youwant to take e.g.twoweeks’notice to take oneweek’s holiday; six days’notice to take three days’
holiday. If the employer does not want you to take that holiday,they can give you counter-notice equal
to the holiday e.g.counter-notice oneweek before you plan to take oneweek’s holiday;counter-notice
three days before you take three days’holiday. If your employer has better procedures for deciding
holidays,these can replace the systemunder the Regulations.

If the employer wants you to take holiday at a given time e.g.a seasonal shut-down,theymust give you
notice of at least twice the length of the holiday.But there is no right for theworker to give counter-
notice to take that holiday at a different time.

If you begin work during the leave year,you get the equivalent proportion of the 4.8/5.6 weeks’
entitlement.The same applies if you leave during the year.

Four weeks’ leavemust be taken in each leave year.However, if both employer andworker agree,any
unused additional holiday entitlement above the four weekminimumcan be carried over.However,this
additional statutory leave can only be carried over into the following leave year.
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Payment can be given in lieu of the additional holiday(any entitlement over and above the four weeks)
only until 1 April 2009, if bothworker and employer agree.For statutory leave entitlement accruing
after 1 April 2009,payment in lieuwill not be permitted(although payment in lieu of any leave above the
statutory entitlement could be allowed depending on the contract of employment).

Making payments for statutory holiday entitlement through a systemof rolled-up holiday pay is no
longer lawful.Employeesmust now receive their holiday pay at the time leave is taken,rather than as an
allowance spread over the holiday year.

Itmay be that your contract gives you better rights or your holiday rightsmight be specified in a
collective agreement.Within twomonths of the start of your employment your employer should give
youwritten details of your terms and conditions of work.Thewritten statement should include any
terms relating to your entitlement to holidays, including public holidays and holiday pay.

Thesewritten detailsmust allow you to calculate precisely your holiday entitlement, including any
entitlement to accrued holiday pay on termination of employment.

An employeewho takes holiday while in a statutory period of notice(oneweek for each complete year
of service)should be paid during that period.

Service related holidays are permitted by agreement provided that all staff receives the equivalent of
24 days from 1 October 2007 and then the equivalent of 28 days from 1 April 2009.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.

GMBnegotiates improved holiday rights for ourmembers so check your contract and any existing
collective agreements.
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16. Am I entitled to bank holidays?

Only bankworkers themselves are entitled to bank holidays.For all other workers there is no automatic
right to take bank or public holidays as paid or unpaid leave,or to take time off in lieu.

Any right to do so depends on the terms of your contract.

Theremay be express terms in your contract giving you a right to time off on some or all bank and
public holidays.

Theremay also be terms implied by customand practice.

In some industries it is common for the entire workplace to be shut down between Christmas andNew
Year. In others theremay be a shut down for twoweeks over that period and for twoweeks in the
summer,so that all workers take holidays at the same time. In this case your contractmay specifically
state that you can only take holidays during shutdowns.

If your employer does allow you to take paid time off on bank holidays,they can count these as part of
themimimum4.8/5.6 weeks holiday under the AmendedWorking Time Regulations.For someone
working a five day-weekwho is entitled to aminimumof 24/28 days thismeans that eight of themcan
be taken up by bank holidays.

However,as result of pressure fromGMB and other unions,the government is increasing theminimum
statutory holiday entitlement under theWorking Time Regulations tomake sure that all workers
benefit from the eight bank holidays each year.

Although the amended law does not specify that those extra days have to be taken on bank holidays, it
will mean that workers who currently lose out will get theminimum four weeks on top of statutory
holidays.

The new rules are to be phased in; From 1 October 2007,theminimum leave entitlementwill increase to
4.8 weeks and then 5.6 weeks from 1 April 2009.Whether or not this additional leave is taken on a bank
holiday is up to individual employers to agreewith their workers.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.

GMBpolicy is that bank holidays should be separate from the 20 days annual holiday under the
working time regulations.The government has now changed the law to reflect this.
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17. What aremy rights as a part-time employee?

Part-timeworkers have the same statutory rights as full-timeworkers.For example,they are entitled
to redundancy payments and protection against unfair dismissal;maternity and sickness rights;
written particulars of terms of employment; time off; suspension and lay-off payments;protection
against unlawful deductions frompay and against discrimination on grounds of sex ormarital status,
race,disability,sexual orientation and religion or belief .As with full-time employees,some of these
rights are only acquired after a period of continuous service.Part-timeworkers are also entitled to be
paid for all hours spent up to the equivalent hours paid for and to full timeworkers when attending
approved union training courses.

The law also tackles discrimination against part timeworkers in contractual terms.Unless the
employer can objectively justify less favourable treatment,part-timers are entitled:

• to the samehourly pay;

• to the samehourly rate of overtime,once they haveworked the normal full time hours;

• to entitlement to leave on a pro rata basis–annual,sickness,maternity/paternity and parental;

• to the same access to occupational pension schemes;

• to participate in profit sharing or share option schemes;

• to be entitled to benefits such as subsidisedmortgages and staff discounts;

• not to be excluded from training or promotional opportunities;

• to be treated no less favourably in the case of career breaks;

• to be treated no less favourably in redundancy situations;

as their full time equivalents.

An employee or a workermust therefore find a comparator employed or working on broadly similar
work andwhoworks under the same type of contract at the sameestablishment. If you change from
a full time to a part time contract,the comparison can bemadewith your own previous full time
conditions. If there is no appropriate full time comparator at the establishment,you canwiden to
scope to include another establishment of the same employer.

Employers should review as amatter of best practice the employment and career structure of part
timeworkers; to consider extending part timeworking and job sharing and to consult with worker
representatives on arrangements for part timeworking.

If a part time employee considers s/he has been less favourably treated on grounds of working part
time,they will be entitled to a statement of reasons for such treatment.The employermust provide
this within 21 days.Failure to do so can be taken into account in any Tribunal proceedings.The part-
timer is protected against victimisation for any action taken in connectionwith these rights.

Complaints on failure to comply with the regulations should bemade to an Employment Tribunal
generally within threemonths of the non-compliance.The Tribunal canmake a declaration of rights;
award compensation and/or recommend action to eliminate or reduce any adverse impact.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.
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GROUPTHREE

MATERNITY&PARENTAL RIGHTS

18. Can I takematernity leave?

All women employees are entitled to 52weeksmaternity leavewhatever their length of service or the
number of hours worked.Maternity leave is divided into two parts OrdinaryMaternity Leave(OML),
which covers the first 26weeks,and AdditionalMaternity Leave(AML)which covers the remaining
26 weeks.Your rights are different during the two periods of leave.

Your leave can start at any time after the 11th week before the expectedweek of childbirth. It is up to
you to decidewhen you start yourmaternity leave,so long as the start date is after the 11th week
before your due date.The latestmaternity leave can start is the date your baby is born.You count your
26weeks from the date you start your leave.To takematernity leave you should:

• Notify your employer(a)that you are pregnant(b)the expectedweek of childbirth and(c)the date
onwhich you intend leave to start,before the end of the 15thweek before your due date.Your
employer can ask you to put this information in writing.

• You can amend the intended start date of your leavewith at least 28 days notice where reasonably
practicable.

• Your employermust inform you in writing of your leave period and expectedweek of returnwithin
28 days of your providing notice.Your employer should assume youwill take AML and give you a
return date that is 52weeks from the date you intend to startmaternity leave.

• If no earlier than fourteenweeks before the expectedweek of childbirth,your employer asks,you
must supply amedical certificate(Mat B1)stating the expectedweek of childbirth. If you do not
intend to return,but still qualify for the pay,theMat B1 need not be given until after what would
have been the end of the 3rdweek of OML.You can get theMat B1 from yourmidwife after the 20th
week of pregnancy.

You need not give notice of return towork fromOML or AML,unless youwish to return earlier than your
full leave entitlement. In that case,you have to give eight weeks notice of the revised date of your
return. If you do not give eight weeks notice,your employer can postpone your return until eight weeks
notice has passed.

OML includes twoweeks CompulsoryMaternity Leave(CML)after childbirth(four weeks if youwork in a
factory).CMLmeans you cannot do anywork or even be contacted about work though your employer
can contact you, for example,to offer congratulations etc.

There are two instances wherematernity leave is automatically triggered

• where your baby is born before you are due to start leave and

• where you are absent fromwork for a pregnancy related reason(e.g.pregnancy related sickness or
a possibly a health and safety suspension)after the fourthweek before the expectedweek of
childbirth.

If either of these occurs,the notice provisions are adjusted.Youmust,nevertheless,tell the employer
as soon as you can.

Where agreed between the employee and employer,an employee can carry out up to 10 days work for
her employer during her statutorymaternity leave periodwithout bringing hermaternity leave to an
end.Thesewill be known as“keeping-in-touch days”.The keeping-in-touch days do not have to be
consecutive.They can be used for anywork-related activity including training,conferences or
meetings.The regulations do not say anything about howmuch an employee should be paid for
working,so it will be amatter for agreement between you and your employer.Theminimumthat you
must receive for theweek in which the keeping-in-touch day falls is the SMP rate you are entitled to for
that week. If your employer pays you any extra contractual pay your employer is entitled to offset it
against any SMP paid for that week.When agreeing your rate of pay for keeping-in-touch days,your
employer shouldmake sure they comply with rules on theNational MinimumWage and equal pay.
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Complaints about failure to allow you to take or return frommaternity leave should bemade to an
Employment Tribunal.A threemonths time limit formaking a complaint generally applies.Before
making a claim youmust put your grievance in writing to your employer.The time limit for bringing a
claimwill then be extended by another threemonths.

If you are dismissed because you are pregnant,have takenmaternity leave or for another reason
related to your pregnancy,you canmake a claim for unfair dismissal and sex discrimination,even if you
have not worked for your employer for a full year(see 20 Am I Protected FromDismissal or Detriment
DuringMaternity?).

Note that you are also entitled to four weeks Parental Leave a year and thismay be taken after
Maternity Leave(see section 23)

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.
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19. Can I getmaternity pay?

Separate from your rights tomaternity leave youmay have a right to either StatutoryMaternity Pay
(SMP)orMaternity Allowance(MA).Your employer pays SMP.The Jobcentre Plus paysMA.Checkwhether
your employer offers contractualmaternity pay over and above,and if so whether there are any
conditions, for example returning towork for aminimumperiod of time,attached.

StatutoryMaternity Pay(SMP)
To qualify for SMP youmust have;

• Worked for your employer for at least 26weeks prior to the 15thweek before your baby is due;

• Had average earnings of at least £87 aweek in the eight weeks(or twomonths if you are paid
monthly)prior to the 15thweek before your due date;

• Given your employer evidence of the date your baby is due(usually yourMat B1);

• Given your employer at least 28 days notice that youwant to claim SMP(most women give notice
formaternity leave and pay at the same time i.e.at the latest by the 15thweek before your due
date);

• Stoppedwork.

If you satisfy these conditions youwill get;

• Six weeks pay at 90 per cent of your average earnings and

• 33weeks pay at £112.75 per week or 90 per cent of your average earnings,whichever is the lower
sum.

Your SMPwill normally start on the same day as yourmaternity leave and continue for 39weeks(the
maternity pay period). If you return towork before the end of thematernity pay period your SMPwill
stop and youwill lose any outstanding amount.

You get SMP regardless of whether or not you intend to go back towork.SMP is paid by your employer,
who claimsmost of it back from the Inland Revenue.You have to pay tax and national insurance on your
SMP. It can be offset against any other entitlements under your contract,except holiday pay. If your
employer does not pay you SMP,you should be given formSMP1 explainingwhy you are not being paid.
You can query this with your local Inland Revenue office.

Maternity Allowance(MA)
If you do not qualify for SMP(maybe because you have not worked for your employer long enough or
your earnings are too low)youmay qualify forMA instead.You should qualify forMA if:

• Youmeet all of the conditions for SMP but have not beenworking for your employer for 26weeks,
but haveworked for at least 26weeks out of the 66weeks prior to the datewhen your baby is due
(even if this was with different employers)you can getMA at £112.75 a week,or 90 per cent of your
average earnings,whichever is the lower sum. Youwill receiveMaternity Allowance for 39weeks.

• Your earnings are too low to get SMP(less than an average of £87 aweek)but are an average of at
least £30 aweek fromone ormore jobs,you can getMA at 90 per cent of your average earnings.
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To claimMA send formMA1(obtainable from your local Jobcentre Plus office or antenatal clinics)with
yourmaternity certificate formMAT B1 to your local Jobcentre Plus office. If you are an employee you
will also need to provide formSMP1which you should get from your employer.

If you are on a low income youmay be able to claim a Sure StartMaternity Grant of £500.Speak to your
midwife or contact your local Jobcentre Plus formore information.

These are only the basic statutory rights.your employermay provide higher payments. if not,
negotiate.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.
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20. Am I protected fromdismissal or detriment duringmaternity?

All women employees,whether temporary or permanent and regardless of hours worked or length of
service,are automatically protected fromdismissal,detriment and selection for redundancy solely or
mainly on the grounds of being pregnant,having given birth or takenmaternity leave.There is no
option for employers to justify the treatment.Any dismissal connected to awoman’s pregnancy,
childbirth ormaternity will generally also be discriminatory.So an employer cannot:

• Dismiss you or select you for redundancy(unless there is a genuine redundancy situation).

• Dismiss you because of some statutory restriction on employment or on grounds of health and
safety. Instead,the employer should temporarily transfer or suspend you. If transferred youwill
take on the terms and conditions of the new job(which should not be substantially less favourable).
Suspensionwill be on full pay(see also 21.Am I Entitled to Antenatal Care And/OrHealth And Safety
Protection).

• Refuse to allow you to return to your job after yourmaternity leave(unless there has been genuine
redundancy or reorganisation).

• Dismiss you for exercising a statutory right such as time off for antenatal care.

• Subject you to any detriment e.g.denial of promotion,training opportunities, facilities.

• Use any pregnancy-related sickness as grounds for triggering disciplinary proceedings,
dismissing you ormaking you redundant.

• Dismiss you if you are sick at the end ofmaternity leave and cannot physically return on the
appointed day.Yourmaternity leavewill end and youwill then be on sick leave.You should provide
your employer with amedical certificate and comply with any other requirements of the sickness
policy. If your employer normally provides sick pay this should be paid to you. If not youmay be
entitled to statutory sickness benefits–contact your Jobcentre Plus formore information.

You generally have the right to return to your same job followingmaternity leave.There are three
exceptions.

• Where your employer has five or less employees and you have taken additionalmaternity leave, if it
is not reasonably practicable to allow you to return, it will not be automatically unfair for your
employer to dismiss you.

• If there is a genuine redundancy and there is no suitable alternative vacancy. If you have at least
two years service will be entitled to redundancy pay.Your employer should consult with you about
potential redundancies even if you are onmaternity leave.

• If there is a genuine redundancy which occurs during the leave period and there is a suitable
alternative vacancy,your employer should offer this to you. If you refuse,your employer can
dismiss you and youmay lose the right to redundancy pay.

If you are dismissed,the employermust provide youwith awritten statement of reasons for dismissal.
This statement is admissible in evidence.

Complaints about dismissal, redundancy and detriment can bemade to Employment Tribunals,
generally within threemonths of the action.Both unfair dismissal and sex discrimination should be
claimed. If your employer does not comply with the statutory dismissal procedures before dismissing
you,any dismissal will be automatically unfair.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.
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21. Can I return tomy job aftermaternity leavewith allmy service rights?

You generally have the right to return to exactly the same job after yourmaternity leave.However the
right to return is slightly different depending onwhether you are returning after OrdinaryMaternity
Leave(OML)or after Additional Maternity Leave(AML).

• You are entitled to return to your old job if you take just OML of 26weeks.

• If you return after AML of up to a further 26weeks,you are entitled to return to your old job,unless
that is not reasonably practicable. In that case,youmust be offered a similar job–one that is the
same kind, in the same place and in the same capacity.

• If your job has beenmade redundant during your OML or AML,your employermust offer any
suitable alternative vacancy on broadly comparable terms.

• You can take up to four weeks parental leave immediately after the end of your OML,and return to
your old job.Youwill need to give your employer 21 days notice that youwish to take parental leave.
If you takemore or if you add any parental leave on to AML,and it is not reasonably practicable for
you to return to your old job,youmust be offered a similar one(see also 24What Rights Do I Have to
Parental Leave).

If you are sick at the end ofMaternity Leave and cannot physically return,you transfer to your company
or statutory sick pay scheme.You cannot be dismissed unless aman in similar circumstances would be
dismissed e.g.exhaustion of sick leave.Even then,the employer has to follow certain procedures,
including consultation; investigation of your currentmedical condition; transfer to alternative
employment.

If your employer refuses to allow you to return because you have taken the OML or AML,this will be an
automatically unfair dismissal(see 19 Am I Protected FromDismissal or Detriment DuringMaternity).

Your contract continues in all or some respects depending onwhether you are on OML or AML.

• During OML of 26weeks,all contractual rights except pay continue to accrue as normal e.g.
seniority and holidays accrue.

• During AML of up to a further 26weeks,most of your contractual rights are suspended,except the
right to notice,redundancy compensation,disciplinary or grievance procedures,and the duties of
trust,confidence and good faith.So seniority,pensions rights pay increments do not accrue.Any
scheme reflecting past performance should be paid on a pro rata basis to anywork undertaken
during the year.

• OML or AML both count as service for gaining employment protection rights including holiday
leave under theWorking Time Regulations.

• Pension contributions and,therefore,pensionable service in occupational pension schemes
continue during both OML and AML,but calculated by reference to your actualmaternity pay and
not your normal pay.However, inmoney purchase schemes,only the amount of contribution
actually paid will count.
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If youwant to change your working pattern,on your return frommaternity leave e.g.to work part time,
you shouldmake a request for flexible working Your employermust seriously consider your request and
can only refuse if there are good business grounds for doing so(see 28 Can I Request Flexible Working?)

Complaints about failure to allow you to return towork complaints should bemade to an Employment
Tribunal,generally within threemonths.Sex Discrimination complaints and complaints under the Part
TimeWorkers Regulations should also bemade to an Employment Tribunal,again within threemonths.
Before bringing a claim youmust use the statutory grievance procedures. If your employer has
dismissed youwithout complyingwith the statutory dismissal procedure,the dismissal will be
automatically unfair(see Group 5 Discipline and Dismissal).

GMB aims to negotiate so that women can always return to the same jobwith all accrued
contractual rights after either OMLor AML,with employersmaintaining pensions contributions
for thewhole of the period.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.
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22. Am I entitled to antenatal care and/or health and safety protection?

Antenatal care
All women employees, irrespective of service or hours worked are entitled to paid time off during
normal working hours for antenatal care.You should be paid at your normal rate of pay and for any
travelling andwaiting time in attending your appointment.Antenatal care can include parentcraft and
relaxation classes,provided they are taken on the advice of yourmidwife or doctor.After your first
appointment,your employer has the right to ask for evidence of further appointments.

Health and safety protection
All women, irrespective of service or hours worked,are entitled to health and safety protection.
Employersmust assess the risks to health and safety of any new or expectantmother or her baby or
where he employs women of childbearing age. If you are pregnant or breastfeeding,you should request
a health and safety risk assessment in writing.Your employermust:

1. Carry out a risk assessment of any processes or working conditions,physical,chemical and
biological agents which could jeopardise your health and/or that of your babywhile you are
pregnant,breastfeeding or if you have given birth within the previous sixmonths.

2. If a significant risk is established,your employermust do all that is reasonable to remove it or
prevent your exposure to it.

3. Tell you about the risk andwhat steps are being taken to deal with it.Your employer should take
account of any reasonable fears that you have.Youmay find it useful to discuss your concernswith
yourmidwife or doctor first.

4. If the risk cannot be avoided,your employer should, if it is reasonable to do so temporarily alter
your working conditions or hours of work;or if this is not possible or does not remove the risk

5. Offer you suitable alternative work if available(on terms and conditions not substantially less
favourable);or this is not available

6. Suspend you on full pay for as long as is necessary to avoid the risk.

If youwork nights and your doctor ormidwife provides amedical certificate stating that you should
not beworking at night for health and safety grounds,you employer should offer you daywork. If this is
not available,you should be suspended on full pay.

Breastfeeding
Although there is no right to breastfeed at work,as a breastfeedingmother,you have special health
and safety protection at work under the same rules that protect pregnant women.Breastfeeding
includes expressingmilk. If you are still breastfeedingwhen you return towork,notify your employer in
writing and ask for a health and safety risk assessment.
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Your employer is obliged to provide“suitable facilities”for you to rest.These are not stated except that
in the Code of Practice it is advised that they should be“conveniently situated in relation to sanitary
facilities and,where necessary, include the facility to lie down”. If your working conditions prevent you
fromcontinuing to breastfeed successfully,your employer should follow the same steps as outlined
above underHealth&Safety Protection.

Complaints about a failure to allow you to take time off for antenatal care,to carry out a risk
assessment or to force you towork night work can bemade to an Employment Tribunal,generally
within threemonths of the action.

GMB recommends that the room for breastfeeding should be lockable and that there should be a
fridge for expressedmilk to be stored.A low comfortable chair should also be provided.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.
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23. Can I take time off to look after a dependant?

You can have a reasonable amount of unpaid time off work to take actionwhich is necessary to deal
with an unexpected or sudden problemandmake any necessary longer termarrangements.This covers
the following:

• To provide assistancewhen a dependant,or somebodywho reasonably relies you,falls ill(whether
physically ormentally), is injured or assaulted;or a dependant gives birth(thismay fall within
paternity leave).

• Tomake arrangements for the provision of care for a dependant,or any personwho reasonably
you,who is ill or injured

• Tomake arrangements when a dependant dies–this could include funeral arrangements,executor
functions.

• Tomake arrangements when a dependant’s care unexpectedly breaks down–this could include
child,disabled or elderly care. It also includesmaking arrangements for the provision of care for
the illness or injury of any personwho reasonably relies on the employee.

• To deal with an unexpected incident during the timewhen a school has responsibility for your
child.

Dependants are defined as:
• Spouse.

• Child(no age defined).

• Parent.

• A personwho lives in the samehousehold,but is not a lodger,employee or boarder(this would
include live-in unmarried partners,same sex partners,relatives).

A dependant also includes anyonewho reasonably relies on you for assistance andmay include the
following:

• Someone for whomyou are the primary carer or the only personwho can help in an emergency e.g.
a relative who you look after or an elderly neighbour living alonewho falls and breaks a leg and you
are the closest on hand at the time of the fall.

Youmust tell your employer as soon as possible the reasons for your absence and how long you are likely
to be off.Thismay not,according to the circumstances,happen until after you return towork.The leave
is unpaid and it is envisaged that it will be no longer than one or two days in length.

You are protected against dismissal or any detrimental act, including denial of promotion,facilities or
training opportunities,by the employer for taking dependants’ leave.

If your employer has unreasonably refused to allow you to take dependants’ leave,you canmake a
complaint to an employment tribunal.Although you should initially try to resolve the issue through the
grievance procedure,claims regarding dependants’ leave are not covered by the statutory grievance
procedures. If thematter is not resolved internally youmustmake your tribunal claimwithin three
months of the refusal.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.

Negotiate to ensure that leave is paid; to extend coverage to special leave entitlements including
paid paternity leave,bereavement leave,hospital visits etc.
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24. What rights do I have to parental leave?

If you are a parent, including adoptive parents,an unmarried father named on the child’s birth
certificate,or have parental responsibility for a child youmay be entitled to parental leave.

There are two levels of parental leave: those that are negotiated and those that apply in the default
scheme. If you negotiate a parental leave agreement itmust provide at least the following rights:

• A total of 13 weeks unpaid leave, for each child,after one year’s service(for parents of disabled
children the length of leave is 18 weeks).

• Both parents are entitled to parental leave, for each child under five.

• It can be taken up until the child is aged five.

• If the child was adopted on or after 15 December 1999,the leave can be taken in the five years
following adoption,until the child’s 18th birthday.

• If you have a child who has been awarded a disability living allowance,the leave can be taken until
the child reaches 18.

• You are protected fromunfair dismissal or detriment for taking or asking for parental leave.

• You have the right to return to the same job if you take four weeks parental leave or less. If you
takemore than four weeks parental leave or if you take parental leave after additionalmaternity
leave youwill have the right to return to the same job,unless this is not reasonable practicable. In
that case you should be offered a similar job on terms and conditions that are not substantially
less favourable.

Under the default scheme:

• Unless you are the parent of a disabled child, leavemust be taken in blocks ormultiples of one
week.(A week is based on your normal workingweek,so if you normally work three days a week a
week’s parental leavewould be three days).

• You can only take four weeks’ leave in any one year.

• Seniority rights are suspended during leave,but terms relating to duties of trust,confidence and
good faith,notice,redundancy compensation and disciplinary or grievance procedures continue.

• Your employermay request evidence of parental responsibility and,where relevant,disability.

• Youmust give your employer at least 21 days notice in writing before each period of leave that you
wish to take,stating the start and end dates of the leave.

• Your employer can postpone your leave for up to sixmonths by giving you seven days’counter
notice,but only if their business would be unduly disrupted by you taking the leavewhen youwant
to.However,an employer cannot postpone if:

a. you are the father of a baby and you are taking leave at the time of the birth(see also 25.Can I
Take Paternity Leave)or

b. you are adopting a child and taking leave at the time of the placement(see also 24.Can I Get
Paid Adoption Leave).
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If your employer unreasonably postpones leave;prevents,or tries to prevent,you from taking leave or
subjects you to dismissal or any other detriment,you can take a complaint to an Employment Tribunal.
Complaints generally have to bemadewithin a period of threemonths.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.

NEGOTIATE tomake the leave:

INCLUSIVE Cover all workers not just employees fromDay One; include children over five.

WORKABLE Shorter notice; shorter or no postponement period;option of cancelling,or cutting
short, leave.

FLEXIBLE Option of taking leave of one or even half a day for all,no restriction on the amount
of leave taken in a year,translating leave into part time hours i.e. 13 weeks to six
months.
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25. Can I take paid adoption leave?

Adoption leavewas introduced in April 2003.Ordinary adoption leave(OAL)lasts for 26weeks.You can
also take up to a further 26weeks of additional adoption leave(AAL).Only one parent of an adopted
child can take adoption leave,however the other could take parental leave or paternity leave for
adopters.So joint adopters can choosewho takes adoption leave andwho takes paternity leave.

To qualify youmust:

• Be an employee i.e.someonewith a contract of employment.So some agency,casual and
temporary workersmay be excluded.

• Have been told that you have beenmatched by an adoption agencywith a child,and

• Have told the agency that you agree to the proposed placement,and

• Have been continuously employed for 26weeks by the datewhen you are notified of being
matchedwith a child for adoption.

You can start the leave:

• From the actual date of the child’s placement,or

• Froma pre agreed date specified in the notice sent to your employer.

Within seven days of beingmatched for adoption youmust give your employers a written notice which
states:

• The date onwhich placement is expected,and

• Whether youwant to start the leavewhen the placement begins or another date.

You can vary this date by giving 28 days notice.Your employer can ask for evidence that you are
adopting including details of the adoption agency,the date of placement etc.

Your employermay pay contractual adoption leave pay or youmay be entitled to statutory adoption
pay(SAP).SAP is paid for 39weeks.You are entitled to £112.75 a week or 90 per cent of your pay,
whichever is the lower.

Your contract continues in some or all respects depending onwhether you are on OAL or AAL.

• During the 26weeks of OAL all contractual rights,except pay,continue to accrue as normal e.g.
seniority and holidays accrue.

• During AAL your contract is suspended for all rights except notice,redundancy compensation,and
disciplinary or grievance procedures,and the duties of trust,confidence and good faith.So
seniority and pension rights pay increments do not accrue.

• OAL and AAL both count as service for gaining employment protection rights including holidays
under theWorking Time Regulations.

• Pension contributions and pensionable service in occupational pension schemes continue during
OAL,but calculated by reference to actual adoption pay and not normal pay. Inmoney purchase
schemes only the amount of contribution actually paid will count.

You are entitled to return to the same job if you return after only taking OAL. If you return after AAL,
you still have the right to return to the same job,unless it was not reasonably practicable for your
employer to keep the job for you. If it is not reasonably practicable youmust be offered a similar job–
one that is the same kind, in the same place,and in the same capacity. If your job has beenmade
redundant during OAL or AAL your employermust offer you any suitable alternative vacancy on broadly
comparable terms.

You are entitled to carry out up to 10 days of work or training during adoption leave for the purpose of
“keeping in touch”with theworkplace.

It is automatically unfair to dismiss you or subject you to any detriment for requesting or taking
adoption leave.Any claimmust bemade to an employment tribunal within threemonths.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.
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26. Can I take paid paternity leave?

The right to paid paternity leavewas introduced in April 2003. It is the right to be“absent fromwork
for the purpose of caring for a child or supporting the child’smother”.

To qualify for paternity leave youmust be:

• An employee i.e.someonewith a contract of employment.So some casual, temporary or agency
workersmay not qualify,and

• The biological father,or

• The husband of the child’smother,or

• The partner of the child’smother(this is defined as a person,whether of a different sex or the
same sex,who lives with themother in an enduring family relationship but is not a blood relative.

Youmust also:

• Have been continuously employed for 26weeks by the end of the 15thweek before the EWC(if the
baby is born early,but the qualifying conditionwould otherwise have beenmet,you still qualify);

• Still be employed by your employer up to the child’s birth;

• Have or expect to have responsibility for the upbringing of the child where you are the biological
father;

• Have or expect to have themain responsibility(apart from the responsibility of themother of the
child)where you are themother’s husband or partner but not the father of the child.

You can choose to take either one or two consecutive weeks’paternity leave.You cannot take the leave
at separate times.Leavemust be takenwithin 56 days of the birth. If the baby is born prematurely you
can take leave at anytime from the actual date of birth to up to 56 days after the original EWC.

You can choosewhether leave starts from:

• The actual day of the child’s birth/next working day,or

• A day falling a specified number of days after the birth,or

• A pre-set date after the EWC(but within 56 days of it).

Youmust give your employer notice of your intention to take paternity leave before the end of the15th
week before the baby is due.Youmust provide the following information:

• The EWC,and

• Whether youwant to take one or twoweeks leave,and

• The start date of the leave.You can vary this date by giving 28 days notice.

If you qualify,youwill be entitled to statutory paternity pay(SPP)of £112.75 a week or 90 per cent of
your normal weekly average pay,whichever is the lower,during your paternity leave.To qualify for SPP
your averageweekly earningsmust reach the lower earnings limit for national insurance,(£87 aweek
currently).The service qualification is the same as for paternity leave.Agencyworkers,while not
qualifying for leavemay qualify for SPP.

To claim paternity pay youmust provide your employer with a signed declaration confirming your
entitlement i.e.your relationship to the child or itsmother,that you have responsibility for the child’s
upbringing and that you are taking leave to care for the child or its support themother,The Inland
Revenue produce amodel self-certificate FormSC3which can be used to give notice(web link:
www.inlandrevenue.gov.uk/forms/sc3.pdf.)You can use this form to provide notice for leave and pay at
the same time. In that case the latest you can give it to your employer is the end of the 15thweek
before the baby is due.
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While on paternity leave your normal terms and conditions(except pay)are protected.You are entitled
to return to the same job youwere in before taking paternity leave. It is automatically unfair to dismiss
you or subject you to any detriment for requesting or taking paternity leave.Before bringing a claim,
you should lodge a grievancewith your employer.Any claimmust bemade to an employment tribunal
within threemonths.

If you havemore than one job,youmay be entitled to paternity leave and pay from your other jobs
provided youmeet the qualifying conditions for leave and pay for each job.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.
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27. Can I take paid paternity leave if I adopt a child?

If your partner is adopting a child(or you are adopting jointly)youmay be entitled to paternity leave
and paternity pay for adopters. If you are adopting jointly one of you can take adoption leave(see 25
Can I Take Paid Adoption Leave?)and the other can take paternity leave for adopters.Paternity leave
for adopters is only available where a child has been newlymatched for adoption by an adoption agency
(a step-parent adopting a partner’s child would not qualify for adoption leave).

To qualify for paternity leave for adopters youmust be:

• An employee i.e.someonewith a contract of employment.So some agency,casual or temporary
workersmay not qualify,and

• Married to the child’s adopter,or

• The partner of the child’s adopter(this is defined as a person,whether of a different sex or the
same sex,who lives with the adopter in an enduring family relationship but is not a blood relative),
or

• One of a couple adopting jointly.

Youmust also:

• Have been continuously employed for 26weeks endingwith theweek in which the child’s adopter is
notified of beingmatchedwith the child,and

• Have or expect to have themain responsibility(apart from the adopter)for the upbringing of the
child.

• Be taking the time off to support the child’s adopter or to care for the child.

If you qualify youwill be entitled to take either one or twoweek’s paternity leave for adopters.You can
choosewhether to take oneweek or two but if you take twoweek theymust be consecutive.You cannot
take the leave at separate times.Leavemust be takenwithin 56 days of the placement.

You cannot start your leave before the child has been placed.You can choose to start the leave from:

• The actual date of the child’s placement/next working day,or

• Any day falling within a specified number of days after the placement ,or

• A pre agreed date after the expected date of placement.

Youmust give a written notice to your employers within seven days of beingmatched for adoption.You
must state in the notice:

• The datewhen you expect the child to be placed,and

• Whether youwant to take one or twoweeks leave,and

• The start date of the leave.You can vary this date by giving 28 days notice.

Your employer can ask for evidence of your entitlement to paternity leave and pay for adopters
including details of the adoption agency,the date of placement etc.The Inland Revenue produce a
model self-certificate SC4which you can use as a self declaration of entitlement and to give notice for
leave and pay(web link:http://www.inlandrevenue.gov.uk/forms/sc4.pdf).
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Youmay be entitled to statutory paternity pay of £112.75 per week or 90 per cent of your normal weekly
pay,whichever is the lower,during your leave.To qualify your averageweekly earningsmust reach the
lower earnings limit for national insurance,(£87 per week at present).The service qualification is that
same as for leave.Agency workers while not qualifying for leavemay qualify for SPP.

While on paternity leave for adopters your normal terms and conditions are protected,except pay.You
are entitled to return to the same job youwere in before taking paternity leave. It is automatically
unfair to dismiss you or subject you to a detriment for requesting or taking paternity leave for
adopters.Before bringing a claim you should lodge a grievancewith your employer.Any claimmust be
made to an employment tribunal within threemonths.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.
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28. Can I request flexible working?

Youmay have a statutory right to request flexible working to care for a child or,since 6 April 2007,to
care for an adult.To qualify for the right to request youmust be an employee(i.e.someonewith a
contract of employment,so some casual or temporary workersmay be excluded).Youmust also have at
least 26weeks of continuous employmentwith your employer.The requestmust bemade and
considered under a special procedure.

There is no automatic right to flexible working.However your employermust properly consider your
request and can only refuse on the following specified grounds: the burden of additional costs;
detrimental effect on ability tomeet customer demand; inability to re-organise work among existing
staff; inability to recruit additional staff;detrimental effect on performance; insufficiency of work
during the periods the employee proposes to work;planned structural changes.

Carers of children:youmust
• Bemaking the request in respect of a child under six years old,or under 18 years old if the child

receives Disability Living Allowance.

• Be themother, father,adopter,guardian,or foster parent of the child,or bemarried to one of them
or be their partner.(This is defined as a person,whether of a different sex or the same sex,who lives
with the child and themother, father,adopter,guardian,foster parent in an enduring family
relationship,but is not a blood relative).

• Have or expect to have responsibility for the upbringing of the child.

Carers of adults: youmust
• Be caring,or expect to be caring, for a person over the age of 18.

• Make the request in order to care for that person.

• Be the spouse,partner,civil partner or relative,or live at the sme address as the adult needing
care.

In both cases your applicationmust bemade to either care for the child or for the adult needing
care.Youmust not havemade another application under the same right during the previous 12months.

There is a complicated procedure formaking the request,and the following is a brief summary:

• Your requestmust be in writing.State that it is beingmade under the statutory right to request
flexible work.

• Specify what change you are seeking,andwhen it is to take effect.You also need to explain what
effect, if any,you think the changewill have on your employer,and how you think any such effect
can be dealt with(this does not have to be in complicated detail).Youmust explain the relationship
between you and the child.

• If your employer agrees to the request outright it will take effect as a permanent change to your
contract,although you can agreewith your employer that it will last for a set period of time only.

• If your employer does not agree to the request at this stage,s/hemust hold ameetingwith you
within 28 days to discuss it.
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• You are entitled to be accompanied at themeeting by anyone also employed by the same employer
e.g.a shop steward.Your companion can address the hearing and questionmanagement but
cannot answer questions on your behalf. If your companion is not available you can ask for the
meeting to be postponed for up to seven days.

• Your employermust inform you of its decision in writing,within 14 days of themeeting. If your
request is rejected your employermust give reasons.You can appeal, in writing,within 14 days.

• Your employermust hold an appealmeetingwithin a further 14 days.You have the same right to be
accompanied as at the originalmeeting.You should be informed of the appeal result in writing
within 14 days of themeeting. If your appeal is rejected,youmust be given an explanation.

• You can complain to an Employment Tribunal on the grounds that your employer has failed to hold
ameeting or an appealmeeting, failed to give you a decision on the request or appeal, refused the
request on non-specified grounds,or rejected the request on incorrect facts.The time limit for
making a claim is threemonths.The Tribunal can order the employer to re-consider the request
and/or compensation. In some circumstances a refusal to allow flexible workingmay breach the
rules against sex discrimination.

• In addition you can complain if your employer has refused you the right to be accompanied at the
meeting or appeal,or has refused to allow a postponement of themeeting. It is also automatically
unfair to dismiss you or subject you to a detriment for requesting flexible working.

The Department for Business Enterprise and Regulatory Reformhas produced standard formswhich
you can use if youwish,available from their website:www.berr.gov.uk(go to the section on employment
matters and flexible working).

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.
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GROUPFOUR

SICK PAY

29. Am I entitled to be paidwhile off sick fromwork?

GMBnegotiates sick pay schemes for itsmembers,so check to see if your employer has a sick pay policy.

If not,the law setsminimumstandards through Statutory Sick Pay(SSP).Your employer has to pay you
SSPwhen off sick fromwork.

You are entitled to SSP after three qualifying days of absence,provided:

You are absent for four ormore(not necessarily working)consecutive days.This forms a Period of
Incapacity forWork(PIW).Two PIWs can be ‘linked’and treated as a single PIW if eight weeks or less
separates them.

Your absence also has to fall in a ‘period of entitlement’.The period of entitlement begins with the PIW.
The employer’s liability to pay SSP ends if:

• You are no longer sick;

• you reach themaximumentitlement of 28weeks,or three years have elapsed since you began your
PIW;

• your contract ends,unless your employer is trying to avoid paying SSP;you are detained in legal
custody;or

• you become entitled to SMP orMaternity Allowance and arewithin thematernity pay period.

SSP can be paid for amaximumof 28weeks.

You are not entitled to SSP if on the first day of incapacity if:

• You are under 16 or over 65;

• you are on a fixed term contract of threemonths or less and you haveworked less than 13 weeks. If
you are on a series of contracts and nomore than eight weeks separates these you can link them
together for this purpose;

• your average earnings are less than the lower earnings limit(£87 aweek fromApril 2007);

• in the previous 57 days youwere entitled to Severe Disablement Allowance or Incapacity Benefit;

• you have done nowork at all under the contract. If you hadworked for an employer under a
previous contract which ended not less than eight weeks before,you are not excluded;

• there is a trade dispute in which you have a direct interest;

• you have exhausted the 28weeks with a former employer and there is a gap of 56 days or less since
you last received SSP;

• you are or have been pregnant and arewithin thematernity pay period;

• you are a ‘Welfare toWork’beneficiary with a 52week linking period;or you are detained in legal
custody,or you are not in the EuropeanUnion.

If you are excluded or have exhausted your entitlement,youmay transfer to incapacity benefit(IB).
Entitlement to IB depends on your national insurance record.Otherwise youmay be able to claim
income support(IS),ameans tested benefit.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.
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30. Howmuch sick pay am I entitled to?

• This depends onwhether you are eligible for Statutory Sick Pay(SSP)or Incapacity Benefit(IB)or
your employer’s own scheme.Many employers improve upon the basic State scheme and provide
full pay or half pay.Usually, themore service you havewith the employer,the better the
entitlement.Check your rights under your written particulars of employment and any collective
agreement.

• SSP is paid at a weekly flat rate of £72.55.There is no increase for dependants for SSP.

• IB is paid at threeweekly rates(higher rates for people over pension age).The rate you get depends
on the length of time you have been entitled to IB.Youmay also get an age addition or dependants
increase.

• Generally, IB is payable after four consecutive days of incapacity.The first three days arewaiting
days but if you fall sick again within eight weeks,the two spells are added together.You do not have
towait another three days.

(N.B.at the time of writing in August 2007 the government has proposed awelfare reformbill and this
will replace incapacity benefit and income support with an employment support allowance)

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.
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GROUPFIVE

DISCIPLINE ANDDISMISSAL

31. Can I be represented in a disciplinary or grievance hearing?

Workers have the right to be accompanied at disciplinary and grievance hearings and appeals,even if
their employer does not recognise their union.

This right is available to all workers(including agency and homeworkers)regardless of the number
working for their employer.

You can choosewho to have as your companion,providing the person is either:

• A union lay official certified as experienced or trained in representingworkers;

• a trade union officer;or

• another of the employer’s workers.

The right applies to:

• Any disciplinary hearingwhich could result in a formal warning,or in the employer taking some
other action e.g.dismissal, suspension.

• Appeal hearings.

• Grievance hearings(i.e.a hearingwhich concerns the performance of an employer’s duty towards
a worker).

The request to be accompaniedmust be ‘reasonable’, so do not leave it until the lastminute. It is best,
though not obligatory,to put it in writing.

The employermust allow your companion to address the hearing to:

• Put your case,

• sumup that case and

• respond on your behalf to any view expressed at the hearing.

Your companion can also confer with you during the hearing.S/hewill therefore normally be able to
address the hearing both at the beginning and end of the proceedings andwill also have the
opportunity to respond to views expressed.However,the employer is not required to permit the
companion to:

• Answer questions on your behalf ,

• address the hearing if you indicate that you do not want the companion to do so,or

• use the powers in a way that prevents the employer fromexplaining his case or any other person
making his contribution.
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If your companion is not available,you can ask for the hearing to be postponed.You can propose an
alternative date whichmust be reasonable andmust fall within five working days(excluding Saturday,
Sunday,Christmas Day,Good Friday and bank holidays).So a hearing set forMonday can be postponed
up to,but not beyond the followingMonday.

A companion is allowed reasonable paid time off, including conferringwith theworker before and after
the hearing.

If your employer refuses to allow you to be accompanied,or to postpone a hearing,you can complain to
an Employment Tribunal,which can award up to twoweeks’pay.A dismissal in these circumstancesmay
well be unfair.

Workers and their representatives are protected fromdismissal or action short of dismissal for
exercising or trying to exercise the right to be accompanied.Where aworker attends a hearing as the
companion of another worker,s/he is protected against detriment and dismissal not only in respect of
the act of accompanying theworker but also for addressing or seeking to address the hearing.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.

Workers and their representatives are protected fromdismissal or action short of dismissal for
exercising or trying to exercise the right to be accompanied.Where aworker attends a hearing as
the companion of another worker,s/he is protected against detriment and dismissal not only in
respect of the act of accompanying theworker but also for addressing or seeking to address the
hearing.
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32. Am I entitled to receivewarnings before i amdismissed?

There is no general right to awarning before you are dismissed.That is why unions negotiate
disciplinary procedures,to protect workers.

If you qualify for protection against unfair dismissal, then it will usually be unfair to dismiss you
without warning(see 35.How LongMust I Work Before I Can Complain of Unfair Dismissal?).Fair
dismissal requires proper procedures and it is not proper to dismiss workers without warning.

Themain exception is where you are dismissed for grossmisconduct–here you can be fired for a first
offence andwithout any previous warning,provided there is a proper investigation and a fair hearing.

Since 1 October 2004 every employer has to follow aminimumstatutory ‘dismissal and disciplinary
procedure’(DDP).All employersmust now provide employees with details of their disciplinary and
grievance procedures.(Note:as of August 2007 the government is proposing to change these rules
and theMost Asked Questionswill be updatedwhen the details are known).

The procedures only apply to employees and not workers,so if you are an agencyworker the procedures
will not apply to you.The employermust use the procedurewhen s/he is considering:

• Dismissal–the procedure applies not just to conduct or capability dismissals but whenever
dismissal is contemplated.So itmust be used for redundancy,compulsory retirement andwhen a
fixed term contract expires;or

• taking relevant disciplinary action–thismeans action short of dismissal which is based on your
conduct or capability.However this does not include suspension on full pay or oral or written
warnings so, for example,your employer need not follow the statutory DDP before issuing youwith
a final warning.

Your employermust:

• Give you awritten statement of the allegedmisconduct,poor performance etc and

• hold ameetingwith you to discuss the issue,and

• inform you of any decision and of your right to appeal.

You have the right to be accompanied by a trade union official or a fellowworker at both the original
meeting and any appeal(see 31.Can I be Represented In a Disciplinary Hearing?).

The procedure ismodified if you are dismissedwithout notice or pay in lieu for grossmisconduct,Here,
the employermust give you awritten statement of the allegedmisconduct leading to your dismissal
and provide a right of appeal.You have the right to be accompanied by a trade union official or fellow
worker at the appealmeeting.

If your employer dismisses youwithout following theseminimumstatutory procedures,youmay be
able to bring a claim for unfair dismissal. If so,the dismissal will be automatically unfair and the
tribunal can award compensation of four weeks’pay(a week’s pay is limited to £310).Any claimmust be
madewithin threemonths of the dismissal.
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Even if your employer has followed the statutory DDP,an employment tribunalmay still find that your
dismissal has been unfair, for example dismissalmay not have been reasonable in all the circumstances.
It is important that you attend anymeetings arranged by your employer under the DDP and appeal is
you are not happywith the result. If either you or your employer has failed to complete the DDP the
amount of compensation awarded can be increased or decreased depending onwho is responsible for
the failure.

The dismissal and disciplinary procedures do not apply in a constructive dismissal situation(i.e.where
you resign because your employer has fundamentally breached your contract). In such a case you
should follow the statutory grievance procedure and lodge a grievance before bringing a claim.

The statutory dismissal and disciplinary procedures are aminimumrequirement–GMB aims to
negotiate disciplinary and dismissal procedures which build on and improve on thisminimumso
check your employers’handbook and for any collective agreements.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.
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33. Can I be sacked for refusing to carry out an instruction?

Every unfair dismissal case turns on its particular facts–no firm advice can be givenwithout going
looking at the details.However,as a general rule,you risk losing your job if you refuse to carry out a
legitimate and reasonable instruction given to you by your employer.So a tribunal would first of all look
at the instruction.

The dismissal would probably be unfair if the instructionwas that you break the law,e.g.drive faster
than the speed limit,or enter false accounting records. It is unlawful for your employer to instruct you
to discriminate against someone,for example because of their race,sex,disability,sexual orientation
or religion or belief. If you are sacked for refusing to carry out an instruction to discriminate,an
employment tribunal would probably find this an unfair dismissal.

Itmight also be unfair if the instruction,although legal,was beyond your contract and clearly
unreasonable.

If the instruction is lawful and reasonable,but ofminor importance and the refusal was your first
offence,the tribunalmight decide your refusal was not grossmisconduct.However if the instruction is
repeated but you still refuse,that could well result in a fair dismissal.

Tribunals will also take into account,where it is relevant,whether your colleagues were prepared to
obey the order.

You can refuse towork in conditions of serious and imminent danger,provided you cannot find another
way of averting the risk.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.
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34. Howmuchnoticemust be given to endmy employment?

Your contract of employmentwill usually state the period of notice which both you and your employer
need to give to terminate the contract.

Your employermust,within twomonths of the start of your employment,give youwritten details of
relevant notice periods.

If your contract is for a fixed period it will continue until the fixed period expires.

If your contract is not for a fixed period and the notice period has not been expressly agreed,there is
an implied term that your contractmay be terminated either way on reasonable notice.Factors to be
considered in decidingwhat is reasonable notice are seniority,remuneration,age, length of service and
what is usual in your particular trade.

As a very rough guide a period of onemonthmay be appropriate for amanual worker and threemonths
for a senior skilled worker.

Your employer can pay you instead of letting youwork your notice period(known as ‘payment in lieu”),
but only if your contract specifically allows for this.

MinimumNotice
Whatever your arrangements(if any)with your employer regarding notice periods,the notice actually
givenmust not be less than the statutoryminimumperiod of notice.

The notice in your contract of employmentmust be given if that is a longer period.

The length of the statutoryminimumnotice depends on the amount of continuous employment you
have hadwith your employer:

You are entitled to the followingminimumnotice:

• If you have been continuously employed for less than two years(butmore than onemonth)
= oneweek.

• If you have been continuously employed for two years ormore
= oneweek for every complete year worked,up to amaximumof twelve weeks.

If you are resigning and have been employed for at least onemonth,youmust give your employer one
week’s notice.

You cannot contract out of your right to a statutoryminimumperiod of notice.However youmaywaive
your right to notice or receive pay in lieu of notice.

Your employer can dismiss youwithout notice, if you have committed an act of grossmisconduct.
However the dismissalmust still be fair and your employermust,as aminimum,follow the statutory
dismissal and disciplinary procedure(see 32.Am I Entitled to ReceiveWarnings Before I amDismissed?).

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.
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35. How longmust I work before I can complain of unfair dismissal?

Before you can complain to an Employment Tribunal that you have been unfairly dismissal, the same
employermust have continuously employed you for at least one continuous year.

Special rules governwhat is ‘continuous employment’.Service is counted in weeks.Statutorymaternity,
paternity,adoption and parental leave are included.Periods of absence due to illness or injury,or due to
lay-off,are also included. If you finish one job and are re-employed by the same employer the following
week,you preserve continuity.

Sometimes you can include periods of employmentwith another employer,e.g. if youmove froma
parent company to a subsidiary(or vice versa)without interruption;or there is a transfer of an
undertaking,or a change in themembers of the partnership which employees you.(Youmay need
specialist advice towork out your period of continuous employment).

You do not need one year’s service at all if youwere dismissed because:

• Youwere a unionmember or joined in your union’s activities.

• You ‘asserted a statutory right’,e.g.complained that you had not be given a pay slip,or of an
unlawful deduction frompay,or not getting the nationalminimumwage.

• Your dismissal related to health and safety,e.g.youwere dismissed for your work as a safety
representative,or because you took appropriate steps to protect yourself and others froma
serious and imminent danger.

• Youwere pregnant,or for a reason related to pregnancy/maternity,parental leave or dependant
leave care.

• Of your work as a pension scheme trustee.

• Of your being or seeking election as an employee representative for consultationwith your
employer on redundancies or transfers of undertakings.

• You refused to sign an opt out from the 48 hourmaximumworkingweek,ormade a claimunder the
Working Time Regulations.

• You ‘blew thewhistle’onmalpractice bymaking a qualifying disclosure to a responsible person
under the(complex)Public Interest(Disclosure)Act.

• You are a shopworker or bettingworker who refused Sundaywork.

• You supported a union’s application to the Central Arbitration Committee for recognition.

• You asked to be accompanied to a disciplinary or grievance hearing,or accompanied aworker to a
hearing.

• You took ‘protected’ i.e.official industrial action.

• You claimed adoption,parental,or paternity rights,or requested flexible working.

• You claimed the right to equal treatment as a part-time employeewith a full-time employee.

• You claimed the right to equal treatment as a fixed-termemployeewith a permanent employee.

• You claimedworking tax credit or disabled persons tax credit.

• Youwere involved in thework of a EuropeanWorks Council.
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If you are dismissed because of your race,gender,disability, religion/belief,or sexual orientation,you
can bring a discrimination complaint to an Employment Tribunal regardless of your length of
continuous service.

GMB is pressing for a change in the law so that all workers have protection fromunfair dismissal
fromday one of their employment.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.
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GROUPSIX

REDUNDANCY

36. Howdo I qualify for a redundancy payment?

To qualify for a statutory redundancy payment youmust:

• Be an employee;and

• have two years continuous employmentwith your employer at the date of dismissal; and

• have been dismissed by reason of redundancy.

Dismissal occurswhere:
• Your contract has been terminated by your employer with or without notice;or

• you terminate your contract of employmentwith or without notice because of your employer’s
unreasonable conduct(constructive dismissal); or

• you are employed for a fixed termand your contract expires but is not renewed.

No dismissal has taken place if your contract has been renewed or you are engaged under a new
contract of employment and the offer ismade to you in writing before the end of your contract and is
to take effect within four weeks from the end of your original employment.

Redundancywould occur if the dismissal is wholly ormainly because:
• Your employer has stopped or intends to stop business in the placewhere you are employed;or

• your employer has stopped or intends to stop business for the purposes for which you are
employed;or

• your employer’s need for people carrying out work of a particular kind in the placewhere youwork
has stopped or reduced or is expected to do so.

Youmay lose your right to a redundancy payment if you unreasonably refuse an offer of suitable
alternative employmentmade before the end of your original contract.The new jobmust begin at
latest four weeks after your original employment ends.Whether the offer is a suitable alternative to
your original job depends on factors such as location,pay,hours,holiday,grade,status and travel to
work.Even if it is suitable,the employeemight still get a redundancy payment if he/she has good
grounds for turning it down e.g.personal circumstances or problems thatmake it reasonable to do so.
If in doubt,you can try the new job for up to four weeks before decidingwhether to accept it or not.

There are special,complex rules coveringworkers who are laid off or are on short time. In summary, lay
off happenswhen an employee gets nomoney because there is nowork.Short-timemeans getting less
than half a week’s pay.When either happens for at least four continuousweeks of for at least six weeks
out of thirteen,the employee canwrite to their employer claiming redundancy pay.There are then very
tricky rules about notices and counter-notices. If this happens to you,contact your GMB
representative for further information.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.

Your employer should give advancewarning of possible redundancies and consult with the union
and individuals likely to be affected.
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37. Howmuchnotice do I get on redundancy and do I have towork it?

The employer should give you at least the statutory notice of a week for each complete year of service,
up to amaximumof 12 weeks.So someone employed for seven years gets sevenweeks’notice.However
youmight well be entitled to longer notice under your contract of employment–amonthly paid
worker should get at least onemonths’notice,even if they have been employed for less than four years.

Be careful not to confusewarnings and consultation,with notice of dismissal.Notice only counts if it is
clearly addressed to you and specifies the date youwill finish work and your employmentwill end. If you
leave because of a general warning that redundancies are coming,youmay lose your redundancy pay.

Similarly,when your employer does give you notice,youmust wait for it to run its course.Do not leave
your job as soon as you receive the notice of redundancy–youmay lose your redundancy payment.

If youwant to leave before your notice expires e.g. to take up another job,you can ask your employer to
agree an earlier termination date,on the basis that youwill still get your redundancy payment.
Alternatively,during the statutory notice period you can servewritten counter-notice to leave early
and if your employer does not object you can go(with your redundancy pay)when your counter-notice
expires.However before your counter-notice ends your employer can object to it in writing,saying that
if you leave early they will withhold your redundancy pay.You then have the option of leavingwhen your
counter-notice ends and arguing in an Employment Tribunal that your employer’s objectionwas
unreasonable and that you should get your redundancy pay–a risky strategy.

Your employermay give you pay in lieu of notice,providing your contract allows for this.

If you have two years’continuous service at the time your notice from your employer expires,you are
entitled to a reasonable period of paid time off duringworking hours to look for a new job.

An employer who proposes 20 ormore redundancies within a period of 90 days or less should consult
with the recognised union or(if there is none)with representatives elected by theworkforce.
Consultation should begin at least 30 days before the first redundancy takes effect.Where the
proposal is for 100 ormore redundancies,consultation should begin at least 90 days before the first
one is due to take effect.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.
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38. Once I am redundant am I entitled to benefits?

Youmay be able to claimwelfare benefits after you have received your redundancy payment.

Youmay be entitled to jobseeker’s allowance(JSA).This is a benefit for people who are unemployed or
whowork less than 16 hours a week andwho are looking for full-timework.

There are two types of JSA.Contribution-based JSA is paid if you satisfy the national insurance
contributions conditions. Income-based JSA is paid if you have not paid national insurance
contributions and you pass themeans test.

There are a number ofmeans tested benefits to which youmay be entitled including income support,
housing benefit and council tax benefit.

Working Tax Credit(WTC)is ameans tested benefit for working people on lowwages.Contact the Tax
Credit Office of the Inland Revenue for details.

To qualify formeans tested benefits income,capital(which includes your redundancy payment but
does not include your home)and savingsmust fall within the financial limits.For income support,as
well as for housing benefit/council tax benefit and income-based job seekers allowance,you are
excluded frombenefit if your capital is above the upper limit of £16,000.Capital at or below the lower
limit of £6,000 dors not affect your benefit. If your capital is between the limits then an amount of
‘tariff income’from capital is assumed,worked out using a fixed formula. If youmove permanently into
a care home,an Abbeyfield Home,or an independent hospital, the lower capital limit goes up to
£10,000.

Volunteering for redundancy shouldNOT stop you receiving benefits(provided your redundancy
payment does not take you over the financial limit formeans tested benefits).However,a redundancy
payment in excess of the statutory amountwill be treated as earnings and income-based JSA cannot
be paid for the period covered by the payment after your employment ended.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.
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39. Who paysmy redundancy pay ifmy employer becomes insolvent?

If your employer is insolvent redundancy payments count among those debts that take priority over
others.

If your employer fails to pay your statutory redundancy payment,youmay apply to the Department of
Trade and Industry for payment out of theNational Insurance Fund.

It is quicker to apply to the DTI on your employer’s insolvency than towait for payment(if any)from the
Insolvency Administrators. If the DTI pays out,they will then claim asmuch as possible from the
Insolvency Administrator.You cannot claim the same amount twice.

Make a claim to the DTI within sixmonths of your redundancy.

Your full redundancy payment should be paid out of theNational Insurance Fund.

Any question about the employer’s liability to pay or the amount of the payment due should be referred
to an Employment Tribunal.There is no time limit.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.
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40. Howmuch am I entitled towhen I ammade redundant?

GMBnegotiates enhanced redundancy pay schemeswith employers for ourmembers.Check your
contract of employment,or contact your local GMB representative to see if there is an enhanced
redundancy pay scheme.

The amount of your statutory redundancy payment is based on the length of your continuous
employment,your age and your week’s pay.

Themaximum length of continuous employment thatmay be counted is 20 years.

Your gross weekly pay is limited to amaximumof £310(where the redundancy takes effect on or after 1
Feb 2007.Before that,the limit was £290).

You are entitled to:

• One and a half weeks’pay for each year of employment youwere aged 41 and over.

• Oneweek’s pay for each year of employment youwere aged 22 to 40 inclusive.

• Half a week’s pay for each year of employment youwere aged up to 21 inclusive.

Therefore the formula used to calculate your payment is:

Years of employment xmultiplier x weeks pay(up to £310 limit)

The table attachedwill help youmake your calculation.Just read along the row and column that
correspond to your age and number of complete years of service.The table will then tell you howmany
weeks’pay you should get.

Example:
You are 50 years old and earn£310 per week gross and have beenworking continuously with your
employer for 10 years.

Calculation

50 years of age and 10 years of service.

The table gives amultiplier of 141⁄2 .

Thereforemultiply your week’s pay of £310 by 141⁄2 = £4,495

The result is the same if your gross weekly wage is higher than£310 per week because you are limited
by the£310maximum.

If your weekly wage is lower than£310 per week,say £190,then you should use this figure.Therefore you
wouldmultiply £190 by 141⁄2 = £2,755.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.
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GROUPSEVEN

UNIONRIGHTS

41. Why can’t we just stopwork orwalk out in protest likewe once did?

The law requires unions to hold fully postal ballots ofmembers before calling a strike or other
industrial action. In addition,the union has to give the employer at least seven days written notice
before the ballot opens;and again after the ballot but before the industrial action begins.

The first day of actionmust fall within four weeks of the close of the ballot,unless the employer and the
union agree a longer period e.g.to allow negotiations.

If all these steps are not followed closely, the industrial actionwill be unlawful andwould put workers’
jobs at risk.

If a union or its officials organise a walkout without following the legal procedures,the employer can
get an injunction against the union and the organisers of the action. If we the union disobey the
injunction,the union and its officials could be in contempt of court.Worse,the employer could dismiss
all those taking part in the unlawful and unprotected industrial action.Court orders disrupt the
collective defence of workers’ interests.

On the other hand a proper ballot will protect workers fromdismissal during the first 12 weeks of the
industrial action.Any dismissal will be automatically unfair,regardless of how long aworker has been
employed.A dismissal after the first 12 weeksmay still be unfair if the employer has not taken
reasonable procedural steps to resolve the dispute e.g.has not followed the agreed procedure,or has
unreasonably refused a union offer ofmediation or conciliation.This protectionwill not apply if the
union fails to observe the ballot law.

Of course,even before these laws came in,GMBpolicy has always been formembers to vote in favour
before the union calls for any industrial action.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.

By following the legal procedures,unions try to protect theirmembers and ensure that the
employer is kept under pressure.Not complyingwith the law simply plays into the employer’s
hands.
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42. Canmy employer stopme joining a trade union?

No.Every worker has the fundamental civil right to join a trade union and to take part in its activities.

If your employer penalises you for joining a trade union–whether by dismissing you or through lesser
discipline or other detrimental treatment–you can complain to an Employment Tribunal.
Compensation levels for union victimisation dismissals are higher than normal.

You do not need to have one year’s continuous employment before brining a claim for unfair dismissal
if you are dismissed because of your unionmembership or because you joined in your union’s activities.

Nor can an employer offer better terms and conditions to non-members than tomembers.The
Conservative law that allowed this discrimination has nowbeen repealed.

Your employer cannot offer you inducements to prevent you joining a union,taking part in its activities
ormaking use of its service.Since 1 October 2004,your employer cannot offer you any inducements to
opt out of collective bargaining.

There is also protection against victimisation and dismissal for workers who support their union’s
campaign for recognition.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.
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43. Doworkplace organisers and safety representatives get time off for training?

Yes,you should get time off with pay,but there are conditions:

• You are an accredited steward or safety rep;

• your employer recognises GMB for collective bargaining;

• you ask your employer for time off(first giving reasonable notice);

• the training course is approved by GMBor by the TUC;

• the training is relevant to your GMBduties;

• the amount of time off you requestmust be reasonable.

Since the trainingmust be relevant to your union duties,youmay face difficulties if the course is on a
subject your employer refuses to discuss with the union.All GMB courses are carefully designed to
increase the chance of paid time off,so always consult your Regional Education Officer.

What is ‘reasonable’time off will depend on the particular circumstances.Guidance on training of
Safety Reps comes in the 1977 Code of Practice issued by theHealth and Safety Commission;and on
training of staff reps and shop stewards in the 2003 Code of Practice from the Advisory,Conciliation
and Arbitration Service.

The amount of pay should be your normal pay.However where the course falls on days youwould
normally not work,there is no statutory right to time off in lieu–another good reason to negotiate
time off agreements.

Where youwork part-time and the course lasts longer than your normal working hours,you should be
paid for those extra hours.

There is no need for aminimumperiod of continuous service–if all other conditions aremet,you are
entitled to time off from your first day of employment.(Although theHSC Code recommends two years’
experience for safety reps.)

If you are refused paid time off for training,contact your GMBRegional Organiser.

The government has now brought into force the parts of the Employment Act 2002 that give time off
rights to ‘Union Learning Representatives’.These union officials advise unionmembers about their
training needs e.g.technical and vocational courses.ULRs will get reasonable paid time off for their
duties and for their own learning needs.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.

GMBprefers to negotiate a time off agreementwith employers so that the statutory rules can be
adapted towhat best suits our reps in eachworkplace.See the Shop Stewards’Handbook for
further advice.
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44. Canmyunion representme in a grievance or disciplinary hearing?

Workers have the right to be accompanied at grievance and disciplinary hearings and appeals,even if
their employer does not recognise their union(see also 31.Can I Be Represented In A Disciplinary
Hearing?).

This right is available to all workers(including agency and homeworkers)regardless of the number
working for their employer.

The companion can be:

• A union lay official certified as experienced or trained in representingworkers;

• a trade union officer;or

• another of the employer’s workers.

The right applies to any disciplinary hearingwhich could result in a formal warning,or in the employer
taking some other action e.g.dismissal, suspension.

The grievancemust concern the performance of a duty owed by an employer to theworker i.e.any
common law,contractual or statutory duty.So a grievance over unlawful pay discriminationwould be
covered,but usually not a request for a pay rise.

The right also applies to appeal hearings for disciplinary and grievancematters.

The request to be accompaniedmust be ‘reasonable’, so do not leave it until the lastminute. It is best,
though not obligatory,to put it in writing.

Your companion can represent you by:

• Addressing the hearing to put your case(including questioningmanagement andwitnesses),
summing up your case and responding on your behalf to any view expressed at the hearing.

• Confer with you during the hearing.

Your companion cannot however:

• Answer questions on your behalf,

• address the hearing if you indicate that you do not want him/her to do so,

• use the powers in way that prevents the employer fromexplaining their case or prevents anyone
else at the hearing frommaking their contribution to it.

If your companion is not available,you can ask for the hearing to be postponed.The alternative slot
must fall within five working days(excluding Saturday,Sunday,Christmas Day,Good Friday and bank
holidays).So a hearing set forMonday can be postponed up to,but not beyond the followingMonday.

The companion is allowed reasonable paid time off, including conferringwith you before and after the
hearing.

If an employer refuses to allow you to be accompanied,or to postpone a hearing,you can complain to
an Employment Tribunal,which can award up to twoweeks’pay.A dismissal in these circumstancesmay
well be unfair.

Workers and their representatives are protected fromdismissal or action short of dismissal for
exercising or trying to exercise the right to be accompanied.

REMEMBER: theremay bemore than one person affected by this issue.
Consider calling ameeting to advise,recruit and organise.
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Although it is your day to day unionworkwithin your workplace that will havemost impact on your
members’ lives,you and yourmembers are part of a trade unionwith over 600,000members covering
most of private industry and the public services.

GMB is part of the Trades Union Congress(TUC)which has almost eightmillionmembers.Locally your
GMBbranchmay belong to a Trades Union Council linking several unions in your town. Internationally
GMB is committed tomaking ourmembers’terms and conditions of employment the best in Europe.We
support the European TUC and lobby the European Commission and the European Parliament through
our ownGMBBrussels office.As an activemember of GMB you have an important part to play in
influencing the policy of the union and the TUC.

GMB is also linked locally regionally and nationally with the Labour Party.The union encourages its
members to support Labour, including by becoming individualmembers of the Party.Your GMBofficer
can help you join your local Constituency Labour Party or becomemore active in it.

GMBORGANISATION

ORGANISING LOCALLY–GMBBRANCHES
Your first point of contact with thewider union is as part of your GMBbranch.Depending on the size
and type of your workplace the branchmay cover just workers where youwork or itmay include
employees in other workplaces.The key official of your branch is the Branch Secretary. It is important
for you as a GMBworkplace representative and activemember of GMB to have a close working
relationship with your Branch Secretary.

It is also important that you attend your branchmeetings where information can be passed to you and
you have the opportunity to participate in GMB’s democratic decisionmaking.

ORGANISINGREGIONALLY–GMBREGION
Your branch belongs to one of nine GMBRegions.Each Region is headed by a Regional Secretary who is
responsible to a Regional Committee of elected laymembers(i.e.people like you not employed by GMB)
whichmeets regularly to oversee thework of the union in your part of the country and a larger
Regional Council also of elected representatives which normallymeets twice a year.

ORGANISINGNATIONALLY–GMBCONGRESS
GMBholds a Congress every year to decide union policy and it is through your branch that you can
contribute by submittingmotions to that Congress.This is the body that ultimatelymakes all the
decisions in the union.

When Congress is notmeeting the Central Executive Council, lay representatives elected fromeach
GMBRegionmeet to carry on the business of the union.

ORGANISING IN YOURSECTOR–GMBSECTIONS
As well as being part of a Region and branch structure you and yourmembers belong to one of three
industrial Sections of the union,each headed by aNational Secretary based at GMBNational Office.

The three sections are:

• Commercial Services

• Manufacturing

• Public Services

TheNational Secretary for the section and anyNational Officers in that section report regularly to a
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SectionNational Committee of elected lay representatives who oversee thework of their section. In
your Region a Senior GMB official will be responsible for organisingwork in your section.

Each Section holds conferences tomake suremembers of the union in related industries set the
unions’policy in that section.At some point youwill probably have the opportunity to attend such a
conference,but even if you are not attending personally you have the right to sendmotions on any
issue affecting your industry through your branch.

GMB also has regional and national structures specifically to promote equal rights inside and outside
the union,combat racial discrimination,tackle discrimination against people with disabilities and to
encourage youngmembers to take part in union activities.

NATIONALORGANISINGDEPARTMENTAND TEAM
National Organiser: Martin Smith

Lead Organiser Training: Paul Hayes

Lead Organiser Schools: Avril Chambers

Lead Organiser ASDA: KeithWilliams

Lead Organiser Southern Cross: Paul Clarke

Organising Research: EamonO’Hearn Large

Lead Organiser Security: Bob Crosby

Support Services: MarianHealy

The Department is guided by the Regions collectively who send delegates to theNational Organising
Team(NOT)accountable to and on behalf of their regions.

National Organising Teammembers

BirminghamandWestMidlands Region: Martin Hird

London Region: TonyWarr

Midland and East Coast Region: Martin Allen

Northern Region: Billy Coates

NorthWest and Irish Region: Karen Lewis

GMB Scotland: Mick Conroy

Southern Region: Paul Maloney

SouthWestern Region: John Phillips

Yorkshire andNorth Derbyshire Region: Neil Derrick

The role of theNOTmember in each Region is to consult officers and staff on theNational strategy and
targets,help implement Organising Policy and Strategy and inform colleagues of progress and new
developments.

The national organising strategy,GMB@Work Special Report to Congress can be found on the GMB
website www.gmb.org.uk.

National Organising Department contact details

369 Burnt Oak Broadway

Edgware

HA8 5AW

Tel:0208 952 3000

Fax:0208 952 3004
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DOESYOURJOBMAKEYOUSICK?
Recent surveys have shown that aworkplacewith a strong,active andwell organised union,
including trained and active union Safety Representatives has half asmany accidents as aworkplace
wheremanagementmake all the decisions alone.

A safe and healthyworkplace is a basic demand of everyone atwork andmost people will experience
dangerous working practices or illness caused bywork at some point in their working lives.

FewHealth and Safety problems affect only one personmost unsafe or un-healthy working practices
affect large numbers of people at once and can best be dealt with collectively.

So Health and Safety issues are often at the heart of ourWorkplace Organisers activities to recruit and
organise their colleagues.Safety and the threat of getting ill due to long hours,stress,bullying or
because of the chemicals and products ourmembers work on,are all common concerns at work.

People often feel strongly about the issues andwant to do something tomake their working
environment better.Where GMB is seen to be leading campaigns in this area and involving people at
work in solving the problems,members aremore likely to get involved and other workers aremore likely
to join us.

GMBPOLICY ONHEALTHANDSAFETY
GMBwill always be ready able andwilling to prosecute employers who have caused injury to our
members or failed in their responsibilities underHealth and Safety Law.

If anymember in your workplace has suffered an injury at work in the last three years andwishes the
union to examinewhether they have a case for compensation,provide themwith form TU56,available
from your GMBOffice or from the GMBwebsite www.gmb.org.uk.

Prevention of accidents, injury and illness before they happen is also our objective.Our 20,000
Workplace Organisers and GMB Safety Representatives in particular,should workwith their employers
wherever possible to identify and support safe systems of work,assess the risks in every part of the
workplace andmake their workplace safe and healthy.

There are several steps you and yourmembers can take tomake your workplace safer:

1. Identify the risks and hazards to yourmembers’safety and health where youwork using your
employers current Risk Assessment,your employers Safety Policy or by using the Inspection
Checklist on the following pages.

2. Work with your employer to completely remove the hazard if possible.

3. If the hazard can’t be removed,workwith your employer to reduce it by controlling it at source or
by isolation.

4. If this is not possible demand Personal Protective Equipment from your employer for your
members( youmay need to take advice from your GMB Safety Representative or our safety
experts in your Regional Office on PPE rules and regulations before you approach your employer).

GMBHEALTH&SAFETYPOLICY
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HEALTHANDSAFETYLAW–THEROLEOFSAFETYREPRESENTATIVES
The detailed laws that coverHealth and Safety atWork can be complicated but there are some basic
responsibilities all employers have that everyWorkplace Organiser needs to know:

1. Every employer is required by law to undertake and act upon a Risk Assessment into their
workplaces andwork practices.

2. Every employer where GMB is recognised are required by law to issue a copy of their Risk
Assessment to GMB Safety Representatives.

3. Every employer where GMB is recognisedmust set up a Safety Committeewhere two ormore GMB
Safety Representatives demand it.

4. Every employer with five ormore employeesmust have awrittenHealth and Safety policy and issue
this to all employees.

5. Every employer should record all accidents or incidents in an accident book and report this to the
Health and Safety Executive(HSE).

ENFORCEMENT
The best way to ensure your employer acts to solve a health and safety problem is for GMBmembers to
act together,submit a collective complaint and demand ameetingwithmanagement to agree a
solution.

TheHealth and Safety Executive(HSE)and Local Councils are responsible for enforcing the law in the
last resort.However GMBmembers at work cannot control how long theHSEmight take to respond to
your complaint,visit your workplace and produce a report.

If you plan to report your employer to theHSE,make sure you have first organised yourmembers to
submit their collective grievance to your employer and heldmeetings to build your campaign.

Note:

If you believe you and your colleagues are in serious and imminent danger atwork,you have the
right to stopwork and remove yourself from the situation.Your unionwill support you in taking this
action and in representing you in the inevitable enquiry thatwill follow.

If you and your colleagues can see a situation developing atwork that is likely to place you at serious
risk in the future if not dealt with you have the right as a GMBWorkplace Organiser to formally
demandurgent action fromyour employer,whichmust includemanagement taking immediate
steps to protect you from the danger you have identified.

In these circumstances contact your GMBSafety Representative,Senior GMBRepresentative,GMB
Branch Secretary or GMBOfficer as soon as you practically can.
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GMBSAFETY REPRESENTATIVES
GMB encourages all its Workplace Organisers to get involved inmaking their workplace safer and
healthier. In workplaces wherewe are recognised by the employer,our policy is to have a teamof trained
and elected GMB Safety Representatives tomake surewe are as effective as we can be.

GMB Safety Reps:

• Campaign for a safer andmore healthy working environment.

• Involve GMBmembers in tacklingHealth and Safety problems.

• Get paid time off to do their work and get professional training.

• Conduct inspections at work to identify problems.

• Report and represent problems tomanagement.

• Investigate accidents at work.

• Apply GMB’s Health and Safety policy at their workplace.

• Have the right to be consulted and informed by the employer.

• Sit on Safety Committees on behalf of GMBmembers and report back.

ACTION
Find out who the Safety Representative is who covers your work area. If there isn’t one,consider
becoming a Safety Representative yourself.You can getmore information fromGMB’s Safety
Representatives toolkit available from your Regional Office.
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SAFETYINSPECTIONCHECKLIST
If you are not a trained GMB Safety Rep you do not have a legal right to time off work to conduct a
workplace inspection.

However regular workplace inspections are an important part of creating a safe and healthy workplace
and are a useful part of GMB’s campaigning and organisingwork. If you are not a GMB Safety Rep:

1. Checkwho the GMB Safety Representative covering your workplace is.

2. Ask them to conduct an inspection and report back to you and GMBmembers.

3. If there is no GMB Safety Representative,consider volunteering for the role .

4. Advise your employer that you believe an inspection needs to take place.

5. Ask your employer for time off to conduct an inspection.

6. If you are refused,contact your GMBofficer and register a collective grievance.

7. If it is agreed,do the inspection using the checklist provided,discuss the findings with your
members and then the employer.

This checklist is designed to help you carry out workplace inspections. Its aim is to help you cover some
of themost important areas and consider what improvements need to bemade.Some of the questions
may not apply to your particular workplace and somenew onesmay need to be added.The best
checklists are those developed byWorkplace Organisers and Safety Reps using their knowledge and
experience of their workplace.Use this checklist as a basis for developing one of your own,amending it
where necessary to suit your needs.

The checklist will not solve your problems,but it is a tool for identifying the priority areas for
improvements.Carry out regular inspections and use your checklist each time you do so.Check the
accident book before you start an inspection to find out details of any accidents whichmay have
occurred.When you are on your rounds,communicatewith yourmembers.Listen towhat they have to
say and take note of their suggestions for improvements.Conducting short surveys amongst your
membership can also provide useful information on their commonproblems and concerns.

Copy your findings to your GMBOfficer.

HOWTOUSE THIS CHECKLIST
1. Photocopy this checklist to use as the basis of your own customised version.Add itemswhich are

relevant to your particular workplace on additional sheets of paper,based upon the list on the
following pages.Youwill need to develop your own questions for these areas.The question already
listed on the following pages cover a number of basic areas only,althoughmany of themwill apply
tomost workplaces.Drawing up your own customised versionwill allow you to ask the questions
which youwant to about health and safety in your workplace.This way youwill have a checklist
which suits your needs.You do not have to cover all the areas listed,so ignore anything on the
checklist which doesn’t apply.

2. Decide whichworks areas are to be inspected. If youwork in a small establishment itmay be
appropriate to check thewhole area. In the case of a larger establishment,particular workplaces
or sections can be inspected separately.

3. As you inspect,work through the questions on your checklist and decidewhichmeasures need to
be taken according to the following procedure:

• If action is not needed(ie improvements have already been carried out or the inspection has
found the area to be safe)tick theno action columnopposite the relevant question.

• If improvements are needed tick the action column.The action column should also be ticked if
measures have already been taken but further action is necessary.

• If urgent action is necessary tick theurgent action column.

• In the comments section,write your notes on the actionwhich needs to be taken.Youmay
need extra paper to take notes whilst carrying out your inspection.

4. After the inspection,ensure thatmanagement is informed of the problems and take appropriate
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action to resolve them.Alwaysmake your reports in writing using yourGMBSafety
Representatives Report Forms. See sections six and seven ofGMB’s Safety RepsHandbook for
more information on action after the inspection and resolving problems.Keep a record of the date,
the area(s) inspected and a copy of the checklist for your records.Use your copy to check that
management have taken the appropriate action.
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HEALTH&SAFETYINSPECTIONCHECKLIST

no action urgent comments
action action

Lighting

Are all areas of theworkplace, including relevant outside
areas adequately lit?

Have excessive glare and reflections been eliminated?

Areworkstations properly positioned tomake the best
use of natural light?

Is local lighting provided toworkstations where
necessary?

Is emergency lighting provided,with an independent
power sourcewhich activates automatically when normal
lighting fails?

Does emergency lighting provide enough light?

Noise

Is theworkplace too noisy?

Is noise reduced at source by the provision of properly
designed,wellmaintained and adjusted tools or
machines?

Are noise levels reduced by the use of sound-absorbent
materials?

Can the source of any excessive noise be enclosed or
isolated?

Is suitable hearing protection provided if noise levels
cannot be reduced by any othermeans?

Temperature,ventilation&extraction

Is theworkplace too hot or too cold?

Canmeasures be taken to control temperature
extremes?

Is there enough natural ventilation in theworkplace,eg
windows or open doorways?

If natural ventilation is insufficient,are ventilators, fans
or air conditioners provided to ensure a consistent flow
of fresh air?

Ismachinery and equipmentwhich generates heat or
fumes isolated or enclosed?

Are adequate extraction systems fitted tomachinery or
equipment,or is local exhaust ventilation provided
where necessary?

Are ventilation and extraction systems regularly cleaned
andmaintained to ensure their efficiency?
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no action urgent comments
action action

Housekeeping&wastematerials

Is theworkplace kept generally clean and tidy?

Are appropriate and convenient storage racks provided
for tools,

Rawmaterials,parts and products?

Are oil spills and other ‘slips, trips and falls’hazards
promptly cleaned up or removed?

Are all work areas cleaned and tidied up daily(ormore
frequently if necessary),with all hazardouswaste
materials disposed of properly?

Are there enoughwaste receptacles or containers of
adequate size?

Is there provision for proper drainage of waste water or
other liquids?

Are all areas of theworkplace, including relevant outside
areas adequately lit?

Have excessive glare and reflections been eliminated?

Areworkstations properly positioned tomake the best
use of natural light?

Is local lighting provided toworkstations where
necessary?

Is emergency lighting provided,with an independent
power sourcewhich activates automatically when normal
lighting fails?

Does emergency lighting provide enough light?

Noise

Is theworkplace too noisy?

Is noise reduced at source by the provision of properly
designed,wellmaintained and adjusted tools or
machines?

Are noise levels reduced by the use of sound-absorbent
materials?

Can the source of any excessive noise be enclosed or
isolated?

Is suitable hearing protection provided if noise levels
cannot be reduced by any othermeans?
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no action urgent comments
action action

Temperature,ventilation&extraction

Is theworkplace too hot or too cold?

Canmeasures be taken to control temperature
extremes?

Is there enough natural ventilation in theworkplace,eg
windows or open doorways?

If natural ventilation is insufficient,are ventilators, fans
or air conditioners provided to ensure a consistent flow
of fresh air?

Ismachinery and equipmentwhich generates heat or
fumes isolated or enclosed?

Are adequate extraction systems fitted tomachinery or
equipment,or is local exhaust ventilation provided
where necessary?

Are ventilation and extraction systems regularly cleaned
andmaintained to ensure their efficiency?

Housekeeping&wastematerials

Is theworkplace kept generally clean and tidy?

Are appropriate and convenient storage racks provided
for tools, rawmaterials,parts and products?

Are oil spills and other ‘slips, trips and falls’hazards
promptly cleaned up or removed?

Are all work areas cleaned and tidied up daily(ormore
frequently if necessary),with all hazardouswaste
materials disposed of properly?

Are there enoughwaste receptacles or containers of
adequate size?

Is there provision for proper drainage of waste water or
other liquids?

Traffic route&passageways

Are there separate routes for pedestrians and traffic(eg
fork lift trucks,etc) in theworkplace?

Are aisles,passageways and traffic routes free from
obstructions and other hazards and clearlymarked for
safemovement of people,vehicles andmaterials?

Havemeasures been taken to prevent workers from
being struck bymovingmaterials or vehicles?

Are warning notices,signs or signals postedwhere
hazardous conditions exist?

Are barriers placed around temporary floor openings
and used to restrict access to dangerousmachines and
processes?

Are sharp,dangerous or hot objects removed,or located
so that workers cannot be hurt accidentally?
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no action urgent comments
action action

Emergency exits

Are all fire escapes and routes to emergency exits free
fromobstacles?

Are all emergency escape exits clearlymarked?

Are there enough fire extinguishers of the correct type
within easy reach and near each exit?

Haveworkers been instructed in the evacuation
procedures in the event of an emergency?

Falls or falling objects

Are all staircases secure and fittedwith suitable
handrails?

Are ladders,platforms,crawling boards and other
equipment for working at heights in good repair and
suitable for the task?

Are all fragile roofs and surfaces clearly identified?

Havemeasures been taken to prevent falls into vessel
containing dangerous substances?

Arematerials and objects adequately stored or stacked
to prevent them from falling and causing injury?

Are vehicles unloaded safely,without workers having to
climb on top of vehicles or loads?

Electrical safety

Are there any exposed, loose or entangledwires or
connections?

Are all switchboxes,panel boards and sockets provided
with suitable covers?

Is all electrical equipment effectively earthed?

Is all electrical equipment regularly inspected for signs
of wear and tear?

Have all substances used in theworkplace been assessed.
Ask for copies of the current Chemical Data Sheets.

Have safermaterials and substances been substituted
where possible?

Are dust or fume producingmachines enclosed or
isolated?

Are sources f hazardous gases or vapours completely
enclosed or sealed?

Is local exhaust ventilation adequate? Is it regularly
cleaned andmaintained?

Is suitable protective equipment providedwhere
exposure cannot be controlled by othermeans?
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no action urgent comments
action action

Handling hazardousmaterials

Is work organised to eliminate orminimise the handling
of hazardousmaterials?

Where direct handling is unavoidable,are workers
providedwith suitable personal protective equipment,
clothes and gloves?

Are there emergency procedures and facilities for
dealingwith chemical spillages and other accidents?

Are all hazardous substances andmaterials properly
labelled?

Is suitable protective equipment providedwith the full
information, instruction and training on the hazards of
thematerials?

Protective equipment

Has the need to use personal protective equipment been
minimised by the introduction of other risk control
measures?

Is the protective equipment provided(eg safety glasses,
face shields,masks,ear defenders,safety footwear,
helmets,gloves etc)suitable for the task?

Has all protective equipmentwhich is used only at work
been provided at no cost to theworker?

Is all protective equipment in good condition andwell
maintained?

Have all workers who use personal protective equipment
been providedwith full information on the risks they are
being protected fromand given instruction and training
on proper use of the equipment?

Are all moving parts ofmachines and equipment fitted
with appropriate guards?

Are all machinery guards securely fastened to the
machines?

Domachines have safety cut-out switches or other
safety devices to prevent the operation ofmachines
while workers’hands are in danger?

Can emergency stoop controls be easily reached by all
machine operators?

Are safety devices and controls regularly checked and
themachines properlymaintained to ensure safe
working?

Ismaintenancework carried out safely andmachinery
maintenance logs kept up to date?
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no action urgent comments
action action

Tools&equipment

Are tools andwork equipment suitable for the job?

Are tools of appropriate size and shaped for easy and
safe use?

Are locking devices(or similar)fitted to tools to reduce
gripping or handling force and vibration?

Are all tools and equipment kept in good repair and
properlymaintained?

Has the locationwhere the equipment or tools are being
used been assessed to identify any particular risks which
may arise? For example,working in confined spaces or a
flammable atmosphere?

Is training provided for thosewho use tools andwork
equipment and also for theirmanagers and supervisors?

Lifting&handling

Have all works tasks been assessed to determine
whether the handling of loads can be avoided
altogether?

Havemanual handling assessments taken account of
factors other thanweight,such as the size and shape of
the load and the condition of thework environment?

Ismechanical equipment,such as lever,conveyors,
vacuum lifters,cranes, lift trucks and trolleys used to
avoidmanual handling?

Can the load be altered(for example,by reducing the size
or weight or providing handles)to reduce the risk of
injury?

Areworkers properly trained in lifting and othermanual
handling techniques?

Work design

Does the layout of working surfaces,controls and
equipment causeworkers to bend,stretch or adopt
awkward postures?

Are footstands or platforms provided for standing
workers to avoid the need toworkwith raised hands or
arms?

Have you got the right tools for the job?

Areworkbenches or tables for seatedworkers positioned
at the correct height to avoid awkward hand and arm
positions?

Are frequently operated switches and controls easily
distinguishable fromeach other by clearly identified
sizes,shapes,colours and positions?

Are all racks,storage bins andmaterials within easy
reach of workers?
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no action urgent comments
action action

Seating

Could workwhich is carried out standing be done just as
well whilst seated?

Are all seats individually adjustable to suit the height of
thework surface and posture of theworker and are
footrests providedwhen necessary?

Are seats in good condition,with comfortable surfaces
and cushions?

Do chairs have correctly sized and position backrests to
provide lower back support?

First aid facilities

Is there at least one fully equipped first aid box provided
in all workplaces?

Where necessary, is there a first aid roomwith adequate
facilities and equipment(taking into account the type of
work or workplace,the numbers employed,etc)?

Is there a sufficient number of qualified first-aiders?

Are qualified first-aiders available at all times(on late and
night shifts, for example)?

Workplace facilities

Are there sufficient toilet facilities near to work areas,
with separate handwashing facilities and an adequate
supply of hot water,soap or hand cleaners?

Are toilet andwashing facilities regularly cleaned and in
a sanitary condition?

Is a clean locker roomprovided for changing clothes,
with facilities for separating soiled working clothes from
personal clothing?

Is there a comfortable separate room for workers to take
rest breaks?

Is there a separate rest room(or area of the rest room)
for non-smokers?

Is there a rest room for pregnant women and nursing
mothers,near to sanitary facilities andwith somewhere
to lie down?

Is there an adequate supply of fresh drinkingwater?

Is there a separate,hygienic and comfortable eating
areawhich is adequate for the numbers employed?
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The questions on the preceding pages will not cover all the things youmay need to check during the
course of your inspection.They will get you started,but youwill need to add subjects from the list
opposite to your checklist.The exact items you addwill depend upon the particular circumstances in
your workplace.

Youwill need to develop specific questions for each subject,perhaps after you have carried out one or
two inspections to get the feel of things.The preceding list is not exhaustive and theremay be other
areas or subjects not listedwhich need to be checked at your workplace.Use your knowledge and
experience of theworkplace to add anythingwhich is not listed to your own customised checklist.
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SOME ITEMSWHICHMAYNEED TOBE CHECKEDCOULD INCLUDE:
• Accident reporting arrangements.

• Asbestos.

• Boilers and Boiler-rooms.

• Cleanliness(windows,work surfaces,general state of the building etc).

• Competent persons-their appointment and ability(ie the skills and
knowledge to do the job).

• Deliveries to,and goods out of,theworkplace.

• Doors,gates and escalators.

• Dust controlmeasures.

• Display screen equipment(VDU’s).

• Eye protection.

• FoodHygiene.

• Fire precautions.

• Health and safety training and instruction.

• Health surveillance arrangements.

• Information provision.

• Loading and unloading(of goods,materials,products etc).

• Loneworkers.

• Maintenance activities.

• Non routine operations(for example,work activities which don’t
necessary happen every day,or those that are not being carried out at
the time of inspection).

• Occupational health provision.

• Office furniture and equipment.

• Overcrowding and space requirements.

• Protection of pregnant women and nursingmothers.

• Planned changes to processes,machinery or work organisation.

• Risk assessments.

• Transport.

• Safe systems of work.

• Safety supervision andmanagement.

• Supervision and training for you and inexperiencedworkers.

• Shift work arrangements.

• Violence to staff.

• Welfare andwelfare facilities.

• Work in confined spaces.

• Workers with exceptional or additional needs(eg,safety systems and
welfare facilities covering the needs of disabledworkers,young
workers,trainees etc).

• Work organisation(ie toomuchwork,repetitive ormonotonouswork,
too little control over how the job is done etc).

• Working time and rest breaks(systems of work or work schedule,too few
rest breaks or difficulties taking breaks).
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Pensions are a key part of employees’remuneration package and are legally deferred pay. Many
companies operate a range of different pension schemes for their employees and from 2012 new
obligations will be introduced to require a minimal level of employer contribution to workplace
pensions.

CONSULTATION
Employers wanting to make significant changes to their pension provision are required to consult with
the relevant employees for 60 days. A GMB bulletin on pension consultation requirements is enclosed.

TRUSTEES
Trust based schemes–in the private sector,all final salary and average salary schemes and some
defined contribution schemes–are run by trustees. A minimum of one third of a scheme’s trustees
should be nominated by scheme members.

Trustees are responsible for managing money that is set aside now to provide pensions in the future.
They have to run the pension scheme in line with the scheme rules and have a duty to act honestly and
prudently in the best interests of all scheme members and beneficiaries of the pension scheme.

SCHEMEQUALITY
GMB supports the provision of good quality pension provision,preferably defined benefit(either final or
average salary). GMB’s policy for a defined contribution/money purchase scheme is to have a minimum
employer contribution rate of 10% where scheme members contribute 5%.

PRERETIREMENTCHECKLIST
Particular issues arise when someone is approaching retirement. A retirement checklist is enclosed
which can be photocopied and distributed to relevant individuals.

MORE INFORMATION
GMB produces regular bulletins on workplace pension issues and policy campaigns. All these can be
accessed through the pensions page of the GMB website: www.gmb.org.uk/pensions

PENSIONS INFORMATION
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NOTE:

Please keep any further briefings you are given on pensions from GMB or your employer in this section.

REMEMBER: This issuewill affect the vastmajority of theworkforce.Call ameeting to
advise,recruit and organise.
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GMB RETIREMENT CHECKIST
For GMB members approaching or who have reached retirement,this leaflet contains a summary of the
benefits that are available to you in retirement.

GMBMEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
Retired members can apply for membership of the GMB’s Retired Members Association(RMA). The RMA
campaigns on behalf of retired members to bring about dignity in retirement. Among other issues,
they campaign for better pension provision,affordable public transport and utilities,and improved
care conditions. Most branches of the RMA meet several times a year and there is an annual national
RMA conference. If you are interested in joining the RMA you should contact your Regional Secretary
for further information.

Members of at least five years standing can apply for retired life membership of GMB. This is available
for a one-off payment . Benefits of life membership include:

• *Legal Assistance for those aged 60 and over and who have been members for at least 10 years–
provided primarily in matters concerning employment but can be authorised by a Regional
Secretary for any class of matter

*Subject to rule

STATE BENEFITS
Full information on the benefits available to you can be obtained from your local Department for Work
and Pensions(DWP)Office.

State Pension
For Men–This is currently payable from age 65.

For Women–This is currently payable from age 60 for those born before 6 April 1950,and is gradually
increasing to 65.

Under recent Government announcements,women’s State Pension Age would increase more quickly to
65 between April 2016 and November 2018. Also from December 2018 the State Pension Age for both
men and women will start to increase to reach 66 by April 2020. You can find out more on your State
Pension Age at www.direct.gov.uk

To find out how much you will get you can request a forecast from The Pensions Service on 0800 731
7898.

The State Pension can be made up of several elements:

• Basic State Pension–available to all who have made sufficient National Insurance Contributions;

• S2P–this is an additional state pension available to those who did not contract out from April
2002 onwards;

• SERPS–this is an additional state pension available to those who did not contract out between
April 1978 and March 2002.

Pension Credit–This is a means tested benefit designed to ensure that those aged 60 and over receive
a guaranteed weekly income. You can apply for this by calling The Pensions Service on 0800 991 234.

Anyone receiving Pension Credit may also be entitled to Housing Benefit,Council Tax Benefit and Cold
Weather Payments.

Over 80’s Pension–This is available to over 80s whose state pension income is below a certain level.
Further details are available from your local DWP office.

Winter Fuel Payment–This is payable to UK residents aged over 60. It can be claimed by calling the
Winter Fuel Payment helpline on 0845 915 1515.

Attendance Allowance or Disability Living Allowance–If you are aged 65 or over and have a disability
that requires help in caring for yourself,you may be able to claim Attendance Allowance. If you are
under age 65 and your disability means that you require help with care,you may be entitled to Disability
Living Allowance. You can find out more on these by calling the Benefit Enquiry Line on 0800 882 200.
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Carer’s Allowance–If you care for someone who is disabled and is in receipt of Attendance Allowance or
Disability Living Allowance,you may be entitled to Carer’s Allowance. However, if you receive other state
benefits such as the basic state pension,you may not be entitled to Carer’s Allowance. More information
can be obtained from the Benefit Enquiry Line on 0800 882 200.

Bus Pass–This is available for free to those aged over 60. Residents of London Boroughs also qualify for a
Freedom Pass. Your local Council can give you more information on this.

Free Prescriptions&Eyesight Tests–If you are aged over 60 you are entitled to free prescriptions and
eye examinations. You may also qualify for financial assistance with other medical costs. For more
information,call NHS Direct on 0845 4647.

TV Licence–This is available for free for those aged 75 and over. To apply for this call TV Licensing on 0844
800 6790.

TAXBENEFITS
Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs(HMRC)grants a higher personal allowance to those aged over 65,
meaning that you will be allowed more tax free income if you are above this age. The level of increased
allowance depends on your income. HMRC should apply this increased allowance automatically,but it is
worth double checking this. You can do this and check if you think you have paid to much tax by virtue of
not previously receiving this increased allowance by contacting your local tax office.

OCCUPATIONAL PENSION
If you have contributed to a work based pension at your current workplace,you should have heard about
your pension entitlement. If you have not,you should contact your employer’s Human Resources or
Pensions Department.

If you think you have an entitlement to a pension from a previous employer,or another pension provider,
the government-run Pension Tracing Service can help you track down those responsible for paying these
pensions. You can contact the Pension Tracing Service on 0845 600 2537.

AGEDISCRIMINATION
If your retirement was forced by your employer:

• Were you notified of your retirement date at least six months in advance?

• Did they advise you of your right to request continuing working past retirement age?

• Was your age at retirement 65 or more?

• If not,did your employer justify why they have enforced retirement at this earlier age?

If your answer to any of these is“no”,there may be a breach of the retirement procedure as set out in the
Age Discrimination Regulations. Speak to your GMB Workplace Organiser or Regional Organiser for more
details. The facility that allows employers to enforce retirement is due to be removed from October 2011,
although employers will legally be able to enforce retirements that are justified from this time.



CONSULTATION ON CHANGES TO PENSION SCHEMES
Since 6th April 2006,a statutory obligation has existed for employers to consult with employees on
changes to a pension scheme.

The obligation applies to employers of more than 50 employees who provide an occupational pension
scheme(excluding public sector pension schemes).

CHANGES
Changes which must be consulted on include:

• Increases to normal pension age

• Closing a pension scheme to some,or all,new joiners

• Closing a defined benefit scheme to future accrual for some,or all,members

• Removing the liability to make employer contributions to a defined benefit scheme(meaning that
employers are not obliged by the rules of a pension scheme to contribute to the scheme)

• Changing the accrual rate for some,or all,members of a defined benefit pension scheme

• Changing method of accrual in a defined benefit scheme for some or all members(e.g.by moving
from final salary to CARE)

• Reducing the level of employer contribution for some,or all,members of a defined contribution
scheme or personal pension plan

EXCEPTIONS
Consultation is not required where these changes are made to comply with a statutory provision or a
determination by the Pensions Regulator;or if the change will have no lasting effect on the rights of
employees to join the scheme or benefits provided.

It is also important to note that change can only be made to employees’ future pension rights(i.e. the
pension they build up through future service). Any changes to the rights a member has built up can
only be made with the express agreement of that individual member.

CONSULTATIONPROCESS
The consultation on these changes must be carried out for a period of not less than 60 days before any
change can be affected. All active members and prospective members must be consulted as must
representatives of recognised Trade Unions.

Written information on proposed changes should be provided to these people before the consultation
begins. This information should include:

• Details of changes and the likely effect on members

• Relevant background information

• Timescales involved before proposals are implemented

In the course of the consultation both employer and those being consulted are under a duty to“work in
a spirit of co-operation”. There is no legal requirement that agreement must be reached.

At the start of a consultation,parties should be notified of a deadline for submission of comments. At
the end of a consultation period,an employer is obliged to consider responses received before making
a final decision to implement the initial proposal.

ENFORCEMENT
The details of the consultation obligation are laid out in full in the Occupational and Personal Pension
Schemes(Consultation by Employers and Miscellaneous Amendment)Regulations 2006(SI 2006/349).
Any parties failing to comply with these obligations can be reported to the Pensions Regulator,who has
the power to investigate and impose civil penalties,but does not have the power to overturn the
relevant changes in such circumstances.
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GOODCONSULTATIONPRACTICE
GMB believes that genuine consultation is entered into at the earliest stage and no employer should
begin a consultation with a pre-determined position on the outcome of the consultation. Members
should not be asked to make a decision on any one particular outcome during the course of a
consultation. At the outset,and employer should be in a position to provide as much information as
possible. This should include:

• examples of the financial impact of the change on members(ideally these should be personalised
examples based on individual members’specific circumstances);

• the most recent formal actuarial valuation report,any more recent pension costings,overall cost
implications of the proposals, trust deed and rules for the schemes concerned and details of any
contractual guarantees on pensions.

A good employer will hold presentation workshops for employees during and after a consultation. Regular
meetings will also be held with employee representatives for the consideration of proposals and the
discussion of any counter proposals. Many employers also find it good practice to keep a“Q&A”document
updated and circulated amongst the workforce to provide information on questions arising.

REMEMBER: This issuewill affect the vastmajority of theworkforce.Call ameeting to
advise,recruit and organise.
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EQUALITY THROUGH INCLUSION

17.1 WHAT IS EQUALITY THROUGH INCLUSION?



WHATISEQUALITY?
• Britain,your workplace and your communities aremade up of people with different characteristics.

In Britain there are women,black and ethnicminority people,people with disability,people of
different faiths, lesbian,gay,bisexual and transgender;young and older people;and people from
different social classes.Because of these differences,people’s experience in work and society also
vary.These differences can affect your life chances and opportunities.

• GMB is about fairness and achieving equality.

• Equalities can appear complicated.Section 17.2 contains our“JargonBuster”.A list of terms and
names your employermight usewhendiscussing equalities,with explanations ofwhat theymean in
plain English for you to refer to.Section 17.3 is a list of the current laws on equalities and the rights
they give people atwork.

WHY IS EQUALITY IMPORTANT?

WHAT IS INCLUSION?
• Inclusion is ensuring that everybody can fully participate.

• An inclusive work place strengthens GMB’s position in theworkplace.

EQUALITY AND INCLUSION ISNOT
• Political correctness.

• About bringing onmore people of a certain type.

• A conspiracy by women and ethnicminorities to get ahead of whitemen.

WHAT IS DISCRIMINATION?
This is less favourable treatment on grounds of sex,race,disability,sexual orientation,religion and belief,
age and inNorthern Ireland,religious or political opinion.

DISCRIMINATION LEGISLATION
There is considerable UK and European legislationwhich outlaws discrimination.(See appendix 17.3)

Discrimination because of a ‘difference’can lead to unequal treatment and exclusion of GMBmembers or
potentialmembers.Discrimination can happen through thewaymembers are treated, instructed or
excluded as well as through:

EQUALITYTHROUGHINCLUSION
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• Recruitment process

• Selection process

• Training

• Promotion

• Redundancy

• Disciplinary process

• Complaints process

• Access to benefits

• Income levels

• Work life balance/flexible working policies

• These differences can lead to direct or
unwitting discrimination and lead to
weakened trade union organisation.

• It’s also about appreciating those differences
andmaking sure that everybody feels
included.

• To“appreciate” is not just to tolerate or
“put up”with differences,but to value all
perspectives,experiences and talents.

• Equality is integral to the job of GMBReps.

• GMBdraws strength fromnot only it’s
members but also from the increasing
differences of it’smembers.



EFFECTS,NOT INTENTIONS THAT COUNT
Importantly, it does not necessarilymatter if an employer intended to discriminate. It is the effect of
the discriminationwhich is important.

Types of discrimination

There are four different types of discrimination forbidden by law:

Direct discrimination

This occurs when aworker is treated less favourably on the grounds of a characteristic.For example
gender,race or colour.

Indirect discrimination

This is when an employer's practice or policy has a bigger adverse effect on one group of employees
than another because of a characteristic they share, for example such as gender,race or colour.

Victimisation

Victimisation occurs when a person is treated less favourably because they havemade complaint
discrimination or intends tomake a complaint.

Harassment

Harassment occurs where a person is treated less favourably because of a characteristic and is
subjected to unwanted conduct that has the purpose or effect of violating a person’s dignity or
creating an offensive, intimidating,hostile or degrading environment.

GMBEQUALITY AND INCLUSIONSTRUCTURES
There is amember ledNational Equality Forum(NEF).The twelvemembers represent different equality
characteristics and give strategic direction on equality and help GMB to realise its vision for equality
and inclusion.

This structure is replicated in the GMBRegions andmany branches have lay equality officers.

There is a network of GMB officers called Equality Champions responsible for supporting the
organising,bargaining and equality projects.

There are reserved seats for women and for black andminority ethnicmembers on the GMBCentral
Executive Council and Regional Councils.

There is an annual GMB laymember Equality Conference as well asmany on going issue based equality
conferences.

GMBVISION FOR EQUALITY AND INCLUSION
“Wewant GMB to be recognised as the lead TradeUnion in driving equality at work and in our society,
while reflecting themake up of ourmembers and potentialmembers at all levels of GMB and unleashing
their potential.”Paul Kenny General Secretary

NOTE:Please consult yourGMBOfficer about taking formal legal advice if anyGMBmember complains
to you about a specific incident of discrimination,victimisation or harassment at yourworkplace.
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JARGONBUSTER

Access

Refers to themethods by which people with a range of needs(such as disabled people,people with
children,people whose first language is not English)find out about and use services and information.

Advocacy

As far as possible,advocacy helps people who are at risk of being excluded to get their point across,
speak up for themselves,get organised.

Ageism

Discrimination against people based on assumptions and stereotypes about age.

Anti-Semitism

Unfounded hostility towards the Jewish faith and people.

Asian

Refers to people who self define as being Asian,East African Asian,British Asian or originate from India,
Bangladesh,Pakistan,Sri Lanka,Nepal or China.

Bisexual

Aman orwomanwho is emotionally,physically and/or sexually attracted to bothmen andwomen.

Black,Asian andMinority Ethnic Groups

An inclusive term that refers to all ethnic groupswho have a common experience of discrimination on
the basis of their skin colour. It also includes thosewho self-define as black. In relation to statistical
data collection,such as the census,black has beenmore narrowly defined to refer to people who self
define as any of the black or black British categories which are:African,Caribbean,or black other.

Legal Burden of Proof

Once an individual can show that there is an issue of potential discrimination,the burden of proof
shifts to the employer to defend the case and show that the reason for the difference in treatment is
justifiable and not discriminatory. In the absence of a reasonable explanation,a tribunal will draw the
inference that discrimination occurred.Previously the complainant had to prove that they had been
discriminated against.Now the employer needs to prove that they did not discriminate.

Consultation

Consultationwith those likely to be affected by a policy is integral to good policymaking&
implementation.Public authorities are also legally obligedwhenmaking decisions to take into account
consultationwith its stakeholders.This consists of active involvement and engagementwith
consultees e.g.genuine dialogue,when proposals are still in the formative stage.To be effective,
consultationmust be thoroughly prepared,planned and properly resourced. It respects those being
consulted at all stages of the process,by allowing enough time,by using flexible and varied approaches,
and by giving feedback on the results and action to be taken. It is coordinatedwithin the organisation
andwith partner organisations. It is a continuous process with resultsmonitored and evaluated so
that progress and change can bemeasured. If no consultation has taken place,then the public
authority could be open to legal challenge.
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Deaf and deaf

“deaf ’written in lower case denotes themedical condition of hearing loss.Upper case ‘Deaf ’ is the
political and social termof belonging to the Deaf community. It is used in the sameway other
nationalities and groups would be spelt with upper case letters,e.g.Spanish orMuslim.”(Deaf and
Creative,University of Wolverhampton).

Disability–Legal Position

The Disability Discrimination Act 1995 defines disability as ‘a physical ormental impairment,which has
a substantial and long termadverse effect on a person’s ability to carry out normal day to day
activities’.Thismay affect a person’smobility,manual dexterity,physical co-ordination;continence;
ability to lift ormove everyday objects; speech,hearing;eyesight;memory or ability to understand,
concentrate or learn;perception of the risk of danger.

Disability–MedicalModel

Fromamedicalmodel perspective,people are disabled by their impairment and the absence or
reduction of functionality that it causes.There is a focus onmedical intervention–disability is
something the person is burdenedwith,which should be cured so theymay become as ‘normal’as
possible.

Disability–SocialModel

Froma socialmodel perspective,people are disabled,not by their impairment,but by the
environmental, social&attitudinal barriers that prevent them fromparticipating fully asmembers of
society.There is a focus on the removal of barriers,and providing ‘different but equal’ treatment to
enable all people to participate.

Disabled person(people)

A disabled person is someonewho has an impairment,experiences externally exposed barriers and
self-identifies as a disabled person.

Discrimination

The law recognises twomain types of discrimination,direct&indirect.

Discrimination–Direct

Occurs when one person is treated less favourably than another would be in the same or notmaterially
different circumstances,on the basis of their gender,gender identity,race,sexual orientation,religion
or belief,disability or age.

Discrimination–Indirect-informal

Occurs where a law,regulation,policy or practice,which is apparently neutral,would put persons of a
given group(e.g.on grounds of gender,race,ethnic or national origins,sexual orientation,religion or
belief-or none)at a particular disadvantage comparedwith another person,unless the provision,
criterion or practice can be objectively justified by a legitimate aim and themeans of achieving that
aim are appropriate and necessary(i.e.proportionate).A key difference between direct and indirect
discrimination is that indirect discrimination can occur through informal practices as well as formal
ones. It can happen unwittingly through practices,provisions or criteria that have a disproportionate
negative impact on a particular group.
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Discrimination–Indirect-formal&specific

Occurs where on all racial grounds(but effectively grounds of colour or nationality)there is the use of
an apparently non-discriminatory requirement or conditionwhich applies equally to everyone but can
only bemet by a considerably smaller proportion of people forma particular racial group, is to the
detriment of someone from that group and cannot be objectively justified.

Discrimination–Institutional

May be seen as the“collective failure of an organisation to provide an appropriate and professional
service to people because of their colour,race,culture or ethnic origin. It can be seen or detected in
processes,attitudes and behaviour which amount to discrimination through unwitting prejudice,
ignorance,thoughtlessness and racist stereotypingwhich disadvantagesminority ethnic people.”
(Stephen Lawrence Inquiry Report 1999.)The“collective failure”can also result because of people’s
gender,gender identity,sexual orientation,disability,religion or belief or age.

Discrimination–Positive:

Not the same as positive action. It involves treating someone froman equality target groupmore
favourably than someone not in the group,regardless of whether they have the relevant skills and
qualifications. It is illegal in the context of sex and race discrimination.

Diversity

Refers to the differences in the values,attitudes,cultural perspectives,beliefs,ethnic backgrounds,
sexual orientation,skills,knowledge and life experiences of each individual in any group of people.This
term refers to differences between people and is used to highlight individual need.Diversity includes
visible and non-visible individual differences.Theymay include,but are not limited to,differences
protected by anti-discrimination legislation.

Equal Access

Ensuring that no one receives less favourable treatment because of their ethnicity,colour,creed,
national origin,gender,gender identity,marital status,class,disability or sexual orientation.Everyone
has equal and full access to the services that are available.Offering flexible,responsive services in
which differing needs are identified and accommodated so that each person benefits equally.

Equalities

Is used as a short hand term to refer to all work addressing issues of discrimination and disadvantage,
particularly as it relates to race equality,disability,gender,gender identity,sexual orientation,religion
or faith and age.

Equality

The vision or aim of creating a society(or aspects of society)where power and quality of life is shared
equally and both individuals and groups are able to live their lives free fromdiscrimination and
oppression. It is a short-hand term for all work carried out by an organisation to promote equal
opportunities and challenge discrimination in carrying out its work in employment and service
delivery.

Equality Impact Assessment

Is a way of systematically assessing,recording and reporting on the likely impact of a strategy,policy or
project on people fromequality target groups. It involves anticipating and identifying potential
equality consequences and ensuring that as far as possible any potential negative consequences are
minimised or eliminated. It should be integral to the policymaking process.
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EQIA

Section 75 of theNorthern Ireland Act 1998 requires public authorities in Northern Ireland to have due
regard to the need to promote equality of opportunity(a)between persons of different religious belief,
political opinion,racial group,age,marital status or sexual orientation;(b)betweenmen andwomen
generally;(c)between persons with a disability and personswithout;and(d)between personswith
dependants and persons without. In addition,public authoritiesmust have due regard to the
desirability of promoting good relations between persons of different religious belief,political opinion
or racial group.Carrying out Equality Impact Assessments(EQIAs)through engagement and
consultation is a vital element of fulfilling these statutory obligations.

Equality Target Group

An equality target group is one that is likely to face discrimination and disadvantage on the basis of its
age,caring responsibilities,civil partnership ormarital status,disability gender(including gender
recognition), race,religion and belief and sexual orientation or any other inappropriate distinctions
such as social class or their status as a gypsy/traveller, refugee or asylum seeker. It is necessary to be
aware of the particular needs facing these groups and themeans bywhich service providers canmeet
their requirements. It is important to be aware that people can belong to several equality target
groups andmay experiencemultiple forms of disadvantage&discrimination.

Equal Opportunities

The development of practices that promote the possibility of fair and equal chances for all to develop
their full potential in all aspects of life and the removal of barriers of discrimination and oppression
experienced by certain groups.

Ethnicity

An individual’s identificationwith a group sharing any or all of the following:nationality, lifestyles,
religion,customs and language.

Exemplary Employer

An employer that is at the leading edge of good employment practice,that people want towork for,and
that offers favourable terms and conditions to its employees.

Faith or Religion

A religious belief is likely to include some formof collective worship,a clear belief systemor a profound
belief in a way of life or view of theworld.Belief in a deity is not essential to a belief systembeing
classified as religious.Anti-discrimination laws in the area of religion or belief also protect non-belief
e.g.atheismor humanism.

Gay

This term is usedwhen referring to gaymen or women.Theword ‘homosexual’ is clinical in origin
(implying a condition or illness)and is usually viewed as an offensive termby gay people.Theword ‘gay’
is normally attributed tomen.However at times it can be used as an all-encompassing term for gay
men, lesbians,and bisexual people.

GayMan

Amanwho is emotionally,physically and/or sexually attracted tomen.
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Gender

Expressed in terms ofmasculinity or femininity.Describes how people feel about themselves and how
they expect other people to behave towards them.It is a concept that refers to the social differences
betweenwomen andmen that have been learned,are changeable over time and havewide variations
bothwithin and between cultures.The term is often used to differentiate from‘sex’which refers to
biological differences.Gender consists of two related aspects:gender identity,which is the person’s
internal perception and experience of their gender;and gender role,which is theway that the person
lives in society and interacts with others,based on their gender identity.

Gender Dysphoria

Is a widely recognisedmedical condition variously referred to as gender dysphoria,gender identity
disorder and transsexualism.

Gender Equality

The concept that all human beings are free to develop their personal ability andmake choices without
the limitation set by strict gender roles; that the different behaviours,aspirations and needs of women
andmen are considered,valued and favoured equally.

GenderNeutral

Having no differential positive or negative impact for gender relations or equality betweenmen and
women.

Gender Reassignment

Gender reassignment(or realignment)is the process which is undertaken undermedical supervision
for the purpose of reassigning a person’s sex by changing physiological or other characteristics of sex.
Thismay include counselling,hormone treatment or surgery.The Sex Discrimination Act(SDA)1975was
amended by the Sex Discrimination(Gender Reassignment)Regulations 1999 providing equality of
opportunity for the transsexual community in the areas of pay,employment,self-employment and
vocational training.

Gender Recognition Act 2004

This enables transsexual people to apply for gender recognition and those born in the UK can obtain a
new birth certificate.To qualify,a transsexual person has to show that:

• They have been diagnosed as having gender dysphoria,or

• they have had gender reassignment surgery,and

• they have lived in their acquired gender role for two years and

• they intend to do so permanently for the remainder of their life.

• Gender recognitionmeans that transsexual or transpeoplemust be treated as of their new sex for
all legal purposes, including in theworkplace.

Genuine Occupational Requirements(GORs)

This is where having a particular characteristic can be a genuine requirement for a job.For example,
being of a particular race,disability,gender,religion,age and sexual orientationmay be essential
criteria in the job description and person specification.The law permits GORs provided these can be
justified.
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Harassment

Unwanted behaviour that has the purpose or effect of violating a person's dignity or creates a
degrading,humiliating,hostile, intimidating or offensive working environment.Harassment on any of
the equality grounds is a specific unlawful act under all equality legislation.Harassment on other
groundsmay involve less favourable treatment andmay be unlawful direct discrimination.

Hate crime

Any incident perceived by the“victim”or any other person to bemotivated by prejudice due to their
actual or perceived racial origin,religion or belief,sexual orientation,disability,gender,gender identity
etc.

Heterosexism

Discrimination in favour of heterosexual people against gaymen, lesbians and bisexual people based on
assumptions,stereotypes and beliefs regarding the superiority of heterosexuality.For example,
assuming that people are heterosexual;not expecting gaymen to play football; assuming that lesbians
don’t have children.

Heterosexual

A personwho is emotionally,physically and/or sexually oriented towards people of the opposite sex.

Homophobia

Is an irrational fear or dislike of an individual or group of individuals who identify themselves as gay,
lesbian or bisexual(prejudice)whichmay result in judgemental,discriminatory or aggressive behaviour.
The Employment Equality(Sexual Orientation)Regulations 2003 outlaws discrimination on grounds of
sexual orientation in employment and training.The Equality Act 2006 outlaws discrimination on
grounds of sexual orientation in service delivery.

Impairment

An impairment is a(usually permanent)medical condition that results in an absence or reduction of
function,whether physical, sensory,emotional or intellectual.

Inclusion

A belief in every person’s inherent right to participate fully in society.The goal of inclusion is for all
people to lead productive lives as full,participatingmembers of their communities.

Independent Living

Is about disabled people controlling their own lives,and choosingwhere and how theywant to live. It is
not about disabled people doing everything for themselves,but about themdeciding,as the experts on
their wants and needs,how to run their lives.

Institutional Racism

“Institutional Racism consists of the collective failure of an organisation to provide an appropriate and
professional service to people because of their colour,culture or ethnic origin. It can be seen or
detected in processes,attitudes and behaviour which amount to discrimination through unwitting
prejudice, ignorance,thoughtlessness,and racist stereotypingwhich disadvantageminority ethnic
people.”(Stephen Lawrence Inquiry Report 1999).
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Islamophobia

Unfounded hostility towards Islam,whichmay result in unfair discrimination againstMuslim
individuals or communities and the exclusion ofMuslims frommainstreampolitical and social affairs.

Lesbian

Awomanwho is emotionally,physically and/or sexually attracted towomen.Not all women are
comfortable with the term lesbian and some choose to identify as either gay or a gaywoman.

Mainstreaming

The integration of equalities into policy development, implementation,evaluation and review.Each
part of the organisation accepts its own responsibility for promoting equality of opportunity and
challenging discrimination.

Minority ethnic people

This term is widely used as a general term to refer to people who belong to an ethnic group numerically
smaller than the predominant white group in theUK.This includes groups distinguished by their skin
colour,as well as others,such as Irish,Turkish,Cypriot,Jewish,Sikh,Hindu and travelling people.

Monitoring

A process that involves collecting,storing,analysing and evaluating information,tomeasure
performance,progress or change.Monitoring race equality involves collecting,storing,analysing and
evaluating information about the racial groups towhich people say they belong.Monitoring is also
applied to collecting and analysing information about people’s gender,disability status,sexual
orientation,religion or belief or age to seewhether all groups are fairly represented.

National origins

National origins are not limited to ‘nationality’ in the legal sense of citizenship of a nation state,which
an individual acquires at birth or through naturalisation.The Scottish Court of Session defined
‘national origins’as ‘identifiable elements,both historically and geographically,which at least at some
point in time reveals the existence of a nation’.National originsmay include origins in a nation that no
longer exists e.g.Czechoslovakia or in a ‘nation’that was never a nation state in themodern sense,such
as ‘the Basque nation’.

Nationality

An aspect of a person’s identity,conveying rights and duties and defined by a specific legal relationship
between an individual and a state,through birth or naturalisation,which is recognised by that state.
Nationality does not indicate a person’s ethnic origin.

Policies

The formal and informal decisions about how a public authority carries out its role or functions,meets
its duties and uses it powers. It also covers unwritten rules of ‘customand practice’,provisions(activity
which serves to provide for ormeet the requirements or particular needs of people)criteria(the basis
by which comparisons or judgements aremade,often against particular reference points e.g.criteria
for redundancy).
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Positive Action

Action permitted by law that covers gender,race,sexual orientation,religion or belief and age.
Employers are able to encourage disadvantaged groups to apply for posts or to participate in targeted
training if individuals from these groups have been under-represented in the past.However,selection
for posts has to be based onmeeting the requirements for the job.Disabled people are in a different
position.The Disability Discrimination Act differs in that it only protects people with a disability and
not thosewithout a disability. It is therefore lawful to treat peoplemore favourably because they are
disabled.

Practices

The customary ways in which intentions or policies are actually carried out.They include attitudes and
behaviour that could amount to unlawful discrimination through unwitting prejudice, ignorance,
thoughtlessness and racist,sexist,disablist,homophobic,ageist or other stereotyping.

Prejudice

An unfavourable feeling or attitude based on partial/faulty or no knowledgewhichmay result in
hostility towards certain individuals or groups.

Procurement

The process by which an organisation enters into a contract with an external supplier to carry out
works or provide goods or services.

Promotion of Race Equality

Promotion of race equality as set out in the Race Relations Amendment Act 2000means public
authorities should have ‘due regard to the need’, in everything they do,to tackle racial discrimination,
promote equality of opportunity and promote good relations between people fromdifferent racial
groups.

Race

The Race Relations Act(RRA)uses ‘race’both to describe the catch-all class that receives protection
under the Act,that is,‘racial group’,and as one of the five sub-classes that fall within it.

Race equality schemeor policy

A timetabled plan setting out how a public authority intends tomeet its statutory general duty to
eliminate unlawful racial discrimination and promote equality of opportunity and good relations
between different racial groups as required by Article 2(3)of the Race Relations Act 1976(Statutory
Duties)Order 2001(Statutory Instrument 2001No 3458).The scheme or policy should indicate the
functions and policies that have been assessed as being relevant tomeeting the duty and the
arrangements that have beenmade to assess,consult on andmonitor present and proposed policies
for any implications theymight have for promoting race equality.

Racial group

A group of people defined by their race,colour,nationality(including citizenship),ethnic or national
origins.All racial groups are protected by unlawful racial discrimination under the RRA.Romany
Gypsies, Irish Travellers,Jews and Sikhs have been explicitly recognised by the courts as constituting
racial groups for the purposes of the RRA.Note:A personmay fall intomore than one racial group; the
courts have held that a person’s actual racial groupmay be irrelevant to theway that they are treated
and that their racial groupmay be defined by a discriminator’s perception of or incorrect assumptions
about their ethnic or national origins.
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Racism

A prejudice founded on the basis of race,nationality or ethnic groups in which groups different to one’s
own are seen as inferior.Also used to describe discriminatory behaviour on the grounds of race.

Reasonable adjustments

Employers have a duty tomake reasonable adjustments under the Disability Discrimination Act 1995 to
prevent physical features or other arrangements which place a disabled person at a substantial
disadvantage fromhaving such an effect.Periods of leave taken by disabled staff to havemedical
check-ups would be part of an organisation’s obligation to ensure reasonable adjustments. If the
employer fails in this duty and that failure is unjustified,the employer has discriminated against that
employee for the purposes of the Act.Employers and service providersmustmake reasonable
adjustments, including taking steps to:

• Amend policies,procedures and practices

• Remove,alter or provide ameans of avoiding physical features

• Provide alternativemeans of delivering the service

• Provide auxiliary aids or services that would facilitate the use of service by disabled people

Religious discrimination

Religious discrimination is unlawful in employment,training,goods and services(Employment Equality
(Religion or Belief Regulations 2003 and Equality Act 2006).The Racial and ReligiousHatred Act 2006
created a criminal offence of inciting(or ‘stirring up’)hatred against a person on the grounds of their
religion.

Segregation

Segregation on racial grounds is automatically regarded as treating the segregated person less
favourable than others. It constitutes unlawful direct racial discrimination.

Sex

Identifies biological differences betweenmen andwomen.

Sexual orientation

Is a person’s emotional,physical and/or sexual attraction,and the expression of that attraction. It is not
a choice that peoplemake; rather sexual orientation is something that people are bornwith.Sexual
orientation refers to gay/lesbian,bisexual and heterosexual(or ‘straight’)people.

Sexism

A prejudice based on a person’s gender in which one gender is seen as inferior.Alsomay be used to
describe discrimination on grounds of gender.

Social Inclusion

The position fromwhere someone can access and benefit from the full range of opportunities available
tomembers of society. It aims to remove barriers for people or for areas that experience a
combination of linked problems such as unemployment,poor skills, low incomes,poor housing,high
crime environments,poor health and family background.

Stereotypes

Generalisations concerning perceived characteristics of all members of a group.
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Transsexual(or trans)people

Have a deep conviction that their gender identity does notmatch their appearance and/or anatomy.
The incongruity between identity and body can be so strong that individuals are driven to presenting
themselves permanently in the opposite(acquired)gender(and possibly undergoing hormonal and
surgical intervention).This terminology is used for the purpose of the Gender Recognition Act,but
people in this positionmay refer to themselves as ‘transgendered’or in a number of ways.Transsexual
and transgendered persons have gender dysphoria,amedically recognised condition.Confusion can
arise from the sometime use of theword ‘transgender’with reference to transvestites.Transvestites,
thosewho have a compulsion,or wish,to dress in the clothes of the opposite sex,do not have gender
dysphoria.

Transphobia

Refers to various kinds of aversions towards transexuality and transsexual or transgendered people,
often taking the formof refusal to accept a person’s expression of their internal gender identity.
Whether intentional or not,transphobia can have severe consequences for the object of the negative
attitude.Many transpeople also experience homophobia frompeople who incorrectly associate the
medically recognised condition of gender identity disorder as a formof homosexuality.Like other
forms of discrimination,such as homophobia,the discriminatory or intolerant behaviour can be direct
such as harassment,assault ormurder or indirect such as refusing to take steps to ensure that
transgender people are treated in the sameway as non-transgendered people.However direct forms of
transphobia canmanifest themselves in ways that are not related to violence.

Victimisation

Less favourable treatment of a person because they have brought legal proceedings under the equality
legislation or are suspected of having done so;or because they have alleged that a person has
committed an actionwhichwould amount to unlawful discrimination;or because they have given
evidence or information in connectionwith proceedings brought under the equality legislation or
because they have otherwise done anything under the legislation in relation to any person or alleged
that a person has committed an act whichwould amount to a contravention of the legislation.
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EQUALITYLEGISLATION:ATAGLANCE

Civil Partnerships Act 2004

Provides legal recognition and parity of treatment for same-sex couples andmarried couples,
including employment benefits and pension rights.

Disability Discrimination Act 1995

Outlaws the discrimination of disabled people in employment,the provision of goods, facilities and
services or the administration ormanagement of premises.

Disability Discrimination Amendment Act 2005

Introduces a positive duty on public bodies to promote equality for disabled people.

Employment Equality(Age)Regulation 2006

Protects against discrimination on grounds of age in employment and vocational training.Prohibits
direct and indirect discrimination,victimisation,harassment and instructions to discriminate.

Employment Equality(Religion or Belief)Regulation 2003

The directive protects against discrimination on the grounds of religion and belief in employment,
vocational training promotion andworking conditions.

The Employment Equality(Sex Discrimination)Regulations 2005

Introduces new definitions of indirect discrimination and harassment,explicitly prohibits
discrimination on the grounds of pregnancy ormaternity leave,sets out the extent to which it is
discriminatory to pay awoman less than shewould otherwise have been paid due to pregnancy or
maternity issues.

Employment Equality(Sexual Orientation)Regulation 2003

The directive protects against discrimination on the grounds of sexual orientation in employment,
vocational training,promotion,andworking conditions.

Equal Pay Act 1970(Amended)

This gives an individual a right to the same contractual pay and benefits as a person of the opposite sex
in the same employment,where theman and thewoman are doing: like work;work rated as equivalent
under an analytical job evaluation study;or work that is proved to be of equal value.

Equality Act 2006

Establishes a single Commission for Equality andHumanRights by 2007 that replaces the three
existing commissions. Introduces a positive duty on public sector bodies to promote equality of
opportunity betweenwomen andmen and eliminate sex discrimination.Protects access
discrimination on the grounds of religion or belief in terms of access to good facilities and services.

Gender Recognition Act 2004

The purpose of the Act is to provide transsexual people with legal recognition in their acquired gender.
Legal recognition follows from the issue of a full gender recognition certificate by a gender
recognition panel.
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Race Relations Act 1976

The Act prohibits discrimination on racial grounds in the areas of employment,education and the
provision of goods, facilities,services and premises.

Race Relations Amendment Act 2000

Places a statutory duty on all public bodies to promote equal opportunity,eliminate racial
discrimination and promote good relations between different racial groups.

Race Relations Act 1976(Amendment)Regulation 2003

Introduced newdefinitions of indirect discrimination and harassment,new burden of proof
requirements,continuing protection after employment ceases,new exemption for a determinate job
requirement and the removal of certain other exemptions.

Racial and ReligiousHatred Act 2006

The Act seeks to stop people from intentionally using threateningwords or behaviour to stir up hatred
against somebody because of what they believe.

SexDiscrimination Act 1975

The Actmakes it unlawful to discriminate on the grounds of sex.Sex discrimination is unlawful in
employment,education,advertising or when providing housing,goods,services or facilities. It is
unlawful to discriminate because someone ismarried, in employment or advertisements for jobs.

The SexDiscrimination(Gender Reassignment)Regulations 1999

The Act seeks to prevent sex discrimination relating to gender reassignment. It clarified the law for
transsexual people in relation to equal pay and treatment in employment and training.
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